
















HIS HONOR MAYOR CROWLEY
At the Inauguration of the City Government, Jan. 1, 1915,
Gentlemen of the Board of Aldermen:
We inaugurate to-day a system of government under new con-
ditions as provided for by a charter approved May 21, 1913 and
adopted June 10, 1913. Under the provisions of this charter the
responsibilities are more intimately placed upon us than formerly
and in the execution of such plans as may present themselves
the necessity of the application of strict business principles to the
-work in hand is of the greatest importance.
We receive to-day the property of this city, the accumulation
of many years and representing the labor and energy of many
administrations. This property comes to us as a trust to be cared
for, to be improved, and to be added to as opportunity may offer
or necessity may demand. In all our endeavors let us be actuated
by unselfish motives and impelled by the desire to preserve and
improve.
We are called upon to foster the interests and comfort of the
people of the city and in the performance of this duty let us be
guided by such principles as will tend to a fair, just and economical
administration; ambitious to establish such a degree of content-
ment and pride in every citizen that he will exert his energy to
advance and uplift the material and moral condition of the city.
In the various changes as will be necessary in the management
of affairs as provided for in the charter, close application to the
work is urgent and we must resolve to give the required time and
effort, at even personal sacrifice, to properly and intelUgently
attain the fullest measure of success. Starting as the first workers
under the new charter we have our own way to make, and it is
our duty, in return for the confidence reposed in us, to work in a
spirit of harmony, with the desire to make, after careful considera-
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tion and deliveration, such rules and regulations as will benefit
the greatest number.
The liabilities of the City as by the latest audit are $891,404.01
and the resources are $365,171.41, showing a net debt of $526,-
232.60. Included in the assets are items of uncollected taxes
for the years 1911, 1912 and 1913 aggregating $29,562.31. This
amount should be reduced to $5,000., creating a net debt of
$550,794.91, Precedent shows that collections after one year
are very small and surely an unproductive asset is of little or no
value as such.
In conformity with Section 50 Revised Charter a new appraisal
and a new statement of liabilities will be made and from this
tabulation a new basis will be formed for our guidance.
We come to our trust with the management of the important
departments,—the fire, police, schools and pubhc works,—provi-
ded for, and it will be our duty to furnish them, as well as the
minor departments, with such monies as may be necessary for
conducting their respective affairs in an economical yet efficient
manner.
We should in a particular manner consider this subject of
economy and efficiency. We are called upon to administer to
the needs of the several departments but they, as well as we,
should understand that the greatest benefit is derived from ex-
penditures well directed and carefully distributed. However
strong our desire may be for modern conveniences and equip-
ment and however eager we may be to give the greatest accom-
modation to our citizens, our condition demands that we must
first determine a method of accumulation through taxation which
shall regulate the limit to which we may go in our desires. In
other words the amount of income justly derived from our as-
sessed valuation should control the expenditures rather than that
the amounts expended establish the rate of taxation.
The total raised in taxes in the year 1909 was $354,960. and the
amount raised in 1914 was $453,479. showing an approximate
increase of $100,000. in the year 1914 over the amount raised in
1909. The tax rate in 1909 was 2.17 and in 1914, 2.00, but in
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1912 the total valuation, through the demands of the State Tax
Commission, was increased from $17,000,000. to $22,000,000. in
round numbers. These figures are startling in the extreme as
showing the tendency toward large expenditure, while th€' growth
in population has been comparatively small, and their considera-
tion should encourage us to urge that in requesting appropriations
for this year the departments hold themselves to such amounts
as will insure efficiency but not extravagance, in the confidence
that the good citizen will applaud the endeavor for retrenchment
and assist in the laudable desire to "live within our means."
With no desire to be pessimistic it is necessary for us to call
attention to this condition in order that we may guard our action
and lend our best efforts to solve the problem to economize and
still not impair the efficiency of our service. This subject in-
terests all from the modest house holder to the factory owned,
from the retailer to the wholesaler and we should remember that
the strongest magnet to attract capital to any community is the
low tax rate, based upon moderate valuation and coupled with
good accommodation. We are entering upon a period of read-
justment and our aim should be not so much a discontinuance of
facilities already enjoyed as to the careful and frugal management
of our affairs.
I urge an early consideration of this matter so that when the
annual budget is made up in February a proper understanding
may exist of the requirements. It should be emphatically
impressed upon the sevjral departments that no over-drawing
of appropriations will be permitted, and if careful consideration
be given to the appr'opriations made, and the rule of no over-
draft strictly adhered to, much good will result and much trouble
be averted.
Alone, very little can be accomplished, but with united and
harmonious effort, and with the assistance of a good public sen-
timent, much progress will be made to the satisfaction of our-
selves and the good of the community. Let us then proceed
with the duties imposed upon us, and as by our oath, act justly,
impartially and fearlessly.

City Government of the City of Nashua, N. H.
For the Year 1914.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen
MAYOR AND CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
Hon. WILLIAM H. BARRY,






























CLERK OF THE BOARD
Arthur L. Cyr, 10 Haitshorn Ave.
Board of Common Council.
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD.
CHARLES M. SHENTON,























19 1-2 Bridge St.
14 Van Buren St.
36 Park St.
16 Church St.
171 West Pearl St.
8 Chestnut St.



















36 1-2 Ash St.
4 Mitchell St.
Joint Standing Comniittees.
Accounts and Finances-—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Lyons and
Wheeler, Councilmen Leblanc, Tibbetts, Nolan and Sw^allow.
Claims—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Crompton and Hunt, Coun-
cilmen Shattuck, Gagner, Richard and Swallow.
Lands and Buildings—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Gilmore and
Williams, Councilmen Lawson, Spalding, Whittle and Connor.
Printing and Stationery—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Dionne
and Davis, Councilmen Drumm, Cullen, Beaton and Girouard.
Publicity and New Industries—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Shea
and Hunt, Councilmen vSwallow, Dane, Tibbetts and Colhns.
Standing Committees of the City Councils.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
Enrollment—Aldermen Lyons and Wheeler.
Street Lights—Mayor Barry, Aldermen Williams, Shea and
Crompton.
Licenses—Aldermen Dionne, Crompton and Davis.
Elections and Returns—Aldermen Gilmore, Hunt and Shea.
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BOARD OF COMMON COUNCIL.
Enrollment—Councilmen Dane, Nolan and Beaton.
Bills in Second Reading—Councilmen Connor, Richard and
Shattuck.
Elections and Returns—Councilmen Cullen, Gagner and
Whittle.
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City Officers for the Year 1914.
Mayor, Hon. Wiluam H. Barry.
Salary, $1,500 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Clerk, Arthur L. Cyr.
Salary, $1,200 per annum and fees for vital statistics.
Office, City Hall Building.
Collector of Taxes, Samuel Dearborn.
Salary, $1,500 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Treasurer, Hon. Jason E. Tolles
Salary, $500 per annum.
Office, Citizen's Institution for Savings.
City Solicitor, Henri A. Burque.
Salary, $500 per annum.
Office, Odd Fellows Block.
City Physician, Timothy F. Rock, M. D.
Salary, $400 per annum.
Office, Barker Block.
Overseer of the Poor, Joseph A. Mousse tte-
Salary, $1,000 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
City Engineer, George P. Winn.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
Assistants,
Fred L. Clark, John P. Cyr.
John E. Rock.
City Messenger, Napoleon Laplante.
Salary, $960 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
Assistant, Patrick Merritt.
Street Commissioner, Patrick H. Dolan.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
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Clerk, Frank C. Ring.
Milk Inspector, Timothy W. O'Toole.
vSalary, $200 per annum.
Office, City Hall Building.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, Daniel J. Suluvan.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 6 Otterson Street.
Inspector of Petroleum, John P. Lampron.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 93 Main Street.
City Government of the City of Nashua, N. H,
For the Year 1915.
Electedfat General Municipal Election, December 8, 1914.
MAYOR.
Hon. JAMES B. CROWLEY,
273 Main Street.
Board of Aldermen.




FOR THREE YEAR TERMS.
George H. Alley, 69 Concord St.
James H. Glynn, " 112 Kinsley St.
Augustus W. Shea, M. D., 248 Main St.
FOR ONE YEAR TERM.
Cyrille Brodeur, 73 Kinsley St.
Frank E. Kittredge, M. D., 11 Concord St.
Amos J. Wheeler, 20 Orange Square.






















CLERK OF THE BOARD.
22 Merrimack St.
8 Canal St.
14 Van Buren St.







Meet the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month at the
Aldermen's Room, City Hall Building.
Committees of the Board of Aldermien.
President, George H. Alley, ex-officio member of all Committees.
Lands and Buildings—Aid. Lawson, Ames, Shattuck and La-
liberte.
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Printing and vStationery—Aid. Beaton, Hanscom, Smith and
Glynn.
Street Lights—Aid. Smith and Fletcher.
Licenses—Aid. Boire and Shattuck.
Elections and Returns—Aid. Beaton, Laliberte, Boire and
Ames.
Bills in second reading—Aid. Laliberte and Lawson.
Rules—Aid. Fletcher and Hanscom.
Enrollment—Aid. Wheeler and Brodeur.
Publicity and New Industries—Aid. Beaton and Boire.
Finance Committee
Mayor Crowley, Aid. Alley, Glynn, Brodeur, Kittredge, Sl^ea
and Wheeler. The Aldermen at Large with the Mayor are des-
ignated as the Finance Committee under the Charter.
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City Officers for the Year 1915.
Mayor, Hon. James B. Crowlev.
One year term.
Salary, $1,500 per annum.
Office, City Hall.
City Clerk,
Overseer of the Poor, Arthur L. Cyr.
One year term, elected by Aldermen.
Salary, $1,600 per annum and fees.
Office, City Hall.
Collector-Treasurer, Samuel Dearborn.
One year term, elected by Aldermen.
Salary, $1,750 per annum.
Office, City Hall.
City Solicitor, Harry P. GreelEy.
One year term, elected by Aldermen.
Salary, $500 per annum. ~
Office, Nutt Block.
City Physician, Dr. John J. Mulvanity.
One year term, elected by Aldermen.
Salary, $400 per annum.
Office, Beasom Block.
City Engineer, George P. Winn.
One year term, elected by Board of PubHc Works.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building.
City Messenger, Napoleon LaplantS
One year term., appointed by Mayor.
Salary, $960 per annum.
Office, City Hall.
Street Commissioner, Ovid F. Winslow.
One year term, elected by Board of Public Work^.
Salary, $1,200 per annum.
Office, Municipal Building
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Health Officer, Frank B. Shea.
One year term, elected by Board of Health.
Salary, $900 per annum.
Office, City Hall.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, Daniel J. Sullivan.
One year term, appointed by Mayor.
Salary Fees.
Office, 6 Otterson Street.
Inspector of Petroleum, John P. Lampron.
One year term, appointed by Mayor.
Salary, Fees.
Office, 93 Main Street.
Board of Public Works.
ELECTED AT GENERAL Ml NICIPAL ELECTIONS DEC 8, 1914
Hon. James B. Crowley, Mayor, ex-officio, Chairman.
FOR THREE YEAR TERMS.
Frank T. Lewis, 35 Lock St.
Albert J. Field, 355 Main St.
FOR ONE YEAR TERM.
Charles T. Lund, 60 East Pearl St.
Joseph Rousseau, 9 Pleasant St.
Chairman receives no salary.
Other members S200 per annum.
Regular meetings 1st and 14th of each month.
Board of Assessors.
ELECTED AT STATE ELECTIONS, NOVEMBER 5, 1912.
Terms expire December 31, 1916.
CHAIRMAN.
James H. Waters, 66 Kinsley St.
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CLERK.
Henry H. Davis, 15 Manchester vSt.
Daniel D. Coffey, 49 Vine St.
Clerk receives $1,200 per annum.
Chairman and other member $300 per annum.
Regular meetings every Wednesday night at 7.30.
Clerk keeps regular office hours.
Office, Municipal Building.
Board of Health.
ELECTED BY BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
CHAIRMAN.
Dr. P. J. McLaughin, Howard Block.
OTHER MEMBERS.
Dr. C. E. Congdon, Goodrich Block.
John P. SulHvan, 299 Main vSt.
An open file is kept at all times at the Chairman's Office for





Inspectors of Check Lists
ELECTED AT STATE ELECTION NOVEMBER 3, 1914.
WARD ONE.
William P. Clark, 65 Amherst St.
WARD TWO.











George N. Bresnahan, Chairman,
WARD EIGHT.







































































































Measi rer of Stone, Brick, Paint and Plastering.
Fred L. Clark
Fence Viewers.
S. Harrison vShattuck Dennis Cone Emri W. Clark.
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Trustees of the Sinking Fund.
Hon. James B. Crowley, Mayor ex-officio.
Samuel Dearborn, Collector-Treasurer, ex-officio.
Aid. Cyrille Brodeur.
Elected by Board of Aldermen
Trustees of the Hunt Legacy.
Hon. James B. Crowley, Mayor, ex-officio.
George H. Alley, President of Board of Aldermen, ex-officio.
Frank P. Rideout, Pres. Board of Education, ex-officio.
B. G. Moran, M. D. Term expires, 1915.
Frank W. Maynard, Term expires, 1916.
Appointed by Mayor.
Tr Mstees of the Edgewood Cemetery.
ELECTED BY TRUSTEES AND ALDERMEN IN CONVENTION.






Charles T. Lund .
Harry G. vSpear .
Joseph W. Howard
Walter F. Norton.










President, Ira F. Harris, office, Indian Head Natl. Bank.
Secretary, J. L. Clough, office, 140 Main St.
Treasurer, Samuel Dearborn, office, City Hall.
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Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery.
ELECTED BY TRUSTEES AND ALDERMEN IN CONVENTION.
Calvin R. Greenwood





Wilder M. Gates .
Frank B. Goodhue
Albert Shedd . .
Frank P. Rideout.










President, Hon. Albert vShedd, Residence, 267 Main St.
Secretary, Eugene P. Johnson, office, 1 Masonic Temple.
Treasurer, Samuel Dearborn, City Hall.
Trustees of the Suburban Cemeteries.




Charles H. Lund .
Arthur H. Cotton
Willard C. Tolles,















Frank W. Maynard, President.
Hon. James B. Crowley, Treasurer.
John H. Clark, Clerk.
TRUSTEES FOR CITY GOVERNMENT.
George H. Alley, James H. Glynn.
Police Court, District of Nashua.
APPOINTED BY GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL.
Justice, Hon. Frank B. Clancy.
Asso. Justice, Vacancy.
Clerk, Martin W. Fitzpatrick.
Probation Officer, Fred C. Tremblav
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Police Department.
COMMISSIONERS.
APPOINTED BY GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL.
Chairman, Harry A. Gregg Term expires Jan. 1, 1916
Clerk, William E. Reed
" " " 1915
Roscoe F. Proctor .... " << " iqu





Salary, $1,500 per annum.
George H. Campbell,
Salary, $1,100 per annum.
George E. Baker,












































ELECTED AT MUNICIPAL ELECTION, DECEMBER 8, 1914.
Herbert C. Lintott, Chairman For five years.
Charles H. Austin, For one year.
Eugene W. Duncklee, For one year.
Salaries, Clerk, -1125 per annum, other members, $100 per annum.
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BOARD OF ENGINEERS
APPOINTED BY COMMISSION
Chief Engineer, Central Fire Station, Charles H. Whitney.
Permanent man. Salary, $1,500 per annum.
First Assistant, Amherst St. Station, James E. Smith.
Permanent man. Salary, $1,150 per annum.
Second Assistant, William F. Barnes.
Call man. Salar}^ $135 per annum.
Third Assistant, Frank E. Fisher
Call man. Salary $135 per annum.
PERMANENT CAPTAINS.
Albert C. Melendy, Walter E. Grant John H. Killbride,
Charles H. Tafe, Wm. E- Whitney, Dennis H. Downey.






















NUMBER OF CALE MEN.
70.
Average Salary, $100 per annum.
CITY GOVERNMENT
Ward Officers.


















































































Ward Clerk, Irenee D. Anctil.
Nashua Public Library.
Hon James B. Crowley, Mayor, ex-officio, President.
His Honor, the Mayor, and the President of the Board of
Aldermen are trustees, ex-officio. One trustee is chosen by the
Board of Aldermen and Trustees in convention, annually in the
month of April, to serve seven years.
TRUSTEES.
John F. Stark Term expires 1915
Frank A. Dearborn, M. D
Elbert Wheeler
Thomas A. McCarthy
Henry A. Cutter . . .









Sarah P. Barker, Librarian.
Charles F. Holman, Asst. Librarian.
Esther Dary, Asst. Librarian.
Mrs. Clarence Maxham, Asst. Librarian.
Library and Reading Room on Railroad Square.
Library open daily from 9.00 a. m. to 1.00 p. m.; 2.00 to 5.00
and 7.00 to 8 30 p. m. Reading rooms open daily from 9.00 a. m.
to 9. p. m. Sundays from 2.00 to 5.00 p m.
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Regular Meetings.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen and Common Council. Second
and fourth Tuesday of each month at 7.30 p. m., at City Hall
Building.
Finance Committee. First and fifteenth day of each month
at City Hall Building at 7.30 p. m.
Board of Education. Last Friday of each month at 7.45 p.
m., at City Hall Building.
Police Commission. Last day of each month at 8.00 p. m., at
PoHce vStation.
Board of Public Works. First and fourteenth of each month
at Municipal Building.
Fire Commission. The twenty-eighth of each month at 8.00
p. m., at Central Fire Station.
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery. Last Friday of each month.
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery. Last Monday of each
month.
CITY GOVERNMENT 31
Revision of the City Charter.
Under the provisions of a Resolution passed by the City Coun-
cils in the month of June 1912, a Charter Commission was chosen,
composed of thirteen citizens, including the Mayor, four chosen
by the City Councils, four chosen by the Board of Trade and four
by the Central Labor Union.
This Commission held public hearings at which many of the
voters made known th^ir views in relation to Charter revision
and after much dehberation a majority of the Commission pres-
ented a Charter to the Legislature for consideration known as
plan One. The minority also presented a Charter known as
plan Two. The Legislature submitted both plans to the people
of the City of Nashua at a special election held June 10, 1913.








If the present Charter of the City is repealed shall the new
Charter be
Plan 1 (Single board, Non-Partisan.)
Plan 2 (Dual Board, Partisan.)




Majority for repeal 770.
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Plan 1 1707
Plan 2 913
Majority Plan 1 749.
At a special meeting of the City Councils held June 12, 1913
the old charter was declared repealed and Plan 1 was declared
adopted as the Charter of the City of Nashua.
Some of the radical changes in the new Charter were the follow-
ing:
Election separate from the State election.
Nomination by petition.
No party designations.
Election of Board of Public Works and Fire Commission
by the people.
Women allowed to vote for Board of Education.
Preferential Bahot
Common Council abolished, superceded by single body
consisting of 6 Aldermen-at-Large and one Alderman
from each Ward.





The first Municipal Election under the new Charter was held
December eighth 1914, the polls were opened at 6 a. m. and closed
in most cases at 3 p. m.













1826 Andrew J. Tuck
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James Scanlon
Fred E. Taggart
1038 James H. Connor
1253*Herbert C. Lintott
^Eugene W. Duncklee 1632*Charles H. Austin






2637 Sadie T. Eaton
2231 Ernest J. Flather












Thaddee E. Letendre 275 William Sweeney 181
Benjamin C. Hanscom 277 Albert N. Adams 180
Warren G. Howe 210
WARD NINE.





Nashua, N. H., Feb. 1, 1915.
To His Honor the Mayor, and City Councils of Nashua:
Gentlemen:—I herewith submit the report of the City Treas-
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Dr. J. E. Tolles, City Treasurer
Balance in hand of Treas.. Dec. 31, 1913 $ 15 547.49
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes, 1907 10.93
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes, 1908 12 . 80
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes, 1909 145 . 25
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes, 1910 101 . 72
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes, 1911 98.56
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes. 1912 210.31
Henry T. Ledoux, taxes, 1913 58,713 . 34
Henry T. Ledoux Redemption of taxes 1,207.44
Temporary' Loans 325,000.00
Samuel Dearborn, Poll Tax 1914 11,000 . 00
Samuel Dearborn, Taxes 1914 377,150.00
Sale of Bonds 40,835.60
James H. Fassett, Supt. Tuition 3,292.00
State of New Hampshire, License Commission. . . 17,748 . 35
Taylor Falls Bridge Notes 50,000 . 00
State of New Hampshire, Insurance Tax 1,520.44
State of New Hampshire Railroad Tax 18',052 . 69
State of New Hampshire, Saving Bank Tax 14,243 . 06
State of New Hampshire, Literary Funds 2,183.28
State of New Hampshire, Building Loan Asso. . . . 38.59
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Licences 3,482.00
Rebate on Interest 117.90
Wm. H. Barry, Mayor Fire loss 158.22
Wm. H. Barry Mayor. Sale of Hay City Farm. . . 200.00
Wm. H. Barry Mayor, Rent of City Farm 125.00
Wm. H. Barry Mayor, Sinking Fund Bonds 25,500.00
A. G. Shattuck, Fire Com. sale of horses 300.00
Geo. P. Winn, City Engineer, Sewer permits 74.00
Boston & Maine R. R. Forest fire pay 5 . 15
Peter Pantoleon, Peddler license 33 . 00
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, am't of rebate on
school department 4 . 88
T. W. O'Toole, Milk Inspector 158.00
Indian Head Bank Note 10,000.00
$977,270.00
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Board of Health 801 .46
Board of Public Works 94,459 . 35
City Hall 2,205 .27
City Intere t 53,126.53
City Physician 800 . 99
Contagious Diseases 642 . 68
Engineers Department 4,156.43
Fire Department 40,866 . 44
Incidentals 6,749 . 39
Insurance 1,592 . 39
Land and Building 3,411 . 31
Milk Inspector 241 . 07
Paupers off Farm 4,871 . 74
Police Department 35,759 . 41
Printing and Stationery 786.05
Public Library 5,500 . 00
Salary Account 6,310 . 00
School Department 113,940.61
Street Lights 31,606 . 17
Temporary Loans 295,000 . 00
Ward and Election Expenses 6,491 .32
Water Supply 10,355 . 20
State Tax ^ 42,440, 00
County Tax 24,907 . 79
Park Commission 3,100.00
Suburban Cemeteries 650 00
Woodlawn Cemetery 1,000 . 00
Edgewood Cemetery 1,000.00
Soldiers and Sailors 11 .23
Fire Department Special 8,887 . 71
Nashua Hospital Association 1,500.00
St Joseph Hospital 1,500.00
Day Nursery 200 . 00
Band Concerts 300 . 00
Armory Expenses 200 . 00
Sinking Fund 19,650.29
Lake St Sewer Special 1 . 65
Memorial Day 200 . 00
City Debt 140,000.00
Cash to balance Dec. 31, 1914 4,224.23
$977,270.00
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CITY OF NASHUA
In account with the hunt library fund
December 31, 1914. | p
City Note $ 1,818.27
Cash in hand of Custodian 8,468 . 91
$ 10,287.18




City of Nashua,[^Note No. 810 .
.
$ 15,000 . 00
% 15,000.00
J. E. TOLLES, City Treasurer,
Custodian.
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CITY OF NASHUA
IN ACCOUNT WITH THE NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND, DEC. 31, 1914.
City of Nashua Note No. 394. .
.
$ 1,000.00
Am't in saving Bank - - 323 . 81




Balance in hand of Custodian,
Dec. 31, 1913- .$101.28
Am't in Saving Bank 323 . 81
Received Interest on City Note 60 . 00
% 485.09
Cr.
Paid U.S. Mint Gold Medals. .
.
$ 34 . 85
Post Office Order .15
Boxes and Engraving 11 . 02
Express .22
Am't in Saving Bank 323 . 81
Cash in hands of Custodian--. . 115.04
485.09
J. E. TOLLES, City Treasurer,
Custodian.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE
ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCES
Nashua, N. H., Dec. 31, 1914.
The undersigned Committee on Accounts and Finances of the
City of Nashua, N. H., for the year ending Dec. 31, 1914, have
examined the foregoing accounts of the City Treasurer, J. E.









Committee on Accounts and Finances
CITY CLERK'S REPORT
Nashua, N. H., Jan. 26, 1915.
To the Honorable Board of Aldermen
:
The following is an account of all moneys received from various
sources in the office of the City Clerk during the year 1914, also
the suspended pay roll account of which the City Clerk is custo-
dian.







Received from the following sources:
Attachments $ 7 . 75
Assignments of Wages 12.00
Bills of sale .25
Conditional Sales 7 . 75
Certified copies 29 .50
Corporation records 4 . 25
Discharge of records 13 . 25
Junk Licenses 284. 00
Leases 3 . 75
Liens 13.50
Marriage Licenses 463 . 00
Miscellaneous records L 50
Mortgages 76 . 00
Pawnbrokers 20 . 00
Pool, BilHard & Bowling Alley . . . 1,063.00
Rent of City Hall 260 .00
Show Licenses 465 . 00
Various sources 3.25
Declaration of Candidacies 134.00
Dog Licenses (less expense of col-
lecting same) 626 . 00
Total amount received $3,402.00
All of which has been turned over to the City Treasurer.
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Suspended Pay Roll Accoi^nt.
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Custodian.
Dr.
Amount on hand January 1, 1914. . . $ 963.66
Amount received from City Treas.
during year on account of Pay Rolls 1,671 .68
$2,635.34
Cr.




Cash on hand January 1, 1915 631 .58
$2,635.34
The undersigned, regularly appointed Auditor's for the Com-
mittee on Accounts and Finances of the City of Nashua, have
examined the foregoing accounts of Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk and
City Clerk Custodian and find them to be correct.
Clarence A. Woodbury Stanley D. Nelson

CITY INDEBTEDNESS
Statement of Time Notes of the City of Nashua,
Outstanding December 31, 1914.
'Taylor Falls Bridge Notes,"
date October 1, 1914, payable
to bearer Apr. 2, 1915, rate 5
per cent $50,000 . 00
'Notes to take up existing in-
debtedness", $987,988,989,
$10,000 each, date Dec. 24,
1914, payable Apr. 2, 1915.
Discounted $30,000.00
'Note to pay out standing or-
ders, etc.", date Dec. 28, 1914
payable Jan; 5, 1915. Dis-
counted $10,000.00
$90,000.00
Statement of Demand Notes of the City of Nashua
Outstanding December 31, 1914
No. 394. Noyes Prize Medal
Fund, date Feb. 11, 1878, 6
percent $1,000.00
No. 574. Trustees, Edgewood
Cemetery, date July 1, 18^4,
6 per cent (account of Ed-
ward Wheeler bequest) $1,000.00
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No. 575. Trustees, Edgewood
Cemetery, date July 1, 1894,
6 per cent, (account of W. E.
Upham bequest) $100 . 00
No. 57G. Trustees, Edgewood
Cemetery, date July 1, 1894,
6 per cent, (account of Allen
Wilson bequests) 333 . 33
No. 634. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Mary
A. Crowley, bequests) 300.00
No. 635. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
7 per cent, (account of Jos.
Knowlton bequest) 100 . 00
No. 636. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Sarah
E. Searles bequest) 100 . 00
No. 637. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Lewis
B. Ball bequest) 100.00
No. 638. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Rosan
Wallace bequest) 100 . 00
No. 639. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Jo-
seph Baldwin bequest) 250.00
No. 640. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Ella C.
Saunders bequest) 100 . 00
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No. 041. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of W. B.
Needham bequest) S200 . 00
No. 642. Trustees, Woodlawn
Cemetery, date March 1, 1897
6 per cent, (account of Allen
Wilson bequest) 166.67
No. 650. Trustees, Suburban
Cemeteries, Dated Sept. 1,
1897, 6 per cent, (account of
J. C. Lund bequest) 200.00
No. 658. Custodian, Hunt Li-
brary Fund, date Jan. 14,1898
4 per cent 1,818.27
No. 682. Custodian, Laura A.
Hill bequest, date Jan. 13,
1899, 4 per cent
'.
300.00
No. 727. Trustees, Hunt Home,
May 8, 1902, 4 per cent 1,000 . 00
No. 772. Trustees of Sinking
Fund date Feb. 4, 1905, 4 per
cent 6,643 . 83
No. 781. Trustees of Sinking
Fund, date Sept. 1, 1905, 4
percent 6,000.00
No. 782. Trustees of Woodlawn
Cemeter>^ date Dec. 27, 1905
4 per cent 11,500.00
No. 801. Trustees of Hunt Lec-
ture Fund, date Oct. 18, 1906
4 per cent 2,000.00
No. 810. Mayor and City Treas-
urer, custodians of Hussey Li-
brary Fund '. ... 15,000.00
No. 382. Trustees, Hunt Lee-
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tureFund, date Jan. 1, 1908,
4 per cent 3,533.00
No.-— Indian Head Bank, date
Dec. 17, 1910, 4 1-2 per cent 20,000.00
No.—Trustees Hunt Lecture
Fund, date May 2, 1911, 4
per cent . , . . , 550 . 00
$72,395.10
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STATEMENT OF THE BONDED DEBT OF THE
Date of Issue. Purpose of Issue.
June 1, 1893 Refunding vSchool and Streets
CITY INDEBTEDNESS 53
CITY OF NASHUA, N. H., AS EXISTING DEC. 31, 1914
Amount.
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Demand Notes 72,395. 10
$891,404.01
ASSETS '
Uncollected Taxes, 1911 $ 10,375 . 38
Uncollected Taxes, 1912 8,479 . 94
Uncollected Taxes, 1913 10,706 . 99
Uncollected Taxes, 1914 65,256.05
Cash on hand 4,792.79
Sinking Fund 269,784.49
Total Assets $369,395. 64
Total Liabilities $891,404 . 01
Total Assets 369,395.64
Net Debt December 31, 1914 $522,008 . 37
Net Debt December 31, 1913 515,175 . 34




Ledoux, Henri T. Collector, ' 12 & ' 13 $209 . 58















Transferred to Lands and Buildings . 637. 21
$4,200.00
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PAID.
Barker, Stephen N., services $ 66.25
Burroughs Adding Mch. Co., repairs 1.05
Coffey, Daniel D., services 400.00
Cole, F. E. & Co., books.. 83.45
Cotton, Arthur H., services 634.00
Davis, Henry H., services.. . 580.36
Dumaine, Henry C, services 16.00
Foisie, W. E., labor 2.50
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 100.30
Highton, W. Sons, labor 4. 75
Hooper, Rowe R., services 78.75
Jackmah, C. H., index cases 11.25
Johnson's Bookstore, paper 7.30
L'Impartial, advertising 22.90
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 7.50
Marquis Press, advertising 21 . 50
Nashua Box Co., boxes 10.00
Nashua Typewriter Exchange, rep. &
suppHes 9 . 35
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service.
.
2.85
Pay Roll, April 1-14 142.00
Pollard Auto Co., auto hire 13. 13
Robichaud, Wilfred H., services 415.00
Runnells, Charles H., services 460.00
Smiths, supplies 7 . 85
Telegraph Pub. Co., advertising. ... 38.50
Waters, James H., services 400.00
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Nashua Military Band $300. 00
Board of Health.
Appropriation $1,000.00
Total expenditure .$801 . 46
Transferred to Insurance 13 . 62
Transferred to Citv Hall 184 . 92
Appleton, D. & Co., book.. 6.00
Bresnahan, GeorgeN ., services 100.00
Burke, Joseph P., services 4.50
Burque, A. O., supplies ., .50
Cole, F. E. & Co., blanks 3.25
Degnan, B. I., supplies ^ 1. 10
Dolge, & Co., disinf. candles 54.00
Fogarty, J. W. Co., supplies 51.55
Holt, L. A. & Co., Livery 2.50
Kendall, George H. services 12. 00
Lewis, F. T., livery 10.00
McLaughlin, P. J., M. D., services &
cash paid out 308.28
Pope, E. H., services 23.50
Proctor Bros. & Co., wood 2.00
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SaU-ail, Narcisse H., sen-ices 100.00
Thompson, Mabel, services 9.62
Truland, John, stock and labor 48.00
Vt. Fram Mch'y Co., supplies .36
Wallace, A. E., supplies 21.50
Wingate, F. H., thermometers 2.00
$801.46




Overdrawn \ .^ 1,959 . 35
$92,500.00
AUard, W. & Co., supplie s .22
Allton Grocery Co., supplies 1 . 20
Ambrose, T. B., supplies 76.97
Ame & Co., h food 7 . 50
American Box & Lumber Co., shav\ . 1 . 20
American Car Sprinkler Co., rent ... 301 . 38
Ames Iron Works, supplies 7.92
Anderson, J. W., labor 7.00
Andrews, G.N . Agt., gravel... ..... 4.50
Angus, D. R., labor 37.50
Artcraft Press, printing. , 2.75
Avery, C. H. Co., stock and labor. . . 3 . 86
Balcom, George E, ice 10.61
Baraby, George, auto hire 1 .00
Barrett Mfg. Co., tarvia. 8,028.73
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Belvidere Cash Market, oil 12. 28
Bond, H. L. Co., supplies 23. 80
Boston Branch Grocery, oil .50
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 6,530.38
Bradley Bros., labor 168.10
Buffalo Steam Roller Co. steam roller 2,352 . 50
Bullard, W. S., labor 7.55
Bumford, C. A, labor 15.66
Carey, P. Co., supplies 128.38
Chagnon, E. A., lumber 15.50
City Garage Co., storage 27.50
Coburn, C. B. Co., supplies 28.00
Collette, A. B, oil 1.65
Concord Foundry & Mch. Co., sup. 338.58
Cone & Company, cement & labor . . 3,284.48
Cook, F. D. Lumber Co., lumber. .. . 25.00
Conrad, John Co., supplies 11.00
Cornplanter Refining Co., oil 15.00
Cotton, John F., labor 74.99
Cummings, Arthur F., paving blocks 89.04
Cummings, Roger B., labor 42.50
Currier, Harry H., gravel 35.60
Danforth, R. E., labor 18.30
DeRocher, Eugene, snow ploughing 17 . 00
Dew Drop Inn, suppers 4.60
Dolan, P. H., carriage hire 125.00
Dubray, Louis J., labor 220.18
Dugre Bros. & Co., labor. 14.95
Duncklee Cont. Co., labor 26 . 50
Dyar Supply Co., suppUes 221 . 20
Eisenmann, John & Co., brooms 79.00
Engineering News, advertising ...... 16. 20
Essex Trap Rock & Cons. Co., crush-
ed stone 4,020.14
Field, A. J., rubber boots 20 . 00
Flather & Co., labor .57
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Fletcher, M. J., grain 472 . 01
Foisie, W. E., repairing 2. 10
Ford, A. C, labor 19". 00
Gardiner, ]. D., labor 6. 50
Gay, A. E-, stock and labor ......... 64.75
Geelin, Andrew, labor 763.29
Goodman, A. J., oil .50
Goodrich, W. S., bricks 502 . 50
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 6.30
Hagerty, John, services 200 . 00
Hartwell, E. R., labor 5.00
Hayden, Henry, signs 5 . 90
Hillsborough Granite Co., stone 1,686.34
Hill Hardware Co., supplies . . 270 . 29
Holden, Fred M., labor 81.25
Holden, A, P., labor 4.25
Ingram, L. E., repairs and supplies.. 98..53
Jackman, C. H., Portland pipe 1,164. 18
Jackson Co., rent 1 .00
Jambard, Louis, labor 355 . 35
Johnson, E. E. , stock and labor 28 . 18
Kinney Mfg. Co., supplies 36. 17
Lafayette, Louis, h shoeing 213.90
Lampron & Langlois, r boots 12.50
Langelier, J. H., auto hire 9.38
Leazotte, Henry F., labor 264.23
Leazotte, J. W. & Son, labor < 18. 27
Ledoux Bros., supplies 11 . 25
Levesque, Louis, labor 16. 25
Lewis, F. T., services and horses. . . . 776.00
Lewis, Harold M. V. S., prof, services 32.50
L'Homme, T. Heirs, rent 10.00
Lindsay, Harry R., labor 4.80
Lintott, H. C, supplies
.^
272.82
Lonergan P., rep .• • • • -25
Lycette, J. J., stock and labor . . 223 . 52
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Marden, Charles, stock and labor ... 22.02
Marquis Press, printing 4. 25
McDonald, H. R , coal hod .60
McKean, F. L., team hire 19.00
Merrimac Foundry Co., supplies. . . . 634.50
Mitchell, H. W., labor ^ 131.54
Moran, James K., labor 241. 24
Moriarty, R., snow ploughing 25.50
Moussette, Joseph A , ins. premium. 163.50
Myers, C. K., r. boots 4.50
Nashua Auto Co., rent of auto 10.00
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., coal 465.62
Nashua Cooperative Iron F. Co.,
castings 2 . 93
Nashua Granite Co., edgestone 1,994.00
Nashua Harness Co., repairing 21. 10
New Eng. Road Mch'y Co., supplies 8.50
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service. . . 74. 12
N. E. Metal Culvert Co., 1 culvert .
.
12.60
Osgood Cons. Co., stock and labor . . 196.39
O'Toole, A., supplies 6. 49
Park Commssion, hay 40.00
Pay Rolls, 1914 46,057. 45
Peel, W. F., cement 58. 35
Pennichuck Water Works, labor. . . . 125.71
Proctor Bros , wood 4. 50
Recor, Charles, gravel . 13 . 10
Ring, F. C, cash paid out 1.28
Robbins, J. G., labor 650.07
Robinson, E. A., labor. 18.50
Rollins Engine Co., supplies 219.30
Roughan P., paving gauge 200.00
Rousseau, Joseph, h shoeing 390.91
Rowe Cont. Co., stone 75.00
Saunders, E. B., rent 56.00




vShedd, J. Dana, signs 3.40
Shedd, W. A. & Co., weighting 2.30
Smiths, suppHes 7.03
Spence & Rideout, labor 3 . 70
Standard Oil Co., road oil . 1,979. 78
Tamblin, M. C, labor. .
.
29.50
Tardif, F: X., concreting . .'.' 203. 65
T. Concrete Steel Co., ins. device . . . 1,324.98
Telegraph Pub. Co., advertising. . . . 64.37
Thompson, M. A., typewriting 1.50
Tilton, O. B., cement 302.08
Tolles, J. H. & Co., lumber.. . ...... 225.06
Town of Merrimack, rep. expenses . . 18. 16
Valcour, L. M., labor 1 . 50
Waltham T. Rock Co., stone ... 1,379.01
Wheeler, C. E., stock and labor 813.68
Willard, George A., labor 5.00
Winchester Rock & Brick Co., stone. 1,760.95
Winn, Geo. P., expenses 186.25
Woodbury, A. K., gravel 15. 75
$94,459.35
Cemeteries, Suburban.
Appropriation $650 . 00
$650.00
PAID.
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PAID.







Tolles, Jason E., City Treasurer $1,000.00
$1,000.00
City Debt.
Tolles, Jason E , City Treas., pay-





Total expenditure $2,207 . 07
Transferred from Board of Health. . . 184.92
Transferred from Fire Dep't 22. 15
$2,000.00
PAID.
Angus, David R., repairing 26.25
Balcom, George E, ice 18.62
Board of Health, germ destroyers. . . 1.80
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Charbonneau's Laundry, work 4.63
Coulahan, Mrs. James, labor 36. 00
Dillon, John F., stock and labor .... 37. 67
Gay, A. E-, supplies .76
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 17.82
Jacques & Perrault, supplies 2. 50
Jefferson, A. R., repairs 8.40
Leblanc, John S., dustbane 8. 25
Lycette, John J., stock and labor. ... 88.91
Marden, Charles, stock and labor. . . 15.45
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., coal 80.71
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 381 . 63
N. H. Towel Supply Co., towel sup. 12.00
Pennichuck Water Works, water
supply , 44 . 48
Shedd, W. A. & Co , coal 1,242.51
Spence & Rideout, stock and labor. . 143.30
Sullivan, Mrs. B., labor 13.00
W^est Disinfecting Co., disinfectant.. 6.25
Wheeler, Chas. E., labor . 12.62








Barry, William H , Mayor, interest
on notes $1,247. 6f
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Cutter, Henry A., interest on notes. . 600.00
Indian Head Nat'l Bank, int. on note 2,200 . 00
Maynard F. W., interest on Hunt
Lecture Fund note 729.96
Ramsdell, Harr>r W., interest on note 943.32
Shattuck, Arthur G., int. on note ... 40 .
00
ToUes, Jason E., City Treas., interest









Burque, Arthur O., supphes
119.08
Degnan, B. I., supphes
120. 10
Fogarty, J. W. Co., supphes
29. 50
Hahisey Drug Co., supphes 27 . 85
Rice, H. E. Co., supphes
4.80
Rock, Timothy F., M. D., services. .
400.00
Roy, Emile E., supphes
16-88
Roy, J. O. Drug Co., supphes
32.05
Seifert, A. H., supplies
22.75
Whitman, N. S., supphes
2.53
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Contagious Diseases
Appropriation $400 . 00
Total expenditure ^ $640. 68
Transferred from S & S ........... . 138.77
Transferred from Paupers 51 . 88
Overdrawn 50 . 03
PAID
.
Ambrose, T. B., supplies .42
Blanchard, A. W., supplies . 25.54
Blanchard, Mrs., services 16.43
Degnan, B. I., supplies 1.91
Deschamps, Louis, supplies 6.00
Downing, Thomas S., suj)plies • • 5.59
Driscoll, Lillian M., services ........ 135. 71
Dube, J. B., provisions 49.93
Gaskill, B. T., provisions 10.00
Gobel, Blanche, services 50.00
Lassos, G. , wood 6 . 00
Maguire, Loretta E., services 38.00
Montgomery, V., — 60.00
Moss, L. R., milk 32
Nashua C. & G. Paper Co., mdse . . . 5.37
Norwell Co., mdse ..... .65
Pay Roll, police duty 36. 81
Proctor Bros., wood t.-- 2 . 75
Schieffelin & Co., supplies 94.54




Tracy, A. E., wood , • 12.00
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Turla, Adolph, groceries . . .
Union Market, groceries
Whitman,N . S., supplies
Willis, Mary, services
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Ambrose, T, B , supplies .35
Cole, F-. E. & Co., supplies 3.25
Engineering & Contracting, subs. ... 2.00
Engineering News, subscription 5.00
Frost & Adams, blue prints 7 . 38
Gaffney Bros., team hire 173.25
Greenough, W. A. & Co , directory .
.
3.00
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 20.00
Lycette, J. J., labor 4.95
Makepeace, B. L , supplies 1.40
IMtoss, C. E., paper 8.24
Old Corner Bookstore, supplies 4.80
Pay Rolls, 1914 2,623.72
Smiths, supplies .90
Soltmann, E G , supplies 74.69
Tolles, J. H. & Co., lumber 23.50
Winn, George P , ser\-ices 1,200.00
Fire Department.
Appropriation $41,000.00
Total expenditure 40,892. 94
Transferred to City Hall Dep't 22. 15




Ambrose, T. B., supplies 59. 90
American S & M. Co., supplies.. ... 44.48
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Austin, Charles H., supplies 1.84
Balcom, George E , ice 57. 16
Berry, Charles E-, supplies 62. 53
Blunt, Harry H., cotton waste 40. 55
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 136.60
Boucher, J.N ., services 3. 60
Callahan, C. Co., supplies... . . ..... '730.28
Colby, G. C, trucking .75
Cole, F. E. & Co., supplies 16.00
Connor, J. H., expenses . 6.00
Cornplanter Refining Co., oil ...... . 31. 75
Crescent Laundry, work 27.01
Crowley, T. A., coal 483 . 98
Damon, J. F., supplies 5.00
Degnan, B. I., supplies 8.90
Desmarais, Henri, services 5 . 00
Douglass, J. E. & Co., h shoeing. . . . 134.90
Engine Companies, prop, of fines. ... 60.00
Evans, D. & Co., 13.82
Fahy, D. P., repairs 21 . 00
Farley, W. A., insurance on boilers.. 122.00
Filleul, J. B. & Son, rebuild engines 3,315,00
Flather & Co., supplies 2.25
Fletcher, M. J., grain 579.74
Fogarty, J. W. Co., supplies 2.35
Foisie, W. E-, rep. and supplies 38.24
Gamewell Fire Alarm Co., supplies 30.22
Garland, E- F., stock and labor 110.36
Gay, A. E., labor 3.51
Goodwin, Emma F, hay 42.20
Gregg, D. B., services 5.00
Gregg & Son, supplies 6 . 00
Groves, J. C, hay 204. 19
Hamblett & Hayes, sponges 34 . 92
Hamilton, J. A., labor 8.00
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 47.46
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Hill, J. E., weighing .70
Hills, J. C, hay .. . 133.49
Holbrook-Marshall Co., supplies .... 49. 75
Hopkins, G. H., services . 1 .00
Howard, J. W., hay 252.60
Howard-Sexton Co., supplies 58.40
Hutchins, G. A., polish . 7.50
Jacques & Perreault, supplies . 115.83
Kress, O. F. & Son, supplies 1 . 25
Lamarche, Joseph, h shoeing . 178 . 95
LangeHer, J. Henry, auto hire 25.00
Lewis, H. M., V. S., prof, services. . . 187.50
Lindsay, F. J , labor 1 .40
Lintott, H. C, auto hire 53. 10
Lord, F. T. Co., polish . 20.00
Lovejoy, W. H. & Co., supplies 3.25
Lycette, J. J , labor 9.95
Lyon, J. A., services 28.00
Manchester & Concord Exp. Co.,
express
Harden, Charles, stock and labor ... 113 . 05
Ma;-quis Press, printing... ,. • 20.58
McMillian, A., h shoeing •. 65. 15
McQuesten, & Co., grain 155. 19
Mellin, William H., services. •,••,••• 7.00
Metropolitain Coal Co., coal 187.50
Mitchell, R. & Co., supplies 39.22
Moss Laundry work ; 48 . 85
Nashua Building Co. , stock and labor 142 . 10
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., coal. ...... 284 . 32
Nashua Harness Co., rep. & supplies 69.30
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 409 . 22
Nashua Saddlery Co., supphes _. . .60
Nashua Steam Laundry, work. ..... 30.88
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service. . . 156.39
O'Brien, T. E., services 16.42
7.35
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O'Toole, T. W., prof, services 70.50
Parmenter, E. C. & Son, hay. . . 559. 15
Pay Rolls, 1914 ,••.•, 28,243.65
Peel, William F., grain 997.72
Pennichuck Water Works, water sup. 68 . 51
Pollard Auto Co., auto hire 4.50
Proctor Bros. & Co., wood. . . . . . ,^. . 29.08
Putnam, E. O., hay 315.02
Rousseau, Joseph, h shoeing 221 . 35
Sanders, C. H., services . .^ ..... . 24. 10
Santerre, S., services 8.50
Shattuck, A. G., expenses 15.04
Shedd, W. A. & Co., coal. ........ 288.03
Smiths, supplies 1 .75
Snow, R. G, hay ^. . .
.'
156.05
Standard Oil Co., gasoline 37.08
Tardif, F. X., labor 5.00
Telegraph Pub. Co., printing. ...... 2.50
Tolles, J. H. & Co., rent of fire alarm
whistle . 348 . 83
West Disinfecting Co., disinfectant .
.
17 . 00
White Mt. Freezer Co., gal. hooks. . 2.50
Whitman, N. S., supplies 16.90
Whitney, C. H., expenses 4.90
Wilson Shoeing Shop, h shoeing 71 . 85
Wingate, F. H., supplies 1. 25
Incidentals.
Appropriation 7,000 . 00
Total Expenditure . $9,720. 63
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Adams, F. H., ret. marriages .25
Allen, Bradford, M. D., return births
and deaths 1.50
Allen, Mrs. F. S., rent. ............ 4.00
Andrews, G. N., bond premiums. . . . 210.00
Anthoine, I. G., M. D., return births
and deaths . 2 . 75
Atherton, E. B., M. D., return births
and deaths 3 . 50
Austin, C. H., stock and labor 15. 10
Benmosche, M., M. D., return births
and deaths. 1.50
Birmingham Pen Co., pens. ........ 8.50
Black, James S., M. D., return births
and deaths 10.00
Boston & Maine R. R., rent 120.00
Brownrigg, A. E., M. D., return
death .25
Burque, Henri A., expenses 142. 60
Buzzell, Rev. G. W, return marriage .50
Cain, W. G., M. D., return death. . . .25
Charqst, J. A., M. D., return births
and deaths 17.50
Classon, C. W., supphes 4. 25
Clerk of Superior Court, expense. . . . 24.20
Clough, Robert A., expense 5.40
Clyde, Geo. W., return marriages ... 1.00
Cobleigh, M. D., return marriages..
.
.50
Cole, F. E. & Co., books 53. 25
Congdon, C. S-, M, D., return of births
and deaths 5.25
Connor, Rev. T. J., ret. marriages.. . 1.25
Cormier, Rev. J. H., ret. marriages. . 2.00
Creamer, Rev. M., ret. marriages ... 5. 25
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Cross, Rev. J. E., ret. marriages .... 1.00
Cyr, Arthur L., return of vital statis-
tics 268.75
Cyr, Arthur h , City Clerk, cash paid
out 107.75
Dar\^ Rev. A. N., ret. marriages. ... .75
Daudelin, Alf., M. D., return births
and deaths 13 . 50
Davis, S. G., M. D., return births .25
Dearborn, S. S., M. D., return births
and deaths . 10.75
Dearborn, Samuel, cash paid out. .. . 296.96
Denman, Walter N., prof, services..
.
225.00
Desaulniers, Rev. P. L., ret. of mar-
riages 1.25
Desmarais, Rev. O. N., ret marriages .50
Eaton, Ivory C, return marriagss. .. 1.00
Elliott-Fisher Co , repairs 7. 13
Farley, Wm. A., bond premium 7 . 50
Fay, F. H., prof, services 100. 00
First Baptist Society, rent 5^7. 50
First National Bank of Boston, cer-
tifying notes and bonds 400 . 00
Flanders, E. D., return marriage. ... .25
French, R. A., return marriages " .50
Fuller, Willis L., collecting garbage. . 520.00
Gaffney, F. J., return marriage .25
Gaskill, Burton T., rent 140.00
Gaudette, F. X., return marriages. .
.
.50
Gilman, Rev. J. B., return marriages 5. 50
Graff, Geo. B & Co., suppHes 5.00
Greeley, Harry P., return marriages. .25
Gre enough, W. A. Co., 2 directories . 6.00
Gross, Rev. Daniel I., ret. marriages. 5.75
Grover, C. R. Co., supphes 12. 30
Guertin, Auguste, M. D., return
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births and deaths
Gurley, W. & L. E., weights
Hallinan, S. Iv., return marriage/. . . .
Harmantas, Rev. C, ret. marriages..
Harris, Rev. W. J., ret. m9.rriages. . .
Holt, L. A. & Co., ambulance
Howard-Sexton Co., suppHes
Huse, Rev. S. S. Jr., ret. marriages.
.
Independent Statesman, advertising.
Indian Head Garage, liv^ery
Jackson, George F., r^t. marriages.. .
Jewell, H. H., M. D.T return births
and deaths
Jones, E. F., costs of courts
Jutras, Rev. J. G. A , ret. marriages
Kendall, H. E., return marriage
Kittredge, W. E., land damage_
Lafayette, L , wrenches
Lagace, J. A., M. D., return births
and deaths,
Langston, Edwin H., ret. marriages
Ledoux, H. T., Tax Collector, sale of
lands.
Lewis, Robert E., services auditing.
.
L' Impartial printing
Locke, Eva M., M. D., return births
and deaths
Lycette, J J., labor ^ ,.
Maker, EC, services.
Manchester Union, subscription. ....
Marquis Press, printing
Maynard, O. S., M. D., return births
and deaths 38.25
McLaughlivt, P. J., M. D., return
births and deaths 4 . 25
Merritt, Patrick, services 586.25
19.25
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Milette, Rev. J. B. H. V., ret. mar-
riages 10 . 50
Moran, E.G., M. D., return births
and deaths 23.75
Morrill Bros., trucking . 16.75
Morrison, Rev. W. H., ret. marriages 4.75
Moussette, Joseph A., ret. marriages .50
Mulvanity, A. F., M. D., return
births and deaths 2 . 25
Municipal Journal, subscriptions. ... 9.00
Munson Supply Co., type^keys 3.50
Mygatt, H. H , M. D., return births
and deaths 2.00
Nashua Trust Co., rent of box 20. 00
New Eng. Tel & Tel. Co., tel service 36. 79
Nile^s, Rev. William P , ret marriages 3.50
Nutter, C. F., M. D., return births
and deaths .75
Pay Rolls, bell ringing 2-22 & 7-4 . . . 25.00
Pennichuck Water Works, water sup. 230.00
Petit, A. W^, M. D., return births
and deaths 17 . 25
Proctor, R. F., return marriage .25
Reed, W. E., M. D., return births
and deaths, 6.00
Remington Typewriter Co., exchange
on machine 45 . 70
Richard, Rev. J. J , ret marriages. . . 5.25
Robbins, E. D., M. D., return births
and deaths 4. 75
Robbins, T. J. T., claim 25.00
Rock, Timothy F., M. D , return
births and deaths 8 . 25
Roy, George, claim 4. 00
Runnells, F. D., ret marriages .50
Ryan, John J , services 56.00





M. D., return births
Shattuck, Arthur G.








Soper, Rev. George E., ret marriages
Spring, John R., ret. marriage . . . . . .
Square Deal Pub. Co., advertising.. .
Strout, Rev. E. C, ret. marriages. . .
Styhanos Bros., rent
Sweeney, M. A., M. D. return births
Talbot, W. B., claim for damages , . .
Telegraph Pub. Co., advertising . . . .
Terrien, Albert, return marriages . . .
Tetreault, Rev. Hormidas, ret mar-
riages
Thomas, H. G., return marriage ....
Thompson, Mabel, services
Tolles, Jason E., City Treas., expen-
ses, '14
Townsend, Rev. Manley B., return
marriages —
Trow, Fred P., newspapers
Tuttle, James P., services.
Tyllo, Rev. Leo, ret. marriages . . . .,
United Construction Co., services. . .
Valcour, C. S., M. D., return deaths
Wallace, A. L., M. D., return births
and deaths
Wallace, A. S, M. D., return births
and deaths































Wheeler, Charles E., stock and labor 24.82
Wingate, F. H., supplies 2. 30
Winn, George P , expenses 13.35
Woitys, Rev. L A., return marriages 7.25
Wood, C. R, rec'd deeds 11.00




Transferred from S. L 60.77
Transferred from Brd of H 13. 62
Andrews, George N., insurance 455.35
Cross, Fred D., insurance 139.25
Crowley, James B., insurance 536.65
Farley, William A., insurance 214.00
Moussatte, Joseph A., insurance. . .. 20.00
Petit, C. H & Co , insurance. . T. . . . 158. 64
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Total ?xpenditure 3,411-31
TransfeiTed from S. Lights 274. 10
Transferred from Assessors Dep't . . . 637.21
Lonergan, Patrick, Q. M $200.00
$2,500.00
Anderson, F. E., build, fence




Total expenditure .... 241.07
Overdrawn 6 . 07
PAID.
Lewis, F. T., livery 4. 50
Ma,rquis Press, printing 19. 00
McKean, Frank L., livsry 4. 50
O'Toole, Timothy W., V. S , services 200.00
Smiths Bookstore, supplies . 6. 50
Thomas, F. H. Co., supplies 5.36
Vermont F. M. Co., supplies .36
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PAID.
ToUes, Jason E., City Treasurer .... $1,200.00
$1,200.00
Park Commission, Brown Tail Moths.
Appropriation $1,400 . 00
$1,400.00
PAID.
Tolles, Jason E., City Treasurer .... $1,400.00
$1,400.00
Park Commission, Commons.
Appropriation . $500 . 00
$500.00
PAID.





Total expenditure. $4,876. 60
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Transferred to Cont. Dis. .




Barry, P. & vSon, burial 20.00
Berzets, Samuel, supplies 16.50
Brodeur, Calixte & Son, provisions. . 28.00
Xrodeur, Cyrille, provisions 96.00
Bundy, Dora, rent 13 . 75
CoUette, A. B., provisions 71.34
Comstock, Ida, rent 72.00
Crowley, James H, groceries 104.00
Cummings, F. K., wood 17S.25
Deschamps & Houde, provisions ... 88.00
Deschamps, Louis, provisions 60.00
Dcsclos, Maxime, provisions . 86.00
Desiardins, A., rent 72.00
Dion, John B, shoes 14.50
Downing, T. S., provisions 41.78
Dube, John B., provisions ... 94.00
Eayrs, Frank M., groceries 20.00
Goodman, A. J., groceries 76. 14
Goyette, A. B., groceries 58. 62
Grandmaison, Fred J., groceries 74.00
Hagerty, John, grocejies 8.05
Hart' T. N. Est., groceries 118.00
Hillsborough County, board 728.81
Howard-Sexton Co., suppHes 10.75
Ivon, S. L., provisions 73.43
Jacques & Perreault, supplies 9. 19
Lampron & Langlois, shoes 24.75
Ledoux Bros., provisions 96.00
Lillis, Mrs. W, B, rent 17.00
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Morin, A. & Co., wood 12.00
Moussette, Joseph A., services 1,009.37
Mulvanity, Mar>-, rent ' , 120.00
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., coal 90.70
Nason, C. L., groceries 64.26
O'Toole, Augustus, provisions . . . 100.20
People's Market, provisions 112.85
Phaneuf, J. B, burial 9.50
Richard, A. M., provisions 118.00
Robichaud, P. L. & Son, burial 20 . 00
Rouleau & Kerouac, provisions 96.01
Salvail, Mrs. Jos., rent 4.50
Shattuck, Arthur G., Treas., board.
.
50.00
St. Joseph Orphanage', board 137.75
Sullivan Bros., provisions 120.00
Sween^ey, George, board 75.00
Sylv?stre, A. R., groceries . 48.00
Talbot & Co., supplies 4. 10
Tessier, Ernest P\, groceries 56.00
Tracy, Mrs. P., board 96.00
Truell,.Mrs. A., board 96.00
Weatherbee, Mrs. N. C, board 64.00
Wheeler & Nutting, livery 1 . 50
Police Department.
Appropriation $31,500.00
Total expenditure 35,783 . 32
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Ambrose, T. B., supplies 3.65
Austin, Charles H., supplies 292.16
Bagley, W. D. C, ringing bell 2.00
Balcom, George E., ice . , 60.99
Cheney, E. E., repairing 2.50
Chief oi Police, Ayer, Mass., auto
hire 3.00
Classon, C. W., suppHes 1 . 95
Cole, F. E. & Co., supplies 68.65
Dolge & Co., disinfectant 9. 50
Duclos, J., photos 7.50
Eldredge, Man.^ D., services 204.03
Field, Albert J., shoe polish 6.00
Garland, E. F., stock and labor 11.40
Gay, A. E., supplies .79
Gibson, A. A., pistolo 12.00
Glenton, F., photos 3.00
Greenough, W. H. & Co., director}^. 3.00
Gregg, Harry A., services 100.00
Gregg & vSon, supplies 2 . 35
Healy, Daniel F., services 1,546.84
Hill Hardware Co., supplies 2.94
Holt, L. A. & Co., livery 32.50
Howard-Sexton Co., supplies 4.75
Indian Head Garage, auto hire 22.00
Jackson Co., ringing bell 2.00
Jefferson, A. R., labor 4. 35
Johnson, H. A., team hire 2.50
Johnson, Tver Co., whistles 4.50
Lafayette, L., repairs 12.50
Leblanc, John S., supplies 19. 10
L'lmpartial, printing 21 . 50
Lintott, H. C, auto hir2 266.50
Maker, E. C, services 15.00
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Marquis Press, printing 4. 50
Marsh, Lena T., services 43.00
McCarty, William F., supplies 76.05
McDonald, H. R., supplies. . 3.00
Moss Hand Laundry, work 20.43
Nashua Baking Co., crackers 21.00
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 243. 54
Nashua Typewriter Bxc, repairing.
.
1 . 50
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., tel. ser. . 123. 36
Parnell, J. A., auto hire 1 . 00
Pay Rolls, 1914 27,683. 12
Pederzani, G., rent of boat 3.25
Pennichuck Water Works, water sup. 29. 87
Proctor, Roscoe F., services 100.00
Reed, William E., M. D., services. . . 150.00
Remick & Jackson, services 159.41
Roberts, W, D., services 14.00
Sawyer, George C, ringing bell 2.00
Standard Oil Co... oil . 7 . 25
Smiths Bookstore, supplies 1.00
Telegraph Pub. Co., printing 8. 13
Trow, Fred P., newspapers 7. 75
Wason & Moran, Fav Roll, Old Offi-
cers 4,301.21
West Disinfecting Co., disinfectant.
.
10.00
Wheeler & Nutting, livery 7 . 50
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Total expenditure.
Undrawn
Ham, B. W, bill fonds
L' Impartial, printing
Marquis Press, city reports
796.05
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Nelson, Stanley D., services 93.75
Spillane, George F., services 18. 75









Total expenditure . $113,972.35
Overdrawn • • • 1,083.57
PAlt).
Adams, J. O Co., dictionary . . . . 14.00
Afflech Ruling & Stat. Co., sjipplies . 248 . 73
Allton Grocer}' Co., supplies. ........ 107.80
Allyn & Bacon, books 26.00
Ambrose, T. B., supplies 264.60
Americaji Book Co., books . 633.33
Ame,rican Express Co., express 37.40
Appiqton D. Co., books. .'. 43 . 21
Army and Navy Magazine, books. . . 60.50
Atkinson-Mentzer Co., supplies 18. 14
Austin, Charles H., stock and labor 15.20
Avery, C. H. Co., stock and labor. .
.
88. 19
Babb, E. E. & Co., books. . 343.31
Banks & Co., books . . . . 5,00
Barne.s, A. J. Co., books 28.72
Beck, E W. , expenses 23 . 23
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Berube, Charles, transportation 326.00
Bickford, C. W., services 5.68
Birchard, C. C. Co., books .. . . . ." ... 26.78
Bird & Son, books 1 . 82
Birmingham Pen Co., pens 37.50
Blake, C. H., plants ,. , 1 . 50
Blanchard Grocery Co., suppliels .... 4.01
Bland, Sarah, services 5.00
Boston Bank Note Co., diplomas.. . . 51.00
Boston Music Co., music 57. 73
Brown Patents Co., supplies 3.00
Buckley, M. H., matches . 1 .05
Burdick, A. E., dustbane 21.00
Burnett, J. F., teaming . 1.00
Buxton, F. T.,lead 6.94
Callahan, Mrs. J., labor 5.75
Central Scientific Co., supplies 21.56
Chamberlain-Patten Co., suppHes. . . 64.58
Chandler, W. D., ^ 6.00
Chicago Flexible S. Co., supplies. ... 2.70
Clark, Emri W., labor . 5 . 15
Cole, F. E. & Co., supplies. ........ 180.62
Colonial Theatre, rent. . 11 . 50
Columbia Supply Co., supplies 59.65
Cone & Company, stock and labor .
.
66 . 85
Cook, F. D. Co., boards 3 .07
Crescent Laundry, work 21 . 73
Cross, F. D. Treas., Nashua Charters 10 . 00
Crowley, James H., supplies 4.50
Cummings, Ella F., transportation .. 150.00
Daus, Felix F., Co., supplies 3.80
Dillon, JohnF., stock and labor .... 19 . 70
Ditson, Oliver Co., books ' 157 . 42
Doyle, Annie, labor 8 . 00
Duncklee Contracting Co., labor 20.00
Dutton, E. P. & Co. I books 17.59
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Earley, Thomas, labor . 1.21
Ellis Pub. Co., books 3.40
Fahey, Mary, labor 2. 50
First Baptist Society, rent 62 . 50
Flather & Co., supplies . 349. 78
Flather, E. J. Mfg. Co., labor 6 . 94
Flather Foundry Co. , castings 63 . 28
Ford, A. C, labor , . . . , 5.00
Foss, Woodville, magazine subs 7.00
Gaskill, B. T., rent and suppUes .... 112.58
Gay, A. E., stock and labor 373 . 67
Geer, Hattie W., organ 5.00
Gibson, H. W., whitewash .90
Ginn&Co., books 913.38
Goss, Carl, labor. .*. 5.00
Graff, G. B. & Co., books 5.75
Gray, H. W. Co., books 53.78
Greenough W. A. & Co., 2 directories 6 . 00
Gregg Pub. Co., books 6.55
Gregg & Son, glass .85
Green, C. D., stoq^ and labor 4.48
Grover, C. R. Co., supplies 1,575.92
Grover File Co., suppHes 103 . 80
Hagerty, Jerry, rent of lawndale .... 120.00
Hall, Lester M., wood 34 . 75
HalHsej Drug Co., supplies 11 .30
Hammett, J. L., Co., supplies 20.79
Heath, D. C. & Co., books 114.38
Highton, W. Sons Co., supplies 9.81
Hill & Griffeth Co., suppHes 2.59
Hill Hardware Co., suppHes 130.03
Hinskley, R. H. Co., books ......... 70.00
Holt, l' A. & Co., livery 27.00
Houghton-Mifflin Co. , books ....... 28 . 50
Howard-Sexton Co., suppHes 867.04
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Howes, Maude M., books, 2.00
Hussey, Grace M., engraving diplo-
mas 22.75
Hutchins, George A., polish . 11 . 25
Hydro-Palm Co., soap powder 12.75
Jackman, C. H., stock and labor. . . . 1,576.92
Jefferson, A. R., sto'ck and labor. ... 15.45
Johnson's Bookstore, paper 49 . 64
Johnson, O. P., labor 1.20
Kee Lox Co., supplies 23 . 02
Keuffel & Esser, supplies . 108.56
Knapp, A. P., fire escape 638.00
Knott, L. E. App. Co., supplies 180.80
Knowlton, D. H. Co., supplies. ..... .75
Knox, John W., tuning pianos. ..... 13.50
Lapham, Charles W., labor 3.25
Law, George E., trucking 1 . 50
Lea & Feabiger, books 15 .00
Leavitt, G. C, expenses 4.07
L'Impartial, printing 11 .80
Lintott, H. C, batteries 1 .20
Lippincott, J. B. & Co., books 1.11
Little, Brown & Co., books 18.80
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Co., books 7 . 29
Lovejoy, F. W., supplies . 11 .50
Lycette, John J., stock and labor.. . . 24.68
"Machinery," books 16.81
Manchester & Concord Express Co.,
express 15 . 20
Manual Arts Press, supplies 9.68
Marden, Charles, stock and labor ... 12.05
Marshall, C. B. Co., supplies . 15.96
McDonald, H. R., stock and labor . . 10.61
McKean, A. J., services 100.00
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McMilliap A., labor .75
McMillian Co., books 7.04
Merrill, C. E. Co., books . 7.00
Milton-Bradley Co., books 419.48
Morrill Bros., trucking 92. 11
Mullen, M. C^, supplies 3.00
Nashua Building Co., stock & labor . 476 . 74
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., coal 1,110.81
Nashua L. H. & P. Co., light 882.54
N. E. Carbon Co., carbon paper .... 10.89
Nesmith, Walter S., expenses 13. IG
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., tel. ser. .
.
131 . 16
Novello & Co., .supplies 119. 19
Nutting, William L., tuning pianos. 16.00
Osgood Construction Co., stock and
labor 231.17
Palmer, A. N. Co., books 352.43
Pay Rolls, 1914. . 88,140.87
Pennichuck Water Works, water sup. 218.04
Pero, L. W. & Son, labor 1.95
Perrin, Marshall L., expenses 27.00
Pioneer Mfg.C. , supplies 10 . 22
Pollard Auto Co., auto hire 6 . 50
Pra,ng Co., supplies .20
Proctor Bros., & Co., wood 284. 15
Progres, Le, advertising 11.63
R. R. Sq. Fruit Co., peaches 1 . 25
Rand, W. N., oil 3.60
Rau, William H., mdse. ., 7.00
Reed, William A., supplies 3.05
Rees, F. Vella, services 12 . 00
Remington Typewriter Co., suppHes 1.35
Rice, H. E. Co., supplies 13.36
Rice, H. E. Co., supplies 13.36
Roby Farm Dairy, milk 8. 03
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Roby, H. C, ivy plants 4.50
Rollins Engine Co., supplies 3.00
Runnalls, E. A., labor 6.00
Sanborn, B. H. Co., books 118.13
Scannell Boiler Works, supplies 108.55
Schoenoff Book Co., books 58.88
Scribner, C. Sons, books 6. 24
Shea, Daniel F. , stock and labor .... 1,450 . 84
Shedd, W. A. & Co., coal 6,097. 24
Silver-Burdett Co., books 45. 13
Smiths Bookstore, supplies 369.64
Spalding, F. L. V., services 6-2 5.68
SulHvan, Nora, labor 1 . 50
Swift & Co., soap 3 . 60
Stylianos Bros., rent 87 . 50
Telegraph Pub. Co., supplies 267.80
Thomas, F. K. Co., supplies 14.50
Thomas, N. Wood Co., wood 1.50
Tilton, O. B., cement .82
Tolles, J. H. & Co., lumber 768. 76
Underwood Typewriter Co., exchan-
ge on machines 223 . 04
University of Chicago Press, books.
.
2.42
Wadsworth-Howland Co., blue prints 16. 62
Wallace, A. E., supplies 10.61
Walllace, J. D., castings 33.00
Walton, C. J., repairs and cleaning
clocks 37.50
West Disinfecting Co., disinfectant.
.
97.25
Weston Electric Institute, supplies .. 26.27
Wheeler's Printing Office, supplies.. . 70.75
Wingate, F. H., suppHes 20.06
Woodbur>^ A. K., labor 3 . 75
$113,972.35










Total expenditure ^ . . . . 1 1 . 23





Monssette, Joseph A., cash paid out 11 . 23
$11.23
Special Fire Department Apparatus.
Appropriation $10,000.00
$10,000.00
Total expenditure 8,887. 71
Undrawn 1,112.29
$10,000.00
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PAID.
Langelier, J. Henn', Buick Chassis. . $1,300.00
Maxim Motor Co., supplies 422.25
Middleboro Auto Exchange, motor
chemcar 1,800.00












Milette, Rev. J. B. H. V $1,500.00
$1,500.00
Street Lights
Appropriation $32,041 . 04
$32,041.04
Total expejiditure 31,606. 17
Transferred to Lands and Buildings 274. 10
Transferred to Insurance .... 60.77
Undrawn 100 . 00
$2,041.04
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Nashua L. H & P. Co., $31,606. 17
$31,606.17
Temporary Loan
Tolles, Jason K., City Treasurer . $295,000.00
$295,000.00
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Hamlin, Frank, rent and labor 155.00
Knowlton, H. J., labor 15.00
Langelier, J. Henry, auto hire 11.25
L'Impartial, printing 369 . 50
Marble, C. E. & Co., labor 10.00
Marquis Press, printing 171.00
Morin, A. & Co., wood 1 . 00
Morrill Bros., trucking 12. 50
Nashaa L. H. & P. Co., labor and
fixtures. 31 . 60
Nashua Theatre, rent 150.00
Osgood, H. A. et als., labor 25.73
Parent, Edward N., labor 20.00
Pay Rolls, 1914 4,562 . 00
vSelectmen, Ward 7, labor 36.00
Selectmen, Ward 9, labor 40.03
Square Deal, advertising 28.00
Stark Mills, canvas 56. 15
Telegraph Pub. Co., printing 6.50
Wheeler, Charles E., stock and labor 550.66
Wheeler & Natting, liverv' 2.00
Water Supply.
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Recapitulation.
Abatements $1,281 . 41
Armory Expenses 200.00
Assessors Department 3,562 . 79
Bahd Concerts 300.00
Bp^rd of Health 801 . 46









City Physician, Supplies 800 . 99
Contagious Diseases 640. 68
**County Tax 24,907 . 79
Day Nursery . . 200.00
Engineer's Department 4,156.43
Fire Department 40,892 . 94
Incidentals 9,726. 63
Insurance 1,574 . 39
Lands and Buildings 3,411 . 31
Memorial Day 200. 00
Milk Inspector 241 . 07




Park Commission, Brown Tail
Moths 1,400.00
Park Commission, Commons . . 500.00
Paupers 4,876.60
Police Department 35,783.32
Printing and Stationery 796.05
Public Library 5,500. 00
Salary Account 6,310.00
Schools 113,972.35
Sinking Fund 19,650. 29
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Soldiers and Sailors 11 . 23




St. Joseph Hospital 1,500.00
Street Lights . 31,606.17
*Temporar>^ Loan 295,000.00
Ward and Election Expenses . . 6,493.32
Water Supplys 10,355 . 20
$972,923.08
Provided for by overlay when making assessment of taxes.
**Provided for by direct tax.
'**Notes are issued to pay current expenses in anticipation of
taxes.

ESTIMATED VALUE OF CITY PROPERTY
City Hall Building and lot
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Greeley Farm 15,000.00
Land, Webster and Rockland sts.
.
1,400 . 00
Land Sargent Avenue and Gushing
Avenue 2,000.00
Hospital at City Farm 1,200.00
Warner & Whitney property 5,000.00
$407,147.66
School Houses.
District No. 1, Lowell Road $1,200.00
District No. 2, Lowell Road 1,000.00
District No. 3, Spring Street 100,000.00 ,
District No. 3, East Pearl Street . 3,500.00
District No. 3, Mulberry Street . 12.000.00
District No. 3, Harbor 12,560.00
District No. 3, Edgeville 1,500.00
District No 5, Chandler street. . . 6,000.00
District No. 5, Mt. Pleasant 50,000.00
District No. 6, Amherst Road 1,500.00
District No. 7, HoUis Road 1,000.00
District No. 9, Dunstab)e Road. . . 600.00
District No. 10, Dunstable Road. . 1,500.00
District No. 11, Dunstable Road. . 1,200.00
Apparatus and furniture 10,660.00
Arlington street school house 25,000.00
Furniture 2,000.00
District No. 4, Shattuck street . . . 12,000.00
Amherst street school house 15,000.00
Belvidere school house 17,988.40
Palm str ct school house .... 14,100.00
Lake street school house 8,275.00






Balance due Dec. 31, 1913 $10,473.94
$10,473.94
CR.
Treasurer's receipts $ 98. 56








Balance due Dec. 31, 1914 8,479.94
$8,777.90
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Taxes for 1913.
Balance due Dec. 31, 1913 68,410.89
$68,410.89
CR.
Treasurer's receipts $57,704. 84
Balance due Dec. 31, 1914 10,706.05
$68,410.89
Taxes for 1914.
Given to Samuel Dearborn, Col-
lector, for collection $453,479 . 80
RECEIPTS
Samuel Dearborn, Collector. . . . $388,188.61
Balance due, Dec. 31, 1914 ' 65,291 . 19
$453,479.80
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STATISTICS OF TAXATION.







Report of the Trustees of the Sinking Fund
To THE Honorable City Councils:
Trustees of the Sinking Fund hereby make their annual
report.
Trustees of the Sinking Fund in account with the City of
Nashua:
Cash Received.
To cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1914 S7,080. 70
To coupons City of Nashua, Jan. 19 110. 17
To coupons deposited in N. T. Co.,
Jan. 19. .. . 1,197.50
To coupons deposited in N. T. Co.,
Dec. 14 3,577.50
To Interest on deposit, N. T. Co.,
Dec. 14 2.67
To Appropriation, Dec. 14 19,650.29
To Two City of Nashua Bonds, 1914
Dec. 15 2,000.00
To Five Tilton School Bonds, 1914
Dec. 15 5,000.00
To Int. on City Note to June 1, Dec
15 490.04
To Interest accrued, Dec. 15 4,431 . 18
To Int June 1 to Dec. 1, Note 237.08
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To Int. Nashua Trust Co., Dec. 15. . 45.97
To Int. vShawmut Nat. Bank, Dec.31 35.98
$43,859.08
Cash Paid.
By City of Nashua Bonds, Series
1934, 1 to 16 inclusive, May 1. . . . 15,500.00
By City of Nashua Bonds, Series
1934, Fire Dept. 1 to 10, June 1. . . 10,000. 00
By Bonds redeemed 1913, May 16. .. 5,000.00
By City of Waterbury Bonds, 10
Series 1926 at 102.62, Dec. 31 10,262.00
By City of Waterbury Bonds, 3
Series 1925 at 102.43, Dec. 31 ... . 3,072. 90
By W. H. Barry expense to Boston,
Dec. 16 and 32, Dec. 16 5.00
By cash on hand, Dec. 31 19. 18
143,859.08
The following is the statement of all the securities in the
vSinking Fund, Dec. 31, 1914, and also their value upon that date.
Six $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 171 to 176 inclusive, at $105.75 $ 6,345.00
Nine $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 1 to 9 inclusive, at $106.25 9,562.50
Six $1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
Nos. 10, 96 to 100 inclusive, at $105.75 6,345.00
Nine $1000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
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Xos. 15 to 20 inclusive, 65 to 67 inclusive, at
S106.25 9,562.50
Three §1,000 Nashua City Bonds, 4%, due 1915,
'Nos. 8, 13, 24, at §107.50 3,225.00
Five §1.000 Nashua City Bonds, 4^"^, due 1917,
Nos. 38, 39 to 42 inclusive, at §105.00 5,250. 00
One §508.95 Nashua City Bond, 4^7, due 1917,
No. 43, at §105 00 5::;;^. 95
One §500. Lancaster N H FirePrecinct Bond, V'r,
due 1922, No. 78, at §105.85 529. 25
Two §1,000 City of Somersvvorth, N. H. Bonds,,
4%, due 1918, Nos. 49 and 50, at §111.63 2,232.60
Three §1,000 Town of Tilton, N. H Bonds, 4%
due 1919, Nos. 16 to 18 inclusive, at §111.50. . . 3,345.00
Twelve §1,000 City of Newport, R I Bonds, 4%,
due 1930, Nos. 2 to 13 inclusive, at §118.25. . . . 14,190.00
Two §1,000 City of Waltham, Mass. Bonds, ¥},
due 1916, Nos. 315 and 316, at §110.00 2,200.00
Nine §1,000 Middlebury, Vt. Bonds, ¥-;i, due 1914
Nos. 42 to 50 inclusive, at §118.75 10,068. 75
Fifteen §1,000 Nashua City Bonds, Z%, due 1923,
Nos. 5 to 10 inclusive, 26 to 34 inclusive, at par. 15,000.00
Three §500. Nashua City Bonds, 3';i, due 1923,
Nos. 42, 43 and 44, at par .., 1,500.00
Ten §100. Nashua City Bonds, 3^c. due 1923, Nos,
80, 82, 86, 87, 88, 89, 93, 94, 95, 96, at par 1,000.00
One City of Nashua Note, No 772, at 3 1-2^ ^ ••• • 6,643.83
One City of Nashua Note, No 781, at 4C"^c • • •. 6.000.00
Three $1,000 Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 4%,
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due 1926, Nos. 5185 to 5187 inclusive, at $96.50 2,895.00
One $1,000 Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 4%, due
1926, No. 7324 968. 33
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1915, No.
187 at par 1.000.00
Six $1,000 Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bonds, 4%
due 1951, Nos. 1737, 3608, 3609, 3628, 3629,
3630, at $88.00 5,280. 00
Five $1,000 N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. Bonds, 6%,
due 1948, Nos. 1228, 1229, 1232, 1233, 1234,
at $134.25 6,712.50
Six $1,000 Town of East Providence, R. I. Bonds,
4%, due 1948, Nos. 9 to 14 inclusive, at par 6,000.00
Five $1,000 Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
bonds, 4%, due 1934, Nos. 72758, 72759, 72760
69169, 69170, at $89.00 4,450.00
Four $1,000 N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. Bonds, 4%,
due 1955, Nos. 12387 to 12390 inclusive, at
$96.50 3,860.00
One $1,000 Nashua City Bond, 4%, due 1915, No.
55, at par 1,000.00
Two $100. Nashua City Bonds, 3%, due 1923,
Nos. 124 and 125, at $85.00 170.00
Ten $1,000 City of Pawtucket, R. I. Bonds, 4%,
due 1950, Nos. 60 to 69 inclusive, at $99.00 9,900.00
Ten $1,000 City of Pawtucket, R. I. Bonds, 4%,
due 1950, Nos. 31_to 40 inclusive, at $99 00 9,900.00
Four $1,000 No. Conway, N. H. Bonds, 4%, due
1927, Nos. 34, 35, 41, 42 at $99.75 3,990 00
Three $1,000 Waterbury, Conn. Bonds, 4:%, due
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1927, Nos. 81, 84 and 130 at par 3,000.00
Four $1,000 Concord & Montreal R. R. Bonds, 4%
due 1920, Nos. 5226, 5227, 5228, 5229, at $99.50 3,980.00
Two $1,000 Fitchburg R. R. Bonds, 4^0 due 1925
Nos. B7806 and B9137, at $98.00 1,960.00
One $1,000 Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 3 l-29^o
due 1923, No. 1005, at 92 1-2 925.00
Three $1,000 Town of Norwalk, Conn. Bonds due
1939, Nos. 33, 34. 35 at 98 1-2 and Int 2,955.00
One $1,000 Bangor & Aroostook, R. R. Bond, 5%,
due 1943, No. 179, at 108A and Int 1,081 . 25
One $1,000 Bangor & Aroostook, R. R. Bond, 5%,
due 1943, No. 261 , at 107 7-8 and Int 1.078,75
One N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R. Bond, No. 12305,
due 1955, at 93 1-2 and Int 932. 50
One $1,000 C. M. R. R. Bond, 4:%, due 1920, No.
3595, at 99 1-2 and Int . 995.00
Two $1,000 Fitchburg R. R. Bonds, 4 1-2 %, due
1928, Nos. C3186 and C3187, at 103 1-2 and Int 2,070.00
One $1,000 Fitchburg Bond, 3 1-2^7^ due 1921, No.
B5741, at 94 3-8 and Int 943 . 75
One $1,000 City of Waltham, Mass. Bond, 3 1-2%
due 1922, No. 915, at 96 and Int 960.00
Two $1,000 Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R. R.
Bonds, due 1934, Nos. 277 and 279, at 96 1-2. . . 1,930.00
Forty $1,000 City of Nashua Bonds, 4%, due 1933
Nos. 1 to 40 inclusive 40,000.00
Six City of Nashua vSewer Bonds, -i%, due 1933,
Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive 6,000.00
Fifteen $1,000 City of Nashua Bridge Bonds, 4%,
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due 1934, Nos. 1 to 15 inclusive 15,000.00
One S500 City of Nashua Bridge Bond, 4% due
1934, No. 16 500.00
Ten $1,000 City of Nashua Motor Fire Apparatus
Bonds, 4%, due 1934, Nos. 1 to 10 inclusive. . . . 10,000.00
Ten §1,000 City of Waterbury Bonds, 4 l-2]b, due
1926, Nos. 141-150 inclusive, at $102.62 10,262.00
Three $1,000 City of Waterbury Bonds, due 1925
4 1-2^, Nos. 131-132 and 133, at $102.43 3,072.90
Accrued interest on securities ., 2,459 . 95
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1914 19.18













OF THE CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen : We the undersigned Board of Fire Commisioners
of Nashua, respectfully submit the twenty-third annual report




Out of City 1





Total number of Alarms 260
Estimated value of buildings $243,700 . 00
Loss to buildings 37,709 . 81
Insurance on buildings 133,500.00
Insurance paid on buildings 28,060 . 80
Estimated value of contents 107,137.00
Loss on contents 23,300.42
Insurance on contents 58,900 . 00
Insuranc2 paid on contents 18,414. 57
Total loss 61,010.23





HERBERT C. LINTOTT, Chairman.
CHARLES H. AUSTIN.
EUGENE W. DUNCKLEE, Clerk
Board of Engineers.
Chief Engineer, Charles H. Whitney
Residence, 9 Elm Street.
1st Assistant Chief, James E. Smith.
Residence, 13 Lock Street.
Assistant WiUiam F. Barnes
Residence, 45 Summer Street.
Assistant, Frank E- Fisher
Residence, 62 Chestnut Street.
Officers of Companies.
Engine No. 1.—W. D. George, Captain; A. H. Brown, Lieute-
nant; G. H. Button, Clerk.
Engine No. 2.—J. H. Kilbride, Captain; L. Moss, Lieutenant;
E. Hysette, Clerk.
Engine No. 3.—W. E. Whitney, Captain ; G. W. Traver, Lieute-
nant; L. A. Smith, Clerk.
Engine No. 4.—D. H. Downey, Captain; V. Larocque, Lieute-
nant; L. E. Gove, Clerk.
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Truck No. 1.—C. H. Tafe, Captain; J. F. Jeffs, Lieutenant; J.
P. Mockler, Clerk.
Truck No. 2.—W. E. Grant, Captain; A. F. Curtis, Lieutenant;
P. V. Jauron, Clerk.
Chemical No. 1.—A. C. Melendy, Captain.
Permanent Force
C.H. Whitney, Chief Engineer.
J. E. Smith, 1st Assistant Eng.
A. C. Melendy, Captain of Chemical.
J. C. Coffey, Chauffeur of Chemical.
C. E. Famsforth, Driver, Engine No. 1.
C. H. Atwood, Driver Hose No. 1.
J. H. Kilbride, Captain Engine No. 2.
S. E. Elkins, Driver, Engine No. 2.
P. Hysette, Driver, Hose No. 2.
W. E. Whitney, Captain, Engine No. 3.
P. A. Lintott, Driver, Engine No. 3.
E. J. O'Leary, Driver, Hose No. 3.
D. H. Downey, Captain, Engine No. 4.
E. W. FrankHn, Driver, No. 4.
A. J. Molloy, Driver, Hose No. 4.
C. H. Tafe, Captain, Truck No. 1.
F. Laforme, Driver, Truck No. 1.
W. E. Grant, Captain, Truck No. 2.
W. A. Flanders, Driver, Truck No. 2.
S. P. Smalley, Spare Engineer.
C. B. Watkins.
G. S. Hidden.
R. E. Hallisey, Driver, Chief's Team.
J. W. Jones, W. H. George, J. W. Degnan, F. Rancour.
FIRES AND ALARMS 1914
January 2. Still Alarm. 6.35 a.m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
13 Wilder St. Owned and occupied by D. J. Moriarty as
a dwelling house. No damage.
January 2. Still Alarm. 5.35 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 61 Ash
St. Owned by G. A. Balcome. Occupied by A. W. Richard
as a meat market. Cause of fire, thawing out water pipes.
Buildings
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January 12 Still Alarm. 4.45 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
64 Bowers St. Owned by N. Wells. Occupied by A. Tes-
sier as a dwelling house. No damage.
January 12. Still Alarm. 7.57 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
58 Canal St. Owned by A. Ferryall. Occupied by John
Riendeau as a tenement. No damage.
January 13. Box 32. 6.30 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building Nos.
2 & 4 Elm St. Owned by E. A. Rice. Occupied by John King
as a tenement. No damage
January 13. Still Alarm. 8.34 a. m
Caused by a chimney fire in the brick building No. 13
Chnton St. Owned by E. B. Saunders. Occupied by C. R.
Grover as a printing office. No damage.
January 13. Still Alarm. 8.30 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building on Central
St. Owned by Mrs. S. Labrecque as a dwelhng house. Cause
of fire, soot taking fire in old fire place.
Building
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No. 37 Elm St. Owned by the Londonderry Lithia Spring
Water Company. Occupied by John Sweeney as a dweelling
house. No damage.
January 13. Bell alarm, 5-5. 1 p. m.
No school
January 13, Still Alarm. 3.15 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 18 Broads
St. Owned by the Whitney Bros, of Wilton, N. H. Occupied
by W. B. Wellmen as a dwelling house. Caused by over-
heated stove.
Building Contents
Value of .$3,300 . 00 Value of 1,125 . 00
Damage to 20.00 Damage to None.
Insurance 1,500.00 Insurance $800.00
Insurance paid 20.00 Insurance paid None.
January 13. Still Alarm. 5.15.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
26 West HoUis vSt. Owned by John Winn Estate. Occupied
by F. H. Brogan as a dwelling house. No damage.
January 14. Still Alarm. 9.45 a. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 12 Park St.
Owned by Mrs. D. P. Fisk. Occupied by Mrs. F. E. Corey
as a dwelling house. Cause of fire, gasoline taking fire from
heat of stove. Mrs. F. E. Corey was badly burned and
died a few hours later.
Building Contents
Value of $3,600.00 Value of $525.00
Damage to 20 . 00 Damage to 10 . 00
Insurance 2,000.00 Insurance None.
Insurance paid 20.00 Insurance paid None.
January 14. Still Alarm. 6.40 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 218 Main
St. Owned and occupied by Rev. M. Creamer as a dwelling
house. Cause of fire. Covering on steam pipe taking fire
from heat. Damage slight.
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January 19. Still Alarm. 11.49a.m.
Caused by a fire in the brick building No. 137 Canal St.
Owned and occupied by the Jackson Mfg. Co., as a napping
room. Cause of fire, spontanious combustion of cotton dust.
Building Contents
Value of §24,000.00 $12,000.00
Damage to 200.00 None.
Insurance 10,000.00 None.
Insurance paid 200.00 None.
January 21. 5-5. 7.30 a. m.
No vSchool.
January 22. Still Alarm. 6.05.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building in
Pine Hill Ave. Owned by Mrs. C. A. Wheeler. Occupied by
Edward Gale as a dwelling house. No damage.
January 25. Still Alarm. 12.47 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 141
Tolles St. Owned by E. Tharrault. Occupied by Mrs.
Flora McCausland as a dwelHng house. No damage.
January 26. Still Alarm. 1.40 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 7 School
St. Owned by J. J. Doyle. Occupied by A. Teulos as a
dwelHng house. Cause of fire, children playing with match.
Building Contents
Value of .S3.600.00 .$335.00
Damage to 10.00 18.50
Insurance on 3,000.00 None..
Insurance paid 10.00 None.
January 29. Box Alarm 74. 12.45 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 17 Vine
St. Owned by Samuel Spence. Occupied by Groyory
Attias as a tenement. Cause of fire, hot ashes in wooden
barrel.
Building Contents
Value of .S6,400.00 475.00
Damage to 20.00 None.
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Insurance 5,000.00 None.
Insurance paid 20.00 None.
January 29. Still Alarm. 9.00 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
17 Burritt St. Owned and occupied by Joseph Monchey
as a dwelling house. No damage.
January 29. Still Alarm. 4.55 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No
13 Worcester St. Owned by William Rock. Occupied by
Joseph Cardon as a dwelling house. No damage.
February 3. Still Alarm. 7 20 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 56 Main St.
Owned by A. E. Gay Lesse. Occupied by J. Brazil as a
furrier. See next alarm.
February 3. Box 9. 7.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 56 Main
St. Owned by A. E. Gay Lesse. Occupied by J. Brazil as
a furrier. Mrs. J. A. Noonan as a Millery room. Caused
by Cigarettes.
Building Contents
Value of $10,000.00 $9,400.00
Damage to 220.00 387.30
Insurance 9,000.00 6,200.00
Insurance paid 220 . 00 387 . 30
February 3. Box 49. 9 30 p. m.
False Alarm.
February 5. Still Alarm. 8.30 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No.
108 Tolles St. Owned by O. Bozie as a dwelling house. No
damage.
February 6. Still Alarm. 8.15 a.m.
Caused by a fire in a chimney in the wood frame building
No. 6 Beacon St. Owned by S W. Cohen. Occupiedby C. A.
Sawyer as a dwelling house. No damage.
February 8. Still Alarm. 2.40 p.m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No
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53 Abbott St. Owned and occupied by Mrs. H. A. North
as a dwelling house. No damage.
February 9. Still Alarm. 7.55 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No.
3 Hammond St. Owned by the Proctor Bros. Occupied by
J. Nadeau as a dwelling house. No damage.
February 9. Box 72. 11.40 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 34 Cen-
tral St. Owned by John Moran. Occupied by Albert Marquis
as a dwelling house. Cause
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February 12. Still Alarm. 3.20 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a chimney in a wood framed building
No. 55 Cross St. Owned by J. C. Bowler. Occupied by
J. B. Nolan as a dwelling house. No damage.
February 13. Box 4. 1.40 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building on the line
of the B. & M. R. R. Acton Branch in rear of number 72
East Hollis St. Owned and occupied by the White Mountain
Freezer Co., as a dry house. Engine Co. No. 2 was called by
phone at 1.55 p. m. for a second alarm. Cause of fire spark
from heater.
Building Contents
Value of $4,500.00 .$1,787.44




Insurance paid 2,000 . 00 1 ,500 . 00
February 13. Still Alarm. 8. 05 a. m.
Caused by a fire in a brick building No. 12 Temple St.
Owned by the Stetson heirs. Occupied by Mrs. E. F. In-
gram as a dwelling house. No damage.
February 14. Still Alarm. 6.45 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood framed building No
1 White Ct. Owned by John Lesage as a dwelling house.
No damage.
February 15. Box 74. 1.13 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brick building No. 170 West Pearl
St. Owned by M. Orcutts & Co. Occupied by J. Arniatis as
. a fruit store. Cause of fire, oil stove.
Building Contents
Value of $2,000.00 Value of $1,800.00
Damage to 123.60 Damage to 25.00
Insurance 1,200.00 Insurance None.
Insurance paid 123.50 Insurance paid None.
February 16. Box 38. 12.23 p, m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 36 Bridge
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St. Owned by Mrs. Sarah Conory as a hotel. Cause of
fire, pipe in coat pocket. Damage sHght.
February 17. Box 81. 6.00 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 14 Cedar
St. Owned by Mrs. L. W. Fisk. Occupied by N. Leves-
que as a dwelling house. Cause of fire, overturned oil lamp.
Building
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D. C. Cross as a dwelling house. Cause of fire. Children
playing with matches.
Building j Contents
Value of $6,500.00 Value of $1,500.00
Damage to 6.15 Damage to 20.00
Insurance 2,500.00 Insurance 500.00
Insurance paid 6.15 Insurance paid 20.00
February 28. Box 71. 11.15 p.m.
Caused by a fire in the wooden frame building No. 67
Palm St. Owned by O. S. Maynard. Occupied by B,















Insurance 600 . 00
Insurance paid None.
Caused by a fire in the brick building No. 95 Temple St.
Owned by L. A. Roby estate. Occupied by the Nashua







March 2. Still Alarm. 7.45 p. m
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 92 Vine
St. Owned by A. Sylvester. Occupied by G. B. Ma^^seau
as a dwelling house. Cause of fire, careless use of matches.
Contents
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Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 159 West
Hollis St. Owned and occupied by William Gagnon as a




Value of $5,000.00 Value of $1,700.00
Damage to 25 . 00 Damage to 200 . 00
Insurance on 3,500.00 Insurance on None.
Insurance paid 25.00 Insurance paid None.
March 14. Still Alarm. 2.50 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a Motor boat on Merrimack river near
the bridge on East Hollis St. Owned by Hector Gagnon.
Cause of fire. Children playing with matches. No insurance.
March 20. Still Alarm. 8.40 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
13 Atwood Court. Owned by Mrs. Mary Larouche. Oc-
cupied by A. Ammons as a tenement. No damage.
April 2. Still Alarm. 10.00 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
8 East Pearl St. Owned by Joseph Smith. Occupied by W.
J. Elliott as a dwelling house. No damage. ^
April 6. Still Alarm. 11.40.
Caused by a fire in the grass on land on line with B. & M.
R. R. near Lowell road. Owned by Mrs. G. I. Wheeler.
Damage slight.
April 8. Still Alarm. 10.30 a. m.
Caused by smoke in a wood frame building No. 113 Chest-
nut St. Owned by Mrs. S. A. Balcom. Occupied by C.
L. Keith as a dwelling house. Caused by drying wood in
oven of stove. No damage.
April 10. Still .\larm. 12 13 p. m.
Caused by a fire in grass near west end of Ledge St. Own-
ed by the Nashua Mfg. Co. No damage.
April 11. Still Alarm. 11.45 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near the Taylor
road. Owned by C. E. Burnham. No damage.
April 12. Still Alarm. 5,40 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
9 Martin St. Owned by C. B. Jackman. Occupied by
J. Labonty as a dwelling house. No damage.
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April 12 Still Alarm. 3.30 p. m
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near the east end of
Gillis St. Owned by D. A. Gregg No damage.
April 12. Still Alarm. 1.15 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
9 Badger St. Owned by Mrs. P. Lavoie, as a dwelling house.
No damage.
April 12. Still Alarm. 7.00 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No.
41 Whitney St. Owned by S. Cohen. Oc?u :ied by S Do.
linsky as a dwelling house. No damage.
April 12. Still Alarm. 9.00 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near Laton St. Own-
ed by A. T. Laton. No damage.
April 13. vStill Alarm. 9.13 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No.
51 Chandler St. Owned by M. Morgan. Occupied by T.
Labounty as a dwelling house. No damage.
April 13. Still Alarm. 9.00 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush near Berkley St. Owned
by A. T. Laton. No damage.
April 14 vStill Alarm. 2.20 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land in rear of driving
Park near Almond St. Owned by Proctor Bros. About
3 acres of scrub land was burnt over. Damage slight.
April 14. Still Alarm. 8.15 p. m.
Caused by a fire on roof of the wood frame building on
Harbor Ave. Owned by Wm. Highton & Son as a store
house. Caused by spark from cupola.
Building Contents
Value of $1,600.00 Value of $1,000.00
Damage to 10.00 Damage to None.
Insurance on 1,000.00 Insurance on 850.00
Insurance paid 10.00 Insurance paid None.
April 14. Still Alarm. 6.35 p. m.
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Caused by a fire in the brush on land near Laton St. Own-
ed by A. T. Laton. No damage.
April 15. Still Alarm. 10.15 a.m.
Caused by a fire in a wood framed building No. 26 Whit-
ney St. Owned and occupied by W. S. Nesmith as a dwell-
ing house. No damage.
April 15. Still Alarm. 10.30 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the grass on land in rear of No. 20
Russell Ave. Owned by W. L. Thompson. No damage.
April 15. Still Alarm. 11.55 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 72 West
Pearl St. Owned by E. H. Wason. Occupied by M. Dru-
ker as a Tailor shop. Cause of fire hot iron setting table
a fire. Damage slight.
April 16. Box 38. 3.53 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 3 Bridge
St. Owned by J. Brown. Occupied by A. Maynard as a
dwelHng house. Cause of fire. Children playing with
matches.
Building Contents
Value of $2,800.00 Value of $750.00
Damage to 20.00 Damage' to 35.00
Insurance on 1,000.00 Insurance on None.
Insurance paid 20 . 00 Insurance paid None.
April 18. Still Alarm. 12.55 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near the corner of
Allds SL and McKean St. Owned by P. Gearin. No damage.
April 20. Still Alarm. 9.55 a. m.
Caused by a fire on roof of wood frame building No. 6
John vSt. Owned by James Scanlon. Occupied by Samuel
Ross as a dwelling_ house. Box 57 was sounded at 10.00 a.
m. calling the department. Cause of fire. Spark from
road roller.
Building. Contents
Value of $2,400.00 Value of $775.00
Damage to 10.00 Damage to None.
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Insurance on 1,200.00 Insurance on 400.00
Insurance paid 10.00 Insurance paid None.
April 22. Still Alarm. 11.44 a. m.
Caused by a fire in brush near the West HoUis road. Own-
ed by F. A. Littlefield. No damage.
April 22. Still Alarm. 4.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in grass on land near Burk St. Owned
by the Nashua Land Co. No damage.
April 23. vStill Alarm. 10.55 a. m.
Caused by a fire in brush on land on line of B. & M. R. R.
Acton branch near the Dunstable road. Owned by H. E.
Rice. About 5 acres was burnt over. Damage slight.
April 23. Still Alarm. 12.35 p. m.
Caused by a chinney fire in wood frame building No. 97
Elm St. Owned by Alice Folsom. Occupied by P. J. Bra-
dy as a dwelling house. No damage.
April 24. Still Alarm. 10.20 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the grass on land near No. 21 Man-
chester St. Owned by F. H. Ayers. No damage.
April 25. Still Alarm. 11.30 a. m.
Caused by a fire on land at Greeley Park on Concord St.
Owned by the City of Nashua. No damage.
April 26. Still Alarm. 12.01.
Caused by a fire in chimney in the wood frame building
No. 3 Crowley Ave. Owned by the Cooperative Foundry
Co. Occupied by A. Mason as a dwelling house.
April 26. Box 46. 12.02.
Caused by a fire in a chimney in a wood frame building
No. 3 Crowley Ave. Owned by the Cooperative Foundry
Co. Occupied by A. Mason as a dweUing house. No damage.
May 1. Still Alarm. 1.40 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land on line of B. & M.
R. R. Acton branch near the south Dunstable road. Owned
by C. H. Lund. About 3 acres of scrub land was burnt over.
Damage slight.
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May 3. Still Alarm. 2 34 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the g -ass on the North Common near
the Amherst St. School on land owned by the city of Nashua.
No damage.
May 3. Still Alarm. 2.45 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near head of Cana!
on south Hollis road. Owned by the Nashua Mfg. Co. A-
bout 25 acres of scrub land was burnt over. Damage slight.
May 3. 3-3-3. 2.50 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on land near the Tinker road
Owned by the Pennichuck Water Co. A detail of men was
sent under charge of Assistant Fisher about 5 acres of second
growth was burnt over. Damage slight.
May 7. Still Alarm. 2,45 p- m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near the Dunstable
road. Owned by the J. M. Hunt heirs. No damage.
May 11. Box 69. 1.49 p.m.
Caused by a fire in a pile of street R. R. poles in rear of
Railway stables No. 85 Kinsley vSt. Owned by the Street
Railway. Cause of fire children playing with matches.
No damage.
May 11. Box 49. 11.15 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a pile of rubbish in rear of Wm. High-
ton on land of B. & M. R. R. near Otterson St. Cause of
fire. Cigarettes. No damage.
May 12. Box 62. 5.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 9 Barker
Ave. Ow^ned by the Proctor Bros. Occupied by Thomas
Raymond as a dwelling house. Cause of fire. Soot taking
fire in chimney. No damage.
May 13. Still Alarm. 11.45 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No
24 Cross St. Owned and occupied by C. B. Jackman as a
dwelling house. No damage.
May 16. Box 16. 2.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building in rear of No.
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25 Main St. Owned by the J. B. Greely Est. Occupied by
H. C. Lintott as a garage. Cause of fire. Gasoline taking
fire from broken feed pipe on brazing machine. George M.
Halquist was badly burnt so that he died 4 hours later.
Building
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as a dwelling house. Cause of fire. Oil stove taking fire.
No damage.
May 23. Still Alarm. 12.52 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building on Mechanic
Ct. Owned by J. W. Howard. Occupied by Howard &
Sexton as a furniture storehouse. See next alarm.
May 23. Box 8. 12.54 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building on Mechanic
St. Owned by J. W. Howard. Occupied by Howard &
Sexton as a Furniture storehouse. And Gaffney Bros, as
stable. Cause of fire. Rubbish between buildings.
Building Contents
Value of 85,500.00 Value of $10,800.00
Damage to 1,600.00 Damage to 2,412.51
Insurance on 3,000.00 Insurance on 6,300.00
Insurance paid 1,600.00 2 " paid 2,412.51
May 27. Still Alarm. 2.05 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end
of Pine St. Owned by P. Dubrey.
May 27. Still Alarm. 6.45 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end of
Pine St. Owned by P. Dubrey.
May 28. Still Alarm. 10.15 a.m.
Caused by a fire in the dump and brush on land near the
south end of Pine St., near the wood frame building of A.
C. Gallant. No damage.
May 28. Still Alarm. 11.15 a.m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 41 Fran-
khn St. Owned by Rev. L. Wootys as a dwelhng house
Cause of fire. Carelessness in smoking beef.
Building Contents
Value of $3,500.00 Value of $950.00
Damage to None. None.
Insurance on 1 ,000 . 00 None.
Insurance paid None. None.
May 28. Still Alarm. 11.45 a.m.
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Caused by a fire in the brush and trees on land on line of
B. &. M. R. R. at Greeley Park. Owned by the City of
Nashua. Caused by Spark from Locomotive. Damage
slight.
May 28. Still Alarm. 3.35 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on line of B. & M. R. R.
Acton branch near the south Dunstable road on land owned
by C H Lund. About 10 acres of hard and soft pine was burnt
over. A detail of men under Capt. Smith was sent. Cause
of fire. Spark from Locomotive.
May 29. Still Alarm. 9.20 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush and tress on line of the Boston
& Maine R. R. at Greely Park. Damage sHght.
May 29. Still Alarm. 4.00 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end of
Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. Do damage.
May 30. Still Alarm. 8.45 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end of
Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. No damage.
May 30. Still Alarm. 3.50 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on land near the Witch
brook near the south Dunstable road. Owned by C. H.
Lund. About 3 acres was burnt over. Damage slight.
May 31. Still Alarm. 12.13 p. m.
Caused by a fire in brush and dump on land near Burritt
St. On land of H. E. Rice. No damage.
June 1. Still Alarm. 10.35 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land on line of the & B.
M. R. R. Wilton branch. Owned by D. Whitting heirs
near Broad St. No damage.
June 2. Still Alarm. 1.09 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 6 Flet-
cher St. Owned by J. H. Dunlap. Occupied by N. M.
Pollansbee as a dwelling house. No damage.
June 2. vStill Alarm. 4.00 p. m.
Caused by a fire in brush and grass on land between B.
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& M. R. R. Acton branch and south Dunstable road. Own-
ed by W. J. Shattuck. About 3 acres of scrub land was burnt
over. Cause of fire. Spark from Locomotive. Damage
slight.
June 4. Box 42. 1.46 a.m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 16 Crown
St. Owned by Mrs. A. Connor as a dwelling house. Cause
of fire. Careless use of matches.
Building
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June 12. Stni Alarm. 1.00 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near Hamilton St.
Owned by H. E- Rice. No damage.
June 12. Still Alarm. 4.15 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on line of the Canal near Led-
ge St. Owned by the Nashua Mfg. Co. No damage.
June 14. Still Alarm. 2.15 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on hne of Canal near Ledge
St. Owned by the Nashua Mfg. Co. No damage.
June 20. Still Alarm. 9.23 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 47 Temple
St. Owned by the Chas. Heith heirs. Occupied by F. A.
Bean as a dwelling. Cause of fire. Smoking in bed.
Building Contents
Value of $4,600 . 00 Value o
f
$955 . 00
Damage to 20.00 Damage 25.00
Insurance on 3,500.00 Insurance None.
Insurance paid 20.00 Insurance paid None.
June 24. Still Alarm. 2.40 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end
of Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. No damage.
June 24. Box 72. 10.35 p.m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 1
Ledge St. Owned by A. Lagasse. Occupied by Delmar






June 26. Still Alarm. 1.30 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near south end of
Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. No damage.
June 29. Still Alarm. 6.38 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No-
Value of
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57 Ash St. Owned and occupied by L. D. Fletcher as a
dwelling house. No damage.
July 12. Still Alarm. 12.00 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land on line of the B. &
M. R. R. at the city farm on the Lowell road. Owned by
the City of Nashua, Damage slight.
July 20. Still Alarm. 7.45 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 82 Lock
St. Owned by E. Lampron. Occupied by S. Ouellette as
a dwelling house. No damage.
July 21. Box 69. 7.30 p. m.
Test Alarm.
July 27. Still Alarm. 11.15 a.m.
Caused by a fire on a bill board near the west end of West
Hollis St. Owned by A. H. Davis. Cause of fire. Set by
boys. No damage.
July 28. Still Alarm. 1.45 p, m.
Caused by a fire in chimney in wood frame building No.
3 Marshall St. Owned by P. E. Heath. Occupied by Mrs.
F. Trombly as a dwelling house. No damage.
Aug. 2. Still Alarm. 7.30 p, m.
Caused by a fire in chimney in the wood frame building
on the Dunstable road. Owned and occupied by C. F. Lund
as a dwelling house. No damage.
Aug. 3. Box 19. 12.26 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 7, 9, 11
Beacon vSt. Owned by John B. French. Occupied by W.
H. Hutchinson, S. B. Pike, J. J. Cannavan. Cause of fire.
Defective chiifmev.
Building
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St. Owned and occupied by F. A. Burbank as a barn.
Cause of fire. Spark in bedding taken from fire No. 7 Bea-
con St. Damage slight.
Aug. 4. Box 8. 1.07 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building Nos. 7, 9, 11
School St. Owned by J. S. Willens. Occupied by Polanders
as stores and tenements. Cause of fire. Smoking in bed.
Engine Company No. 3 called by telephone at 1.35 p. m.
Building
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Ave. Owned by F. Desmarais. Occupied by J. Conersi-
gney as a shed. Cause of fire. Carelessness with matches.
No damage.
Aug. 26. Box 31. 5.15 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building Nos. 56, 58,
60 Canal St. Owned by A. Ferryall. Occupied by J. B.















Damage to 800 . 00
Insurance on None.
Insurance paid None.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 84 Elm
Street. Owned by Mrs. D. E. Black. Occupied by Mrs.
Mary Dion, as a dwelling house. Cause of fire. Smoking
in bed.
Building
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tery. About 3 acres of land was burnt over. Damage
slight.
Sept. 10. Still Alarm. 10.50 a.m.
Caused by smoke on the wood frame building No. 88
Temple St. Owned by Mrs. C. A. Williams and occupied
by her as a barn. Cause of smoke. Smoke from automo-
bile.
Sept. 11. vStill Alarm. 3.55 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 25 Fairmont
St. Owned and occupied by C. W. Hayward as a barn.
Cause of fire. Excelsior taking fire in basement of barn.
Damage slight.
Sept. 15. Still Alarm. 11.05 a. m.
Caused by smoke in the wood frame building No. 6 Church
St. Owned by Mrs. E. Pitizzi. Occupied by H. A. Cham-
berlin as a dwelling house. Cause of smoke. Back draught in
chimney. No damage.
Sept. 16. Still Alarm. 2.30 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end
of Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. No damage.
Sept. 17. Box 52. 10.53 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brick building near Tyler St. Own
ed by and occupied by Proctor Bros. Boiler house to Cooper
shop. Cause of fire. Spark from boiler setting fire to
shavings. No damage.
Sept. 17. Still Alarm. 4.25 p, m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 104 East
Holhs St. Owned by A. H. Seifert. Occupied by Mrs.
Rose Derocher. Cause of fire. Careless use of matches.
Building
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Sept. 19. Still Alarm. 3 15 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the grass on line of B. & M. R. R. Near
the pine hill road on land owned by the Proctor Bros. No damage.
Sept. 21. Still Alarm. 12.15 a. m.
Caused by a fire in awning on brick building No. 100 Main
St. Owned and occupied by F. E. Nelson as a 5 & 10 cents
store. Cause of fire. Cigarette stub. Damage slight.
Sept. 21. Still Alarm. 11.55 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the grass on land at Fairmont Heights.
Owned by the H. B. Atherton heirs. No damage.
Sept. 23. Still Alarm. 9. 15 a. m.
Caused by a fire in a chimney in the wood frame building
No. 46 Lake St. Owned by Mrs. V. A. Goderey. Occupied
by Charles Jacobs as a dwelling house. No damage.
Sept. 25. Still Alarm. 6.50 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end
of Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. No damage.
Sept. 25. Still Alarm. 8.30 p. m.
Caused by a fi -e in the dump on land near the south end
of Pine St. Owned by Roscoe Dube. No damage.
Sept. 26. Still Alarm. 8.00 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land near the south end
of Pine St. Land of Dube. No damage.
Sept. 27. Still Alarm, 8.00 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the dump on land of Dube. No da-
mage.
Sept. 27. Still Alarm. 9.45 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 233 Main
St. Owned and occupied by O. B. Tilton as a boiler room.
Cause of fire. Rubbish taking fire in boiler room. No
damage.
Sept. 28. Still Alarm. 9 30 a. m.
Caused by a fire in wood frame building No. 165 Main StJ
Owned by T. J. Dowd. Occupied by Talbot & Co. as Cloth-
ing store. No damage.
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Sept. 29. Still Alarm. 7.35 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
8 Bowers St. Owned by the J. M. Fletcher Estate. Occupied
by Thomas Brady as a dwelling. No damage.
Sept. 30. Still Alarm. 3.55 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in a wood frame building No.
8 Pearsons St. Owned by J. E. Tolles. Occupied by John
Larouche as a dwelling house. No damage.
Oct. 2. Box 74. 1.07 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 164 1-2
West Pearl. Owned by Costos Manolos. Occupied by C.
J. Johnson as a barber shop and dwelhng house. Cause of
fire. Cigar stub in waste barrell.
Building
None.
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road west of the U. S. Fish hatchery. Owned by Proctor
Bros. No damage.
Oct. 25. Box 8. 3,35 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 24 Wash-
ington St. Owned and occupied by Patrick Conlon as a
second hand Furniture store. Caused by careless smoking
in bunk.
Building Contents
Value of $1,800.00 Value of $1,100.00
Damage to 199.00 Damage to 236.00
Insurance on 500.00 Insurance on 600.00
Insurance paid 199.00 Insurance paid 236.00
Two men were burnt to death in the fire caused by smok-
ing and setting fire to mattresses used as bunks.
Oct. 25. 3-3-3. 12.02 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood on land near the North Holhs
road, west of the river side farm. Owned by Proctor Bros.
About 50 acres was burnt over. Detail of men under Capt.
Smith were sent. Damage shght.
Oct. 25. Still Alarm. 1.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the grass on land near the Gate house
on Canal St. Owned by Jackson Co. No. damage.
Oct. 26. Still Alarm. 9.05 a. m.
Caused by a call to No. 25 Central St. No fire.
Oct. 28. Still Alarm. 11.00 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land on line of B & M. R.
R. near Pine Hill road crossing. Owned by the Dr. J. Greely
estate. No damage
Oct. 28. Still Alarm. 5.30 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on land near Fairmont
Heights. Owned by Dr. H. B. Atherton. Damage slight.
Oct. 30. vStill Alarm. 4 45 p. m.
Caused by smoke in the brick building on Spring St. Own-
ed by the City of Nashua as a school house. Cause of smoke
back draught on boiler. No damage.
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Oct. 31. Still Alarm. 1.10 p.m.
Caused by a fire in brush and fence on land at the Nashua
Driving park near Lake vSt. Owned by Wason and Labine.
Oct. 31. Still Alarm. 2.25 p. m.
Caused by fire in the wood frame building at the Nashua
driving park. Owned by Wason and Labine as horse sheds.
See next alarm.
Oct. 31. Box 63. 2.29 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame buildings at the Nashua
Driving Park near Lake St. side. Owned by Wason and
Labine as horse sheds. Unoccupied.
Buildings Contents
Value of ' $350.00 Insurance None.
Damage to 350.00 Insurance paid None.
Oct. 31. Box 16. 6.15 p.m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 24 Fran^
klin St. Owned by Swift & Co. Occupied by Mrs. W. E.
Goodwin as a dwelling house. Cause of fire. Overturned
oil lamp. Damage slight.
Nov. 1. Still Alarm. 8.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a pile of lumber on 7th St. near Ledge
St. Owned by Louis Levesque. Cause of fire. Careless-
ness of smokers. Damage S50. 00. No insurance.
Nov. 1. Box 61. 9.54 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building on the south
Dunstable road. Owned by Hattie E. Blodgett. Occupied
by Richard Launt as a barn. Damage to building $400.00.
To contents $180.00, no insurance.
Nov. 2. Still Alarm. 10.05 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near the east end
St. Owned by D. A. Gregg. No damage.
Nov. 2. Box 32. 3.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 57
Chandler St. Owned by Rose E. Morgan. Occupied by
Mrs. E. A. King as a shed. Caused by children playing
with matches.
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Building Contents
Value of Sl,200.00 Value of $50.00
Damage to 10.00 Damage to None.
Insurance 1,100.00 Insurance None.
Insurance paid 10.00
Nov. 2. Still Alarm. 7.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire- in the brush on land near the Taylor
road. Owned by the City of Nashua. No damage.
Nov. 4. Still Alarm. 11.50 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brush on land near the Conant road.
Owned by G. E- Balcom.
Nov. 4. 3-3-3. 1.57 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on land near the Conant
road. Owned by G. E. Balcom and others. A detail of men
was sent in charge of Chief Whitney. About 100 acres of
second growth was burnt over.
Nov. 4. Still Alarm. 1.58 p. m.
Caused by smoke from wood fire. Blowing down Burke
Street.
No-. 4. Still Alarm. 4.40 p. m
Caused by smoke coming out of brick building No. 135
Main St. Owned by W. H. Beasom. Cause of smoke.
Starting new fire under boiler. No damage.
Nov. 4. Still Alarm. 4.50 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods coming near the wood
frame building on the south Dunstable road. Owned by F.
O. Searl and others. About 50 acres was burnt over.
Nov. 5. 3-3-3. 7.30 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on land near the south
Dunstable road. Owned by F. O. Searl and other.
s
Nov. 5. Still Alarm. 2.00 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the woods on land near the south
Dunstable road. Owned by F. O. Searl and others. About
50 acres of scrub land was burnt over.
Nov. 7. Still Alarm. 5.55 a. m.
Caused by a fire in chimney in a wood frame building No.
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2 Elm St. Owned by W. D. Perry. Occupied by H. B.
Smith as a dwelling house. No damage.
Nov. 8. vStill Alarm. 1.27 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the grass on land on west side of Con-
cord St. at Greely Park. Owned by City of Nashua. No
damage.
Nov. 9. Box 84. 7.37 p,. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the brick building No. 74
West Pearl St. Owned by the Oilman Scripture heirs.
Occupied by Mrs. A. G/andmaison as a dwelling and milli-
nery store. No damage.
Nov. 13. Still Alarm. 5.53 a. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
51 Main St. Owned by C. A. Tuttle. Occupied by W. H.
Lord as a dining room. No damage.
Nov. 13. Still Alarm. 1.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire on West Hollis St. No fire.
Nov. 13. Still Alarm. 5.30 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
97 Tolles St. Owned by Mrs. A. Hood. Occupied by F.
Bosier as a tenement. No damage.
Nov. 15. vStill Alarm. 12.30 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building on North
Hollis road about 4 miles from Central fire station. Owned
bv F. A. Parrish as a barn. Cause of fire. Unknown.
Building
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at 24 Merrimack St. Owned by P. Bissonnette. Unoccu-
pied. Cause of fire. Boys smoking cigarettes under shed.
No damage.
Nov. 17. Still Alarm. 6.45 p. m.
Caused by sparks coming out of chimney at E. O. Fi-
fields box shops at the end of Franklin St. No damage.
Nov. 19. vStill Alarm. 5.50 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 32 Park
St. Owned by J. I. Clough. Occupied by Mrs. Annie
Sheean as a dwelling house. Caused by dropping lighted oil
lamp. Damage slight.
Nov. 22. Still Alarm. 12.25 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 3 school
St. Owned by Mrs. B. Donahue as a dwelling. No damage.
Nov. 22. Still Alarm. 5.30 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 34
Williams St. Owned by W. S. Toole as a dwelling house.
Cause of fire. Papers piled near furnace. Damage slight.
Nov. 23. Box 42. 8.15 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the brick building No. 25 Crown St.
Owned and occupied by Gregg & Son as a boiler room. Cause
of fire. Spark setting fire to shavings in blower. No da-
mage.
Nov. 24. Still Alarm. 6.05 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 22 Au-
burn St. Owned by W. H. Cheever as a dwelhng house.
No damage.
Nov. 24. Still Alarm. 8.02 p. m.
Caused by a fire in chimney in wood frame building No.
22 Auburn St. Owned and occupied by W. H. Cheever as
a dwelling house. No damage.
Nov. 25. Still Alarm. 3.20 p. m.
Caused by a fire in wood frame building No. 9 Fletcher
St. Owned by C. E. Emerson. Occupied by Mrs. M. A.
Wilkins. No damage.
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Nov. 26. Still Alarm. 10.57 p. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 8 High
St. Owned by Mrs. Rose Sullivan. Occupied by J. Bar-
loski and others as tenements. Cause of fire. Hot ashes
in wood barrell. Insurance on building to the sum of $432.
was paid. No insurance on contents.
Dec. 2. vStill Alarm. 7.53 p. m.
Caus.'d by a fire in a wood frame building No. 68 Harbor
Ave. Owned by Mrs. Nellie Lyons. Occupied by J. P.







Dec. 12. Still Alarm. 8.00 p. m.
Caused by fire in chimney in the wood frame building No.
39 Central St. Owned by J. J. Fetherstone as a dwelHng.
No damage.
Dec. 16. Box 19, 2.10 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a wood frame building No. 40 Amherst
St. Owned by A. Perrault. Occupied by F. Teelin, and
Mrs. C. E. Wheeler and Mrs. F. A. Manning as tenements.
Cause of fire. Defective chimney.
Contents
Contents
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St. Owned by Mrs. P. Lessard as a dwelling house. No
damage.
Dec.[22. vStill Alarm. 6.33 p.m.
Caused by a fire in chimney in the wood frame building
No. 113 Tolles St. Owned by L. Deschamps. Occupied by
W. B. Trombly as a dwelling house. No damage.
Dec. 23. Still Alarm. 7.16 p. m.
Caused by a fire in a chimney in a wood frame building
No. 22 Lock St. Owned by M. L. Truell. Occupied by B.
E. Fetherstone. as a dwelling house. No damage.
Dec. 25. Still Alarm. 9.10 a.m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 34 Mul-
berry St. Owned and occupied by B. Daly as a dweUing
house. Cause of fire thawing out water pipes. Insurance to
the sum of $35.00 on building was paid. None paid on con-
tents.
Dec. 26. Still Alarm. 10.40 a. m.
Caused by a fire in the wood frame building No. 22 Gil-
man St. Owned by E. Laframboise as a dwelling.
Building
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Damage to 15,000.00 Damage to 10,300.00
Insurance on 10,000 . 00 Insurance on 10, 100 . 00
Insurance paid 10,000.00 Insurance paid 10,100.00
Dec. 30. Still Alarm. 1.10 p. m.
Caused by a fire in chimney in the wood frame building
on the North Hollis road at Colburns Ave. About 4 miles
from Central Station. Owned and occupied by G. M.
Holden as a dwelling house. No damage.
Dec. 30. Still Alarm. 4.15 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building
No. 141 Tolles St. Owned and occupied by E. A. Terrault
as a dwelling house. No damage.
Dec. 31, Still Alarm. 2.58 a. m.
Caused by a fire rekindhng at the ruins of the Howard fire
on Front St. No damage.
Dec. 31. Still Ala.-m. 5.55 p. m.
Caused by a chimney fire in the wood frame building No.
3 Morrill St. Owned by and occupied by Mrs. T. Sughrue
as a dwelling house. No damage.
Fire Alarm Telegraph
This branch of the service is now in perfect condition except
the placing of wires in ducts located by N. E. T. & T. Company
in place of overhead wires, which work is progressing as fast as
ducts are laid.
Instructions to Key Holders'and Citizens
1. Upon the discovery of a fire, go to the nearest box, break
glass in key box, place key in lock, turn. And hold back with
key as it is a spring lock. Pull down the hook as far as it will go
;
shut the door. Do not try to remove key, as it is locked in, and
can only be removed by the engineers only.
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2. All persons should remain near the box so as to direct the
Firemen to the fire.
3. No person will give an alarm for the same fire after the
first alarm has been given without an order from the engineer or
the officer in command. And the person so ordered will be sure
to go to the same box from which the first alarm was given and
report to the engineer.
4. Never signal for a fire seen at a distance ; never touch a box
except to give an alarm of fire. Do not give an alarm for a chim-
ney or grass fire. But notify Central or nearest fire station by
telephone.
Apparatus and Hose
The apparatus consists of four Amoskeag Steam Fire Engines,
one horse-reel, four two horse hose wagons, four supply wagons,
one hook and ladder truck, one combination hook and ladder
truck. One motor chemical, one motor Squad wagon. We
have at present about 10,500 feet of fabric hose in good condition.
Estimated value of Property
vSteamer No. 1 $3,000.00
Steamer No. 2 3,000.00
Steamer No. 3 3,000.00
Steamer No. 4 4,250.00
Combination Hook and Ladder No. 2 2,100.00
Hook and Ladder No. 1 1,900.00
Motor Chemical No. 1 5,400.00
Motor Squad wagon , 2,500.00
Hose wagon, Engine No. 1 400.00
Hose wagon, Engine No. 2 .. 425.00
Hose wagon, Engine No. 3 400.00
Hose wagon, Engine No. 4 425.00
1 Ambulance 2,225.00
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4 Supply wagons 650 . 00
Line wagons. 145 . 00
Hose 7,200.00
Horses, 27 and blankets 5,300.00
Harnesses 2,200.00
Tools 200.00
Chief's wagon ,. . 250 . 00
Furniture, etc 1,665 . 05
Badges 100.00
Central Station $34,000.00
Arlington Street station 6,000.00
Lake Street station 10,000 . 00
Amherst Street station 41,000.00
Fire Alarm Telegraph 13,900. 00
Drill Tower 500.00
4 Ladders 160.00
1 Landing Net 35 . 00
$152,330.00
We would recommend a motor driven vehicle for our Chief, an









BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
FOR THE
Year Ending December 15, 1914.
To the Honorable, the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua, New Hampshire:
Gentlemen : The Board of Public Works respectfully submits
its annual report for the year ending December 15, 1914.
Organization.
Hon. William H. Barry, Mayor (chairman ex-ofificio).
George P. Winn, City Engineer (Member ex-officio) Clerk.
John Hagerty, Term expires December 31, 1914.
Frank T. Lewis, Term expires December 31, 1914.
Joseph Rousseau, Term expires December 31, 1914.
Appropriation.
Total amount approved by Board. .
.
$98,329.97
Regular appropriation $92,500 . 00
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EXPENDITURES
DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDITURES BY DEPARTMENTS.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Bridges and Culverts 452 . 65
Catch Basins 3,825.82
Crossings . 581 . 52
General Repairs and Maintenance 10,521.00
Paving Gutters ,. 244. 66
Snow and Sanding 3,221 . 82
Paving 42,094.12
Edgestones 3,597.86
City Waste 6,701 . 97
Trimming and Care of Trees 56.50
Street Cleaning 8,788.01
Repair Tools 472.60





Construction •" • • • 3,523 . 81
Maintenance 176. 15
PUBLIC WORKS OFFICE
Clerical 747 . 50
Supplies 19-63
Salaries 1,800.00
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Itemized distribution of Expenditures
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Bridges and Culverts: 1452.65
Construction of new and maintenance of
old such as painting, replanking and
repairs of all nature on all bridges and
culverts within the City limits and Su-
burban Districts.
Catch Basins: $3,825.82
Cleaning and repairing old basins also the
cost of labor and material for the cons-
truction of new basins during the year.
Crossings: 581.52
Cost of constructing, maintaining and
keeping clean all crosswalks within the
city.
General Repairs and Maintenance: $10,521.00
The cost of repairing and keeping all the
streets in good, safe and passable con-
dition is one of the largest expenditures.
Some streets upon which large expendi-










Harbor Bridge. Tarvia and pea stone
applied. Wasghinton St., Factory to
Water. Paved with Granite Block.
Bridge St., Van Buren to E. Hollis.
Paved with Reinforced concrete.
Edgestone: $3,597.86
This includes the cost of new stone and
labor for setting same, also the cost of
resetting old stone. Much new stone
was set this year in various places
throughout the City and large amounts
set on some of the streets which were
prepared for paving. Considerable old
stone was reset and the sidewalks im-
proved.
City Waste: $6,701.97
This item includes the cost of collection
and disposal of ashes and rubbish
throughout the City.
Trimming and Care of Trees: $56.50
Cutting and removing from the City
Streets all dead and dangerous limbs
and trees.
Street Cleaning: $8,788.01
Street cleaning is one of the large and im-
portant items and includes all labor and
material necessary to keep the paved
and unpaved streets throughout the
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All repairs on tools and machinery except





The cost of all new tools, machinery and
sujgiplies not otherwise accounted for,
during the year. A 10 ton Buffalo
Pitts Steamx Roller, Portable Tar kettle
100 gal. Gasolene Storage Tank with
pnmp etc., Ford Runabout together
with numerous smaller tools were added




This item includes constructing and main-
taining skating rinks, board of Superin-
tendents horse and all miscellaneous
charges not otherwise accounted for.
OiHng Streets: $2,546.48
The cost of the dust laying oil, labor and
teams used in applying same.
Sewer Department.
Maintenance: $176.15
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Public Works Office.
Clerical: S747.50





Members of the Board of Public Works:
Frank T.Lewis $ 200.00
Joseph Rousseau 200 . 00
John Hagerty . . . 200.00
P. H. Dolan, Superintendent of Streets 1,200.00
Sundries: S74.12
Telephone and other items not directly
chargeable to any one division of ex-




This includes horse-shoeing, repairs to
harnesses and wagons and general
maintenance of City Teams.
Supplies: $1,321.45
Hay, grain, horses, harnesses and all new
equipment.
1^0 MUXTCIPAL GOVERNMENT PEPORT.
Inventory, January 4, 1915.
Todiv HOUSE NORTH COMMON
2
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1 Table





2 2h Dump Carts
1 Ih Dump Cart
3 Ih Snow Plows
























1 Hot Water Kettle
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2 Crosscut Saws
11 Wooden Snow Shovels
18 L. Hrsteel vSnow Shovels
34 Picks
22 Lanterns
5 pr. Rubber Boots
50 Empty Cement Bags




6 Gal. Iron P&ils
1 1 gal. Oil Cans





1 Climax Road Machine
1 10 ton Buffalo Pitts Roller




1 15 H. P. Portable Boiler
2 Tar Kettles on Wheels
1 Ladder Truck
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5 Iron Grade pins
8 C. B. Weights
44 C. B. Clappers




7 C. B. grates
6 C. B. Rims










22 Iron Sewer Braces
6 Plank Caps
2 Spreaders






1 Ton soft Coal
Quantity of Crushed Stone
Quantity of Paving Block
1 Road Drag
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CASH ACCOUNT FOR 1914.
1913
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CASH ACCOUNT FOR l9l4—Continued.
May
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Express on wire cable
Manchester & Concord Exp. Co.,
Express on 6 wheelbarrows . . .
W. D. Barnett,
37 14 tons pea stone at $1.34
Bay State Street Railway Co.,
850 Sq. Yds Tarvia Macadam
Kinsley St
State of New Hampshire,
State Aid Lowell and Concord
Roads
D. Cone & Son,
Rebate on cement bags
Citizens Institution for Savings,
Interest on Deposit
D. Cone & Son,
Rebate on cement bags
City Treasurer,
Pay Roll of November 14 ... .
Joseph Levesque,
Cutting tree Pearl cor. Ash St.
American Express Co.,
Express
H. C. Phaneuf, P. M.,
Stamps
Manchester & Concord Exp. Co.
Express on Crate
H. C. Phaneuf, P. M.,
Stamps,
City Treasurer,
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The Board of Public Works has during the last four years met
with considerable success with the construction of bituminous
macadam roads. The first roadway of this kind was constructed
in 1911 on South Main Street, from Salmon Brook Bridge to
Lawndale. This roadway was given a blanket coat of Tarv'ia
A and either peastone or sand in 1912. It has required no
maintenance expense since that time. In 1913 the roadway was
continued from Salmon Brook Bridge northerly to the Colonial
Theater.
Concord Street was also constructed in like manner in the same
year. In 1914 these two highways were given a blanket coat with
success.
Last year Kinsley Street from Pine Street to the St Joseph's
Hospital and West Hollis Street from Elm Street to the Wood-
lawn Cemetery was constructed in the same manner.
We respectfully recommend that the new Board give these two
highways a blanket coat of Tarvia A and peastone the coming
summer.
Respectfully submitted,







REPORT OF MILK INSPECTOR
Nashua, N. H., May 1, 1915.
To THE Board'of Health of the City of Nashua :
—
Gentlemen:—I submit below my report as Milk Inspector
of the City of Nashua for the year ending Dec. 31, 1914.
Licenses.
The total amount of licenses issued during the year was (94).
But owing to the regulations of the city milk ordinance which
states those who sell that milk which they produce must be issued
a license but same will be granted free gratus of the 94 issued 14
licenses was of that order making total paid licenses (80) the sum
realized being S160. This sum has been turned send to the City
Treasurer.
Examinations.
During the year several samples have been collected and exa-
mined by me and in no case did I find evidence of adulterations
or preservatives being used. Each sample was examined for
the percentage butter fat and also for the amount of total solids
present.
Ice Cream.
The ice cream sold in this City during the year was found to
up to the standard and free from adulterants. This city is very
fortunate in having such good milk supply and is up to thi general
average of other cities.
Respectfully submitted,
TIMOTHY W. O'TOOLE, V. S.
Milk Inspector.

REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR
To His Honor the Mayor and the Board of Aldermen for the City
of Nashua
:
I wish to submit the following report of cases in which the City
of Nashua is now interested, and which are now pending in Court.
Stone V Nashua. An action to recover damages for injuries
sustained by reason of dangerous embankm nt, defective fence
and railing on Tyler street.
Nashua v Hudson.
Hudson V Nashua.
Nas hua v Bay State and Boston & Northern Street Ry.
Petitions for contribution for the construction of the new Taylor
Falls Bridge.
W. H. McElwain v Assessors of City of Nashua. Threa peti-
tions seeking abatement of taxes for the years 1912, '13, '14.
Labombarde v Dube et als. Petition for injunction restrain-
ing property owners and City of Nashua from polluting waters
of Salmon Brook.
I have further attended to all legal matters requiring my itten-
tion and given them due consideration, fulfilhng all duties en-







TRUSTEES OF WOODLAWN CEMETERY
To His Honor, the Mayor and City Council of Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen: The Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery respect-
fully submit the following as their annual report for the year of
1914.
Improvements.
It is our pleasure to report that the affairs of Woodlawn Cem-
etery are in a very satisfactory condition. The improvements
and care of the grounds have been thoroughly attended too under
the direction of our vSuperintendent, Mr. William Snow.
The total number of Interments during the year was 135, as
follows. Resident, Adults, 61. Resident, Children, 19. Out
of Town, Adults, 54. Out of Town, Children, 1. Removals in
this Cemetery, 5.
Bodies placed in Tomb, 2.
Services in Chapel, 23.
The remains of (10) .soldiers have been buried during the year
making a total number of Soldiers graves January 1st, 1915, 328.
All lots under perpetual care haye been thoroughly cared for,
being repaired and regraded where needed.
Monuments, Headstones, Curbing and S,teps cleaned and reset
where needed. All brown tail and gypsy moths have been removed
from the trees and shrubberry.
Number of old graves repaired, 112.
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(14) Perpetual care bonds have been issued and (12) lots have
been sold and deeds given.
Records of all the regular and special meetings of the board
appear upon our record book.
The following is a statement of the condition of the perpetual
care fund and financial transactions for the year ending January
31, 1915.
The products of the Greenhouse are estimated as follows: *
Plants, Flowers and Shrubs, used for
perpetual care an'd ompmentation .
.
8918.25
Received for sale of Flowers, Plan|;s
and Shrubs .. . 530.15
$1,448.40
The Trustees received from the Estate of Addie S. Fisher a
bequest for the perpetual ca "e fund, of $2,828.99.
Perpetual C^re Fund.
Total amount of fund January 1st,
1914 844,059.44
Total amount of funds received dur-
ing the year 5,861.99
Total fund and receipts January 31st, 1915 $49,921 . 43
Investments.
Total investments January 1st, 1914 $43,112.69
Investments during the year 1914
(1) Share Manchester Traction Light
and Power Co 100.00
(3) City of Cleveland, Ohio, Reg.
4 1-2% Bonds 3,000.00
(3) City of Waterbury, Conn., Reg.
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4 1-2 % Bonds 3,171.00
Balance of uninvested perpetual care
fund 537.74
Total $49,921. 43
One City of Nashua Vr Bond matured June 1st, 1914, and was
replaced by One City of Cleveland, Ohio, Reg. 4 1-2 '^^ Bond.
Receipts and Expenditures.
RECEIPTS.
Balance of perpetual care fund as per
last report S946 . 75
Received from City of Nashua. Ap-
propriation .S1,000 . 00
Received from City of Nashua. Bond
matured 1,000.00
Perpetual care funds received during
1914 5,-86.1.99
Deeds for lots sold 230. 00
Burial fees, annual care, repair of lots
etc 3,240.22
Interest on invested funds 2,340.00
Rent of Cottage, 97 Kinsley St., to
\Vm. Snow, vSupt 96 . 00
$14,714.96
EXPENDITURES.
Pay Roll $4,953 . 58
Labor and Teams 215.36
Flowers, Bulbs and Plants 93. 92
Loam and Fertilizer 172. 75
Lights, Power and Fuel 178.83
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Water Rates 61.00
Tools, Repairs and Mdse 342 . 56
Supplies ' 138.12
Insu-ance 16 . 25
Bonds 7,321.25
Printing and Stationary 44. 95
Rent and Recording 118.06
Uninvested perpetual care fund 537 . 74
Uninvested current expense fund. .. . 520.59
Total $14,714.96
Respectfully submitted,




Death, the grim reaper, has once more entered our circle and
taken from our midst, our respected and honored companion.
George Albert Guild.
Who passed to the great beyond, Sunday the 24th day of January
A. D. 1915. As a trustee of Woodlawn Cemetery he was always
a welcome member at our meetings, where by his kind and cour-
teous manner he endeared himself to us all. At our future meet-
ings we shall miss his genial presence and wise councils.
The Board of Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery extend to the




For the Board of Trustees.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTERS OF EDGEWOOD CEMETERY
To THE Honorable Mayor and Board of A dermen:
The Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery present their 22nd annual
report, for the calendar year 1914, as follows:
General care of the lots, walks and drives has been given our
careful attention. The preHminary work of developing a large
number of lots has been done in Section X. All work of this na-
ture has been in furtherance of the general scheme of develop-
ment mapped out several years ago.
The financial condition of this Cemetery is shown by the follow-
ing statements:
Trust Funds for Perpetual Care of Lots
Amount' at last annual report $17,956.33
Received during the year (6 bonds).. 764.00
Total $18,720.33
Which is invested as follows:
City of Nashua obligations:
Notes . $1,433.33
$4500, Refunding bonds, 3%, due
1921 $4,500.00
$5000, High School bonds, 3%, due
1923 4,975.00
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$1000, Mulberry St. School Bonds,
3 % due 1925 1,000.00
$11,908.33
$1000 Andover Village Dist. bonds,
4%, due 1930 $1,000.00
$1000, Warner School bonds, 4%,
due 1929 1,000.00
$1000, Hillsborough County, Nashua
Court House bonds, 3%, diie 1923 917.50
$2,917.50
3 shares Pennichuck Water Works, at
166 S 498.00
City Guaranty Savings Bank, ac-
count No. 12034 1,500.50
Nashua Trust Company, account
No. 11500 1,896.00
$18,720.33
Permanent Fund for Care of Walks and Drives.
Amount at last annual report $2,246. 25
25% of lot sales for 1914 170. 25 •
$2,416.50
Which is invested as follows:
$700, City of Nashua Refunding
bonds, 3%, due 1921 $ 700.00
$500, Hillsborough County Nashua
. Court House bonds, 3%, due 1921 500.00
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$500, Hillsborough County Nashua
Court House bonds, S9c, due 1923 458.75
$1,658.75
Citizens Institution for Savings, ac-
count No. 708 557 . 75
Due from General Fund 200.00
$2,416.50
Our Receipts have been:
Balance on hand January 2, 1914, per
last annual report $ 100. 79
Burial fees, care of lots, repairs and
foundations V $1,311.30
Lots sold (21) 681 . 00
Income from invested funds 384 . 00
City appropriation for 1914 1,000.00 3,376.30
$3,477.09
Bonds for perpetual care, (6) 764.00
$4,241.09
Disbursements have been for the following purposes:
Pay roll, labor and teams $2,632. 29
Repairs to tools, buildings, fences,
water pipes, etc 20. 90
Water 117.41
Fertilizers 50 . 00
Seeds, plants, bulbs and trees 107 . 75
Insurance and safe deposit 16 . 00
Telephone 52.60
Foundation materials 43.02
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Superintendent's supplies, tools, hose
etc 49.44
Office supplies, printing and station-
ary 9.60
Plans and surveying 34 . 00
13,133.01
Deposit in Nashua Trust Company.
account No. 11500 764 . 00
Deposit in Citizens Institution for
Savings, account No. 708 170. 25
$4,067 . 26







Nashua, N. H., January, 1915.
ANNUAL REPORT
TRUSTEES OF SUBURBAN CEMETERY
To His Honor the Mayor, and Board of Alde^- men:
Gentlemen: The Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries respect-
fully submit the following report for the year 1915.
The usual work of care of lots, walks and drives has been care-
fully done, all brown tail and gipsy moth nests have been removed
A sjirv-ey has been made of Evergreen Cemetery, and plan
made which is of much assistance in deeding of lots and grading
of new part. Total number of interments during the year were:
eight; six at Evergreen Cemetery, two at Hillside Cemetery.
Finances.
Cash in hands of Treasurer, January
1, 1914 \ J $159.90
City Appropriation 650 . 00
Interest on City Bonds 48.00
Interest on City Notes 24.00
Cash collections 210 . 75
Bills approved and paid S899 . 91









To His Honor the Mayor, and the Board of Aldermen of
THE City of Nashua :
Gentlemen: The Park Commisioners make the follounng
report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1914.
Greeley Park.
Greeley Park continues to be one of the beauty spots of Nashua
It is now generally understood that there is a competent care
taker at the Park from May until October, and because of this
the number of people who visit here for an outing are increasing
each year. It is the endeavor of the commissioners to keep this
place as neat as possible. There has been no rowdyness as our
care taker is a special officer and is there to look after the wellfare
of all. The transplanting of trees has continued as in the past
years so that the Park is becoming a very attractive place. The
Rest House and the clear spring water are appreciated by all
who are privileged to visit this resting place.
South Common.
The Park Commissioners still have in mind that the time will
come when there will be an up-to-date playground in this part
of the city and are planning with this end in view, as to the plant-
ing of trees and the making of walks. The iron rail fence has
been painted during the year. The Commission was at consider-
able expense during the summer months by being compelled to
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water the younger trees to keep them from burning up because
of the lack of rain.
No.rth Common.
A beginning has been made towards a good walk and a substan-
tial iron fence the entire length on Amherst Street. A good cin-
der walk, four feet wide and a foot deep has been made almost the
entire distance. The iron posts are of a very attractive design,
and when ready will be set in cement so as to keep them in posi-
tion for many years to come. These improvements will be ap-
preciated by all who have occasion to pass by this part of our Park
System. We hope to complete the work the coming season.
Other Squares.
These several breathing places have had their usual care. The
lawns have had special care, and the refuse taken care of.
Moth Work.
The removal of Browntail Moths fro;m trees along the streets
by cHpping has been cared for as in former years. The spraying
for the Elm Beetles was continued this year, and we are please
to note that this pest seems to be on the dechne. The Gyp^sy
Moths are on the increase. This pest now takes the larger part
of our appropriation. We feel the loss of the assistance of the
United State Government in helping to stamp out this great pest.
The cost of caring for the Moth work is far less than any city of
the size of Nashua that the Commissioners know anything about.
Needs.
The needs of our Park System are many for a city hke Nashua.
The commissioners endeavor to make every move tell. Every







Balance on hand Jan. 1st. 1914 $ 627.51
Regular Appropriation 1,200.00
Moth Work Appropriation 1,400. 00
North Common Appropriation (Spe-
cial) 500.00
Rent of land at Greeley Park 100.00
Sale of wood 5 . 25 ^
Sale of Hay 55 . 00
Sale of Nursery Stock 1 . 80
Roby Farm Dairy 5 . 00




Robertson Kirkpatrick (Labor and
teams) 425 . 25
Care of Lawns on Public Squares. ... 52 . 96
H. R. McDonald 12.87
L. W. Pero & Son 7.52
LiabiHty Lisurance 26.00
Charles H. Jackman 12.42
William Fowell & Son 272. 18
T. B. Ambrose 13 . 19
Clinton Wire Co 12.15
Charles H. Avery Co 19 . 20
Arthur E. Gay 22 . 35
Henry A. Hayden 20 . 50
Van Dorn Iron Works (Settees) 100.00
$3,969.56
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Waters for 1914 15.42
Acme Shoe Co 6.24
Jason E. ToUes 3.24
Charles R. Wheeler (Caretaker Gree-
ley Park) 278.00
Eastern Fount>ain Co 2.50
Clerk hire 35.71
Board of Public Work (North Com-
m5^n) 123.20
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1914 1,309 . 20
S2,660.36
S3,969.56
This balance is made up of money for Moth work and North




TRUSTEES OF HUNT LECTURE FUND
To His Honor the; Mayor and the City Councils:
Gentlemen: The Trustees of the Hunt Legacy beg leave to
submit the following report.
During the past winter the usual course of six lectures have
been given in City Hall, they were all of high grade and were
well attended and appreciated by our citizens.
The fund is as follows:
Invested in City Notes $6,083.00









OF THE CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
1914.
To His Honor, the Mayor, axd the Honorable Board of
Aldermen of Nashua, Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen: Enclosed pl'^ase find a detailed report of the
number of arrests, disposition of same, incidental services etc.,
of the Police Department for the year 1 914.
When the Commission sent you their budget on Jan. 23rd ,
for the current year, they stated "We have not asked this year
for an appropriation necessary to enable Nashua to maintain th^
department it should properly have, but have asked for funds
necessary, only to maintain the present department."
The Commission believe it necessary to add two night patrol-
men to the department, but were given to understand that their
appropriation for the current year would have to be practically
the same as last year, so they did not increase their budget
S2000.00 to make these two appointments. However some
provision should be made by your Honorable Board so this in-
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Total number of Arrests 1774
Assault 105
Assault on Officer 9
Aggravated Assault 7
Assault with loaded revolver 2
Annoying Words 17
Attempt to Rape 1
Adultery 10
Arrest for out-of-town officer 1
Bastardy 2
Breaking, Entering and Larceny 15
Breaking, Entering with intent of Larceny 3
Board Beats 3
Concealed Weapons 5
Contempt of Court 1











Exposing Person ^ 1






Held for Witness 1
Interfering with Prisoner at vStation 1
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Keeping for Sale 8
Lascivious Conduct 4
Larceny from Person 4
Larceny 40
Juggling and Gaming 1
Malicious Mischief 5
Non-s^upport of Child 25
Noise and Brawl 25
Obstructing Officer 22
Obstructing vSidewalks 4
Obtaining Goods under False Pretense 2
Neglect of Military Duty 1
Present at Gambling . . . . ! 5
Rape 2
Robbery 2
Robbery from Person 2
Pandenrg 1
Safe keeping 431
Selling Spirituous Liquor 5
Selling Liquor 1






Tramps, Vagrants and Beggars 7
Vagabonds 21
\^iolatirg Auto Laws 20
Violati::g Pfie Food Laws 1
Violating City Ordinances 17




Complaints not sustained 2
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Committed to County House of Correction, Goffs
town, N. H . 215
Committed to County Jail 33
Committed to State Industrial School 7
Committed to County House of Correction, Man-
chester, N. H 4
Complaints placed on file 38
Continued for sentence 14
Discharged on Probation 16
Discharged 108
Escaped Prisoners Returned 6
Dismissed 3
Furnished Bonds to Appear at Court 14
Forfeit Bail 1
Jail in Default of Bail 18
Paid Fine and Cost 198
Sentence Suspended by the Court 496
Suspended by paying Costs 30
Suspended by paying Fines 5
Suspicion released 21




Whole number of persons furnished lodging 4939
Property Stolen and Recovered
Amount of Property reported stolen $1918.96
Amount of Property recovered $1998.85
Incidental Services
Accidents reported 17
Disturbances quelled without arrest 70
Dogs Lost and Found
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Dogs Killed 7
Dangerous dogs, notice served to owners 7
Dangerous sidewalks reported 50
Dangerous streets reported • • • ^
Fires extinguished without alarm 12
Fires discovered and alarms given 20
Intoxicated persons assisted home 113
Lost children restored IP
Nuisances abated T
Obstructions removed from streets 4(^
Obstructions removed from sidewalks 27
Stores found open and secured 29;i







President, Frank W. Maynard,
Vice President, Andros B. Jones,
Clerk, John H. Clark,
Treasurer, James B. Crowley
Trustees.
FROM THE CITY GOVERNMENT. TERM EXPIRES, JANUARY, 1915.
George H. Alley, James H. Glynn.
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JANUARY, 1916.
Dr. A. W. Shea, Dr. Sam S. Dearborn,
Dr. B. G. Moran, Dr. H. L. Smith,
Dr. Bradford Allen.
WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JANUARY 1917.
James H. Tolles, Charles S. Clement
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge, Elmer D. Marshall,
Dr. I. G. Anthoine.
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WHOSE TERM EXPIRES JANUARY 1918.
Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace, Frank W. Maynard,
Dr. James S. Black, Dr. Arthur L. Wallace,
Albert Sh.^dd.
Executive Committee.
Dr. A. W. Shea, Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace,
Dr. Bradford Allen Charles S. Clement,
James B. Crowley.
Finance Committee.
George H. Alley, Dr. Arthur L. Wallace.
Committee on Training School for Nurses.
Dr. E. Blaylock Atherton, Dr. Arthur L. Wallace,
And the incoming Matron.
Hospital Staff.
Dr. James I. Greeley, Dr. Sam S. Dearborn,
Dr. B. G. Moran,- Dr. A. W. Petit,
Dr. P. J. McLaughin, Dr. Bradford Allen,
Dr. A. F. Mulvanity, Dr. I. G. Anthoin^,
Dr. Auguste Guertin, Dr. O. S. Maynard,
Dr. James S. Black, Dr. Arthur L. Wallace,
Dr. B. G. Davis, Dr. W. E. Reed,
Dr. H. L. Smith, Dr. Mary A. Sweeney,
Dr. A. W. Shea, Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace.
Dr. E. Blaylock Atherton, Dr. H. H. Jewell,
Dr. Eva M. Locke, Dr. T. F. Rock,
Dr. Charles S. Congdon, Dr. W. G. Cain,
Dr. M. Benmosche, Dr. H. E Thompson,
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Specialist on Nervous Diseases.
Dr. Albert E- Brownrigg.
Diseases of the Eye, Ear and Tliroat.
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge.
Occulist.
Dr. Charles F. Nutter.
Consulting Surgeon.
Dr. Farrar Cobb.
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REPORT OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The ^Executive Committee of the Nashua Hospital Association
submits the following report for the year ending Dec. 31, 1914:
At a meeting of the Association held early in the year, it was
voted to begin the construction of a new hospital building with
the fund left for that purpose by the late Dr. George F. Wilbur.
The architects' plans selected by your Committee and approved
at a meeting of the Trustees, call for an entirely new and complete
Hospital structure of hollow tile with terra cotta finish; and a
nurses home and an isolation building remodeled from the old
hospital buildings moved to the lot facing Dearborn St.
The Hospital work was closed accordingly June 1. The matron
and all employes except the clerk had been given, one month'i
notice to enable them to secure other positions. Of the nurses
in the training school
Four were graduated.
Three placed in the Floating Hospital, Boston.
Two placed in the Lowell General Hospital, Lowell.
Three placed in the Elliott Hospital, Manchester.
Two placed in the Contagious Hospital, Worcester.
One placed in the Margaret Pillsbury Hospital, Concord.
On3 placed in the N. H. Memorial Hospital, Concord.
One placed in St Joseph's Hospital, Nashua.
The clerk Miss Baxter, continues in service and is on duty at
the office of the Hospital.
The work for five months is summerized as follows:
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Abortion
Abrasion
right side face and head
thumb and middle finger












left middle finger '
" index, middle and ring fingers
middle, ring and little fingers
middle and metacarpal phalanx
left index finger





" on head and arms
on head, chest, arms, hands, face
on head and arms
on head, back and arms.
" on arms, back and shoulders
entire body
hands











" left middle and ring finger
" right big toe
24 22 16
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Hj'sterectomy complete, etc.
" 'and appendectomy
" and appendectomy and double ov;
[ritomy
































Retroversion of uterus with adhesions







Shots extracted from scalp
li 1
1| 1
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Medical Cases
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NURSES WHO GRADUATED FROM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL IN 1914.
Josephine Jeannotte, M. Louise Sawtelle,
Mary E- Doyle, Blanche Ingram,
Anna Gallagher, Marion Cogswell,
Josephine Pease.
NURSES WHO BEGUN THEIR TRAINING IN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
IN 1914.
Josephine Appleton now at ElHott Hospital, Manchester.
Marion Garland now at Lowell General Hospital, Lowell, Mass.
Lema Talbot now at private work this City.
Frances Fitzpatrick "Margaret PillsbUry", Concord, N. H.
NURSES AT OTHER HOSPITALS WHO WILL GRADUATE IN 1915.
Augusta Ameriault, Elliott Hospital, Manchester—March.
Edith .Goodall, vSt Joseph's, Nashua^—April.
Henrietta Altman, New Hampshire Memorial, Concord—Sept.








Number of patients out during the five months 35
Number of Surgical Cases 234
Number of Medical cases 65
Number of Accidents 59
Number of babies born 11
Number of Charity cases 12
Number of deaths from all causes 15
Number of patients admitted in moribond
condition 7
One died 10 minutes after entering.
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Largest number of patients any one day
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of fruit and nuts; Miss Jordan's class, First Baptist Church,
fruit; Good Cheer Society, fruit and flowers; Mr. C. E- Buckham,
-flowers; Mr. J. P. Valz, chocolates; Mr. H. Woodward, flowers;
Mr. h. D. Brown, flowers; People's Market, Holly; Miss Emma
Beaudreau, Christmas Decorations.
DONATIONS NOT CLASSIFIED
Gregg and vSon, load of wood; Dr. A. S. Wallace, wheel chair;
Dr. E. B. Atherton and friends, wheel chair; Dr. E- B. Atharton,
pr. Crutch?s; Dr. E. B. Atherton, large boiler; Dr. James Black,
splints; Dr. .James Black, stenlizer; Judson Bible Class, First
Baptist Church, 10 pair blank^ts; Miss EHzabeth O 'Neil's class,
First Baptist Church, towels; Dr. Merrill's Est., Skeleton; M.
Jennie Kendall, toys; Ladies S. & B. Society, Pilgrim Cong.
Church, table cloth and napkins; Mrs. I. G. Cross, Chicken
broth; Maine Mfg. Co., Ice chest; A Friend, assorted dishes; J.
Ludcof, Crutches; A Friend, center table; King's Demonstration
Co., Extract of Malt; Mr. J. Lycette, sterHzer tray; A Friend,
Silver spoons; Mrs. Susie E. Ad-ams, home made bread; King's
Daughters, M. E- Church, 1 pr blankets and 1 bed spread.
WHITE COTTON AND LINEN CLOTHS
Mrs. Baldwin, Dr. Valcour, Mrs. James Flather, Mrs. Barker,
Mrs. F. E. Kittredge, Mrs. Sarah Balcom, Mrs. C. E. Blanchard,
Mrs. Lund, Mrs. N. S. Whitman, Mrs. Flora Wheeler, Mrs. Al-
ma Gage, Mrs. Emma Trow, Mrs. O. D. Murray, Mrs. J. Wicom,
Mrs. A. J. McKean, Crown Hill Baptist Church, Mrs. Charles
Grover, Mrs. W. A. Sanborn, Mrs. Hayward, Mrs. Elmer Mar-
shall, Mrs. Rose Daggett, Mrs. Kay, Mrs. Louisa A. Saunders,
Mrs. Emma Clement, Miss May Whitcomb, Mrs. J. Flather
Mrs. Harry Gibson, Miss Flora Green, Mrs. Geo. French.
LITER-^TURE
Mrs. Hattie North, Miss Crombie, Mrs. C. E. Blanchard,
Mrs. N. S. Whitman, Mrs. C. H. Babbitt, Mrs. C. Huntington
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Mrs. Frank Anderson, Mrs. Heath, Mrs. Geo. French, Miss
Gertrude Shattuck, Dr. E. W. Leowe, Miss May Whitcomb, Mrs
J. Wicom, Mrs. Mary McCarthy, Mrs. Evans, Mrs. N. S. Whit-
man, Mrs. W. Noyes, Miss Kay, Mrs. A. C. Pollard, Mr. T. B.
Ambrose, Mrs. Flora Wheelei", Mrs. Mary Sloan.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TRAINING
SCHOOL FOR NURSES
Last June when the Memorial Hospital closed its doors, for the
purpose of erecting a new main buildiiig, the training school had
13 pupils in attendance.
Six of these had recently graduated but had not put in quite
their full time of service. Three of them we placed, for a post
graduate course, in the floating hospital for children, in Boston
harbor, two in the Isolation hospital in Worcester and one at the
Elliott hospital, Manchester.
Of the under graduates, the Elliott Hospital took three and
later one was transferred to St. Joseph's hospital of this city.
The Lowell General took two, one was placed at the New
Hampshire Memorial Hospital, Concord and the other at the
Margaret Pillsbury, with the agreement that such as had not
served their full time should come back to the hospital when it
reopens. If the Memorial is not finished till the late summer
there will be only four nurses to re-enter. Those who have grad-
uated in the meantime at the other hospitals, have expressed a
wish that they might receive a dip loma from the Memorial also,
and our committee would suggest that they might be allowed
a post graduate course of two months and then given their di-
ploma.
This would work out well for us as w ill as the nurses as it would
give us a better supply of trained care for the patients. It not
being advisable to begin the hospital work with too great a
p roportion of probationers.
We would suggest that this would be a good time to extend the
course of training to 30 months as was proposed last year, part
of which time might be allowed on special work.
This increase of the time of training is made necessary by the
requirements of the state board of registration.
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Hitherto our full complement of nurses has numbered 15; with
the enlargement of the hospital that number should be doubled,
so as to give us a supply of nurses for special work both inside
the hospital and if desired to send out occasionally, for private
nursing; the training school thus contributing something to its
own support. During the winter and spring the nurses had
weekly lectures from some member of the staff and four classes
weekly with the Matron.
One great need in the past has been the Uck of instructions ia
dieletics. As suitable and prope ly prepared food is essential
to the welfare of the sick, we hope in the future to give a thorough
training in this very important subject. We feel that our recent
graduates though handicapped by lack of modern hospital
equipment, are doing good work, and we hope to keep the school
up to its present high standard.
Our thanks a'e due to the hospitals who so kindly have helped
by admitting our nurses when our own school was closed, thus
enabling them to continue their training without loss of time.
Respectfully submitted, for the Committee,
E. B. ATHERTON, Chairman-
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To THE Nashua Hospital Association:
The Treasurer submits the following report of the finance of
the Association for the year 1914 to January 16, 1915.
Received.
Cash on hand, last statement % 263 . 40
Donations in cash. . 935. 00
City Appropriation 1,500. 00
Income from patient 7,526. 84
Loan from J. B. Crowley, Custodian. 2,100.00
Paid out.
Medical and surgical suppHes $1,603.84
Salaries 3,086.60
Incidentals 1,937.99
Hospital supplies 2,948. 59
Fuel and Hght 887.38
Laundry 1,136.03
Balance on hand 724. 81
$12,325.24 $12,325.24
The William S. Atwood legacy of $374.17 with interest accu-
mulation is now $479.72.
The donations in case were from the Boston & Maine R. R.,
$125.00; the Estate of Wm. J. Flather, $500.00; Stephen D. Sul-
livan, $10.00; the late Hon. E. E. Hallen, $150.00; and from the
Nashua Hospital Alumni, $150.00. These last named amounts,
aggregating $300.00 are to be placed in a separate fund for fur-
nishing rooms in the Hospital. These rooms to be furnished for
$150.00 each.
On account of the uncertain conditions at the Hospital in
regard to building the conditions were such that it became neces-
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sary to draw upon the Dr. Geo. F. Wilbur fund for current ex-
penses and, by direction of a vote of the Executive Committee,
the Treasurer transferred to the general hospital account, during
the year, §2,100.00 which with the $2,000.00 transferred last
year makes a total of $4,100.00 transferred from the Wilbur




To THE Nashua Hospital Association:
The Treasurer submits the following statement of the Dr. Geo.
F. Wilbur fund, he holding same as Custodian.
Amount received.
Balance on hand, January 1, 1914. .. $18,554.60
Interest on Savings account 350 . 78
Dividens 2nd Nat. Bank, 4 div.
Nos. 78, 79, 80 and 81 48.00
,
United States Treasy. 4 quarter in.. . 400.00
City Bond Coupons .. 84.00
SiOiix City Stk. Yards Div. Nos. 20,
21 65.00
City Guaranty vSavings Bank, Div.
No. 28 90.00
Pennichufk Water Company, Div...
.
312 . 00
Nashua fru st Co. , Div. 45 and 46 . 16.66
Underwriter Fire Ins. Co., Div. Nos.
13 and 14...^
' 60.00
Sale of 30 shares, City Guaranty stk. 3,082. 00
Sale of 104 shares Penn. Water stock
and interest 15,610.00
Sale of 2 City 3% Bonds 1,274 . 00
$39,947.04
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Paid out.
By loan to Nashua Hospital Associ-
tion ; $ 2,100.00
Pennichuck Water Co 8.27
A. Chagnon & Son, contract on
Nurses' Home and Isolation Bldg . 1,946. 90
Nashua Granite Co., Contract 3,102.00
Nashua Building Co., on contract. . . 10,602.00
Misses Locke & Ryan, architects. .. . 1,100. 14
Second Nat. Bank, box rent 5.00
Bradford Allen, expense 11 . 89







2nd Nat. Savings Bank 16,596.28
.2nd. Nat. check ac 1,438.46
$21,034.74
The following securities are now in possession of the Custodian:
United States 4% Registered Bonds, 2 certificates,
$5,000. each at 115 $11,500.00
2 shares Odd Fellows Bldg. Assn. stock. Par value
$50. $100. at 20 40. 00
10 shares Pfd. Underwriters Fire Ins. Co. Cert. No.
1112 $1,000. at 100 1,000.00
32 1-2 shares Sioux City Stock Yds. Com. Cert.
No. 456 $3,250. at 30 975.00
.3 1-3 shares Nashua Trust Co., stock $333.33 at
100 333.33
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To the; Nashua Hospital Association:
The Hospital Association still retains title to the property on
Prospect Street formerly the homestead of Hon. J. M. Fletcher.
At the present time this property is rented md waiting settle-
ment of the Fletcher Estate. The same is now in the hands of a






Patrick J. McLaughin, chairman, Office, Howard Block.
Charles E. Congdon, M. D. John P. Sullivan.
The office of the Chairman is opened from 9 A. M. until 5 P.
M. daily, Sundays and Holidays excluded for the filing of com-
plaints and the transaction of business.
The regular meetings of the Board are held at the office of the
Chairman on the 2nd, and 4th Fridays of each month, giving the
public the opportunity to meet the full board for the transaction





To His Honor the; Mayor, and the Honorable City Coitncils
Gentlemen: The Board of Health submit their report for
the year ending Dec. 31, 1914.
During the year numerous complaints in regard to nuisances
were reciived and promptly attended to.
The total number of contagious dissases during the year was
53, of this number there was 16 cases of Diphtheria with three
deaths, 36 cases of vScarlet fever witji no deaths, 8 cases of measles,
no deaths, and three cases of Poliomylitis.
Scarlet Fever made its appearance in January. It was of
such an extremely mild type that many cases escaped detection
until desquamation was established. No doubt the disease was
prolonged in our city by this fact.
Our chief aid in the prevention of contagious and communicable
diseases is medical inspection of our schools. Our public schools
are provided for by the Board of Education. This Board most
earnestly recommends the introduction of medical inspection of
the pupils in the private schools of our city in order to increase
the efficiency of its work.
No year goes by without more or less complaint about the
numerous nuisances of the city rubbish dumps petitions and
individual appeals have been made to the Board concerning the
Amherst Street dump, this is not a new matter and every year
becomes a more important problem. The Board of Public
Works maintain a man on the dump who cares for perishable
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material. At best Dumps ars a breeding place for flies, rats, and
all sorts of deleterious odors which of course are a menace to
public health. This board solicits the cooperation of the other
city departments, the Board of Aldermen and citizens in a joint
working out of some proper sanitarv^ and economical means of
disposing of the city waste.
The Board asks the most earnest cooperation of the bakers,
market men, grocers, milk men, restaurant and hotel keepers in
carrying out the sanitary food laws of our state.
During the summer months many complaints are received
concerning unclean conditions in the stables of our city, and the
Board suggest that some sanitary regulations concerning the
care and disposal of manure be enacted in order that thess
nuisances can by properly adjusted.
The Isolation Hospital has been repaired during the year, the
beds, bedding and linen were in such an un-sanitary condition
that they were condemned by the Board and burned. This will
necessitate a complete refurnishing of the Institution. The Hos-
pital is not supplied with running water and other facilities which
are necessary to properly care for patients suffering with Small
Pox.
The Board recommends that these conditions be remedied
at once.
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Diabetes Mellitus 2
Diphtheria 3










































Spina Bifada . . . 1




















Mitral Regurgitation. ... 3
Myocarditis 1
Chronic 1
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Pericarditis 1
Probable disease of heart 1
Valvular disease of heart 18
Tricuspid Insafficiency . . 1





Congestion of Lungs .... 1
Emphy ;ma 1
Influenza 1







Pulmonar}^ Embolism ... 2
Diseases of the Digestive
Organs


















Perforating Ulcer of Sto-
ach 1
Stoppage of Bowels 1
Ulcer of Stomach ...... 1
Ulcer of Duodeonum. ... 1
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Uterine Haemorrhage. . . 1







Strangulation by Funis. . 1



























Unknown found dead . .
Total number of deaths for 1914 395
Number Stillborn ^ 33
Brought here for burial 86
Death rate 11-3 9^
Death rate per thousand 13 1-3
Stillborns are not included in death rates as they are not
classed as deaths. IK
The death rate is taken from an estimated population of 30,000
for 1914, and the deaths based as 400.
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF CITY PHYSICIAN
To HIS Honor the Mayor, and the Honorable City Councils:
Gentlemen: I herewith submit the report of the City Phy-
sician for the year ending Dec. 31, 1914.
During the year 390 house calls and 350 office calls were mad?
upon the dependant poor of the Cit}^ and 68 calls made to the
Police Station.
Respectfully submitted,





WILLIAM H. BARRY, CHARLES M. SHENTON,
Mayor, Pres. Common Council.
John F. Stark, Term expires, 1915
Frank A. Dearborn, Term expires, 1916.
Elbert Wheeler, Term expires, 1917.
Thomas A. McCarthy, ' Term expires, 1918.
Henry A. Cutter, Term expires, 1919.
Oliver P. Hussey, Term expires, 1920.
Edward E. Parker, Term expires, 1921.
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Treasurer's Report
Balance of 1914 account Slo8.94
Rec'd from City Treasurer, gen'l ap-
propriation 5,500 . 00
Rec'd from City Treasurer Hussey,
Fund interest 600. 00
Rec'd from Librarian, fines, etc 140.20
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Librarian's Report
To the Trustees of the Nashua Pubhc Library
:
Gentlemen: I have the honor of submitting to you the
report of the Librarj^ for the year 1914.
The Library met with a great loss, when Miss Crombie gave
up the faithful care she had given it for twenty-five years, and
which has brought this Library, to a merited high standing with
Libraries of its size.
The increasing patronage of the children's room presents the
grave question of how to care for it in the present room.
The Library has been open 303 days, closed Sundays and legal
holidays as usual, and Tuesday and Thursday afternoons and
evenings, through July and August. The Reading Rooms were
also closed on Sundays in these months.
63,389 books have been loaned in the main Library. Not a
large increase over last year.
The largest day in this room was March 14 when 441 books
were given out. The smallest day was June 25 when 101 books
went out.
415 new patrons have been added making the number of bo:*-
rowers in the main room 4369.
Upon the shelves in the children's room are 2960 volumes, with
a circulation of 26,303 a gain of 3500 this year. 427 new appli-
cations have been received making the number of borrowers in
the children's room 1552.
The total number of books taken during the year from both
rooms is 89,692 a gain of 3967 over 1913.
The largest dav's circulation was 569 books, and the smallest
133. Total applications filed 842, making in all 5919 people
using the Library.
106 Periodicals have been regularly received, 23 being given.
There are 883 volumes in the Reference Room.
At the beginning of 1914 there were 32,273 volumes in the Li-
brary not including Government documents and pamphlets.
During the year there have been added by purchase 879 volumes,
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by gift, 40, by binding of Periodicals and Newspapers 87 making
the number of volumes now 33,279.
The foreign books have a good circulation for the small numb rr
we have. These books are in number as follows:
In Yiddish 11 books, circulation 47; Italian 4 books, circulation
5; Polish 20 books, circulation 121; Lithuanian 22 books circula-
tion 102; Modern Greek 13 books, circulation 28.
70 volumes in all with a circulation of 303. These peoples are
very appreciative of the Lribrary. Many Greek patrons have not
returned since the war.











ADOPTING JOINT RULES AND FIXING THE TIME FOR HOLDING
REGULAR MEETINGS.
That the joint rules of the City Councils for the 3^ear 1913 be,
and the same are hereby adopted for 1914, until otherwise order-
ed. And the time for holding regular meetings be on the first
and third Tuesdays of each month at seven o'clock and thirty
minutes in the afternoon.
Passed January 1, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCES TO
BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES.
Voted that the Committee on Accounts and Finances be and
hereby is authorized to negotiate temporary loans from time to
time during the current municipal year, beginning January 1,
1914, in anticipation of the taxes of said municipal year, to an
amount not exceeding $325,000.00 for the purpose of meeting
the current expenses of the City as they fall due during said cur-
rent municipal year; and the mayor and city treasurer are hereby
authorized to execute and issue the negotiable note or notes of
the City of Nashua, therefor, every such note to become payable
within one year from its dati, and to be valid only when authen-
ticated by the certificate of the First National Bank of Boston,
in Boston, Massachusetts, subscribed thereto. All debts incurred
under authority of this note shall be paid from the taxes of said
current municipal year.
Passed January 1, 1914.
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ORDINANCE.
AMENDING SECTION 25 OF CHAPTER 4 OF THE REVISED ORDINANCES
Be it ordained. By the Mayor and Aldermen and Common
Council of Nashua, in City Councils assembled as follows:
That vSection 25 of Chapter 4 of the Revised Ordinances be
amended by striking out all of said section and substituting the
following to be Section 25.
"That the Police Commissioners for the City of Nashua shall
receive each for salary thi sum of one hundred dollars per annum
in full for all services except the Clerk of said Commission who
shall receive fifty dollars per annum in addition to said sum."
Passed Januar}^ 20, 1914.
RESOIvUTlON.
EXEMPTING THE NASHUA MANUFACTURING CO. FROM TAXATION.
Whereas, the Nashua Manufacturing Company, a corporation
duly established by law, proposes to erect a building on Factory
Street, in said Nashua, install machinery and put into operation
therein an addition to its manufacturing plant for the manufac-
tura of blankets aad nap goods, and for that purpose proposes to
bring to Nashua, and use additional machinery, stock-in-trade,
capital and other property; now therefore be it.
Resolved, that all stock-in-trade which may be owned or used
by the said Nashua Manufacturing Company in said building, or,
any addition which may be made thereto, or any additional fac-
tories or buildings erected by said Nashua Manufacturing Com-
pany, and the capital to be used in operating the same, and the
business connected therewith be exempt from taxation for a
period of ten years, from the first day of January, 1914; provided,
said Nashua Manufacturing Company pay to the City of Nashua,
annually, the amount of the State and County tax due in respect
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to said property from said City of Nashua to the vState of New
Hampshire and County of Hillsborough, as required by an act
of the Legislature of said State, approved April 9, 1909, entitled,
"An Act in Amendment of Section 11 of Chapter 55 of the Public
Statutes, relating to tax exemption;" and be it further
Resolved, that this resolution shall take effect upon its passage
Passed January 20, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO BORROW MONEY
AND FURTHER AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND BOARD OP FIRE
COMMISSIONERS TO CONTRACT FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A
COMPRESSED-AIR FIRE WHISTLE.
That the Mayor and City Treasurer be and they are hereby
authorized to borrow ($2,500) Twenty- Five Hundred dollars for
the purpose of installing a compressed-air fire whistle at the Cen-
tra] Fire Station, and to issue a city note for the same.
Further, that the Mayor and Board of Fire Commissioners
are hereby empowered and authorized to contract for the install-
ation of said compressed-air whistle at the Central Fire Station.
Passed February 17, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE BONDS
TO THE AMOUNT OF FIFTEEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
Pursuant to the provisions of an act passed by the Legislature
of the State of New Hampshire, entitled, "Municipal Bond Act
of 1895," and the Mayor and City Treasurer to sell, under the
direction of the Committee on Accounts and Finances, gold bonds
of the City of Nashua, in the aggregate principal sum of fifteen
thousand five hundred dollars, which bonds shall be of the date
of May 1, 1914, and shall be payable at the office of the City
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Treasurer at Nashua or at the First National Bank at Boston
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Said bonds shall be
issued for the purpose of paying for alterations made on the Main
St. Bridge, so called, across the Nashua river, and the proceeds
of the sale thereof are hereby appropriated for that purpose. The
said bonds shall be payable to bearer and shall mature twenty
years from the date thereof. The said bonds shall bear interest
payable in gold at four per cent per annum, payable semi-annual-
ly on the first days of May and November of each year upon the
presentation and surrender of the proper interest coupons to the
Treasurer of the City of Nashua at his office, or to the said First
National Bank. The said bonds shall be signed by the Mayor
and shall be countersigned by the City Treasurer, under the City
seal, and shall bear the authenticated certificate of the said First
National Bank, and the interest coupons shall bear the facsimile
signature of the City Treasurer. The City of Nashua shall
create a sinking fund sufficient to meet this issue of bonds.
Passed March 3, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1914.
That in accordance with the vote of the City Councils in joint
convention assembled, the following sums are hereby appropriat-
ed for the s everal departments
:
Assessors' Department $ 4,200.00
Armory Expenses 200 . 00
Band Concerts 300.00
Board of Health 1,000.00
Board of Public Works 92,500.00
City Hall Building 2,000.00
City Interest 47,660.61
City Physician 800 . 00
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Contagious Diseases 400 . 00
Day Nursexy 200. 00
Edgewood Cemetery 1,000. 00
Engineer's Department 4,000 . 00
Fire Department 41,000 . 00
Incidentals 7,000. 00
Insurance 1,500.00
Lands and Buildings 2,500. 00
Memorial Day 200.00
Milk Inspector .' 235 . 00
Nashua Hospital Association 1,500.00
Park Commission 1,200.00
Park Commission (Moths) 1,400.00
Park Commission, (North Common) 500.00
Paupers 5,000.00
Police Department 31,500.00
Printing and Stationery 800 . 00




Soldiers and Sailors 150 . 00
St Joseph Hospital 1,500.00
Street Lights 32,041 .04
Suburban Cemeteries 650 . 00
Ward and Election Expenses 6,000 . 00
Water Supply 10,345.00
W^oodlawn Cemetery 1 ,000.00
$398,741.94
And the sum of $345,000.00 be raised by taxation and the ba-
lance be paid from any money in the City Treasury not otherwise
appropriated.
Passed March 17, 1914.
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RESOTvUTION.
EXEMPTING THE A, B. C. SHOE COMPANY FROM TAXATION.
Whereas the A. B. C. Shoe Company, a corporation duly es-
tablished under the laws of the State of New Hampshire, proposes
to operate and install a shoe manufacturing concern on Peafsons
Ave. in said City where it will manufacture shoes and proposes
to enlarge its manufacture of shoes at that place and to put in
additional capital, machinery, appliances, and stock and to
greatly increase its output of shoes and to employ more men. Be
it resolved that all personal property which may be owned by
said A. B. C. Shoe Company, all capital stock, machinery, all
buildings to be acquired in the future in the manufacturing plant
of the said Company be exempted from taxation for the period ,of
ten years from the 31st day of March, 1914, provided that the
said A. B. C. Shoe Company pay to the City of Nashua, annually,
-the amount of State and County tax due in respect to said pro-
perty from the City of Nashua to the State of New Hampshire'
and County of Hillsborough as required by an Act of the Legisla-
ture of the State, approved April 9, 1909 entitled "An Act in
Amendment of vSection 11, of Chap. 55 of the Public Statutes
relating to tax exemptions."
And be it further resolved that this resolution shall take effect
upon its passage.
Passed March 17, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE BONDS
TO THE AMOUNT OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS
Pursuant to the provisions of an Act passed by the Legislature
of the State of New Hampshire, entitled "Municipal Bond Act
of 1895", the Mayor and City Treasurer are hereby authorized
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to issue and the Treaiurer to sell, under the direction of the
Committee on Accounts and Finances, gold bonds of the City of
Nashua, in the aggr^igate principal sum of ten thousand dollars,
which bonds shall be of the date of June 1, 1914, and shall be
payable at the office of the City Treasurer at Nashua or at the
First National Bank at Boston in the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts.
Said bonds shall b^ issued for the purpose of purchasing motor
fire apparatus and motor ambulance, and the proceeds of the
sala thereof are hereby appropriated for that purpose. The said
bonds shall be payable to bearer and shall mature twenty years
from the date thereof.
The said bonds shall bear interest payable in gold at four per
cent, p^r annum, payable semi-annually on the first days of June
and December of each year upon th i presentation and surrender
of the proper interest coupons to the Treasurer of the City of
Nashua at his office, or to the First National Bank. The said
bonds shall be signed by the Mayor, and shall be countersigned
by the City Treasurer, under the City Seal, and shall bear the
authenticating certificate of the First National Bank, ^and the in-
terest coupons shall bear the facsimile signature of the City
Treasurer. The City of Nashua shall create a sinking fund suffi-
cient to meet this issue of bonds.
Passed April 8, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
RELATIVE TO THE EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION OF CERTAIN PRO-
PERTY OF THE PROPERTY OF THE PARISH OF SAINT PATRICK
IN THE CITY OF NASHUA.
Whereas by Chapter 115 of the Laws of the State of New
Hampshire, passed January Session 1913, entitled "An Act to
exempt property of educational, charitable, and religious insti-
tutions and of temperance societies from taxation" it is provided
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that certain property of such institutions shall be exempt from
taxation to the amount of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars,
and
Whereas cities are authorized to increase such exemption to
such an amount as the City Government may vote and the Mayor
approve, therefore, be it
Resolved, that the property of said Parish of St. Patrick non
owned or hereafter acquired, which is of the kind and character
exempt from taxation under the provisions of Chapter 115 of the
Public Laws of the vState of New Hampshire passed at the Jan.
session 1913, to the amount of one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars shall be exempt from taxation to the amount of two hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars.
Further resolved that this resolution shall take effect upon its
passage.
Passed March 26, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
RELATIVE TO THE EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION OF CERTAIN PRO-
PERTY OF THE PARISH OF SAINT FRANCOIS XAVIER IN THE CITY
OF NASHUA.
Whereas by Chapter 115 of the laws of the State of New Hamp-
shire passed January session 1913, entitled an act to exempt
property of educational, charitable and religious institutions and
of temperance societies from taxation" it is provided that certain
property of such institutions shall be exempt from taxation to the
amount of One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars and
Whereas cities are authorized to increase such exemption to
such an amount as the city government may vote and the Mayor
approve, therefore, be it
Resolved that the property of the said Parish of St. Frangois-
Xavier non owned or hereafter acquired, which is of the kind and
character exempt from taxation under the provisions of Chapter
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115 of the Public Laws of 1913, to the amount of One Hundred
and Fifty Thousand Dollars shall be exempt from taxation to the
amount of Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars.
Further resolved that this resolution shall take effect upon its
passage.
Passed March 26, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
RELATIVE TO THE EXEMPTION FROM TAXATION OF CERTAIN PRO-
PERTY OF THE PARISH OF ST LOUIS DE GONZAGUE IN THE CITY
OF NASHUA.
Whereas by Chapter 115 of the Laws of the State of New
Hampshire, passed January session 1913, entitled "An act to
exempt property of educational, charitable and religious institu-
tions and of temperance societies from taxation" it is provided
that certain property of such institutions shall be exempt from
taxation to the arnount of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
and.
Whereas, cities are authorized to increase such exemption to
such amount as the city government may vote and the Mayor
approve, therefore, be it
Resolved that the property of the parish of St Louis de Gonza-
gue, non owned or hereafter acquired, which is of the kind and
character exempt from taxation under the provisions of Chapter
115 of the Laws of the State of New Hampshire passed at the
January session 1913 to the amount of One Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars, be exempt from taxation to the amount of
Five Hundred Thousand Dollars.
Further resolved that this resolution shall take effect upon its
passage.
Passed March, 20, 1914.
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RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE BONDS
TO THE AMOUNT OF $12,643.83.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Bonds Act of
1895, the City Treasurer is hereby authorized to issue and sell,
under the direction of the Committee on Accounts and Finances,
bonds of the City of Nashua in the aggregate principal stnu of
$12,643.83, dated June 1, 1914, payable June 1, 1934, with interest
at 3 3-4 per cent per annum, payable semi-annually. Both the
principal and interest shall be payable in the gold coin of the
United States of the present standard of weight and fineness at
the office of the City Treasurer in Nashua, New Hampshire, or,
at holders option, at the First National Bank of Boston, in Boston
Massachusetts. Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of
refunding two Nashua City Notes for a like amount, one for
$6,643.83 dated P"'eb. 4, 1895 payable on demand, and one for
$6,000.00 dated Sept. 1, 1895, payable on demand, and the pro-
ceeds of the sale of the new bonds are hereby appropriated for
that purpose. Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall bear
the city seal, and be signed l)y the Mayor and countersigned by
the City Treasurer.
The coupons shall bear the fac-simile signature of the Treasurer.
None of said bonds shall be obligatory without the authenticat-
ing certificate of the First National Bank indorsed thereon.
A sinking fund for the retirement of said bonds at maturity is
hereby created, and to it there shall annually be contributed an
amount sufficient with its accumulations to retire said bonds at
maturity.
Passed May 5, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
OMITTING REGULAR MEETINGS DURING THE MONTHS OF JUNE,
JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, 1914.
That the first regular meetings of the City Councils be omitted
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during the months of Jun3, July, August and September, 1914.
Passed March 5, 1914.
RES(3LUTI0N.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE CONTRACT FOR PRINTING
THE CITY REPORT.
That the Mayor be and he i.^ authorized and instructed to sign
a contract for printing the Annual Report for the City of Nashua
with Emile H- Marquis at the schedule of prices contained in the
report of the Committee on Printing and Stationery this day sub-
mitted and accepted.
Passed May 5, 1914.
REvSOLUTlON.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND CITY TREASURER TO ISSUE BONDS
TO THE AMOUNT OF FORTY THOUSAND ($40,000.00) DOLLARS.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Bonds Act of 1895
the City Treasurer is hereby authorized to issue and sell, under
the direction of the Committee on Accounts and Finances, bonds
of the City of Nashua in the aggregate principal sum of $40,000.00
dated June 1, 1914, payabb June 1, 1934, with interest at 4 per
cent per annum, payable semi-anually. Both the principal
and interest shall be payable in ths gold coin of the Uaitsd vStates
of the present standard of weight and fineness at the office of the
City Treasurer in Nashua, New Hampshire, or, at holders op-
tion, at the First National Bank of Boston, in Boston, Massachu-
setts. vSaid bonds are to be issued for the purpose of refunding
an issue of bonds for a like amount, dated June 1, 1894 and matur-
ing June 1, 1914, and the proceeds of the sale of the new bonds
are hereby appropriated for that purpose. Said bonds shall be
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payable to bearer, shall bear the city seal, and be signed by the
Mayor and countersigned by the City Treasurer. The coupons
shall bear the facsimile signature of the Treasurer. None of said
bonds shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate
of the First National Bank undorsed thereon.
A sinking fund for the retirement of said bonds at maturity
is hereby created, and to it there shall annually be contributed
an amount sufficient with its accumulations to retire said bonds
at maturity.
Passed May 5, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE COAL CONTRACT.
That the Mayor be and hereby is authorized and instructed
to sign a contract with W. A. vShedd & Co., for the coal supply for
1914 at the following scale of prices:
Broken $7.25 per ton
Egg 7.35 per ton
Stove , 7.60 per ton
Soft 5.70 per ton
In accordance with a report this day accepted from the Com-
mittee on Lands and Buildings.
Passed May 19, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
APPOINTING A COMMITTEE OF SIX TO CONFER WITH THE OVERSEER
OF THE POOR AND NASHUA .\ND ST JOSEPH'S HOSPITALS.
That a committee of six (6) be and same is hereby appointed
composed of the Mayor and two (2) Aldennen to bs apppointed
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by the Mayor and three (3) Councilraen to be appointed by the
President of the Common Council for the purpose of conferring
with the Overseer of the Poor and the proper officials of the Na-
shua Hospital Association and the St. Joseph Hospital with a view
to arrange and agree upon the services and care to be given to
the citizens of Nashua, cared for by the poor department in return
for money appropriated to said Hospitals, and to report their
findings and recommendations thereon.
Passed May 19, 1914.
SETTING THE HOUR OF SIX (6) A.M. FOR THE OPENING OF POLLING
PLACES IN THE SEVEREAL WARDS AT THE PRIMARY ELECTION,
SEPTEMBER 1, 1914.
That the polling places in the several wards in the City of
Nashua shall be opened for the purposes of voting at six (6) A.
M. on the day of the primary Election, Tuesday, September 1,
1914.
RESOLUTION.
OF SYMPATHY AND AID TO THE STRICKEN CITY OF SALEM, MASS.
Whereas our sister city of Salem, in the neighboring Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, has been visited by a destructive fire
which has reduced to ashes a considerable portion of that commu-
nity'.
And whereas great loss and suffering has resulted from a holo-
caust that surpassed human intelligence and understanding.
Be it resolved, that the Cit}^ of Nashua in city councils as-
sembled, express its deepest sympathy and heartfelt sorrow to
the stricken inhabitants, and offer its good offices in the labor
of rebuilding and renewing the unfortunate City of Salem into
a better and more prosperous municipality.
Passed June 29, 1914.
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RESOLUTION.
IN RELATION TO THE COLLECTION OF POLL TAXES
That the collector of taxes be and hereby is authorized to for-
ward on the first day of July 1914, a notice to each and every poll
tax payer of the City of Nashua by publishing the same for three
successive days in the newspapers of said city to pay his poll tax
on or before the first day of August 1914; and for all poll taxes
not paid after said date, to charge costs amounting to twenty
(20) cents for said notice and
Resolved further that the collector of taxes be and hereby is
authorized to proceed to distrain for all poll taxes not paid on
said first day of August 1914.
Passed June 16, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
IN RELATION TO THE ADDIE S. FISHER BEQUEST.
That the City of Nashua hereby accepts the bequest under the
will of the late Addie S. Fisher of Fitchburg, Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, as appears in the 10th clause of the said will
to wit:
"Tenth:—All the rest, residue, and remainder of my property,
real and personal, of which I shall die seized and possessed, or to
which I may be entitled at the time of my decease, I give, devise,
and bequeath in manner following, to wit: one half of said residue
and remainder to the City of Nashua, in the State of New Hamp-
shire, upon the express condition that said City of Nashua shall
cause to be placed two good boquets of cut flowers upon the grave
of my said husband, and my own grave, in Woodlawn Cemetery
in said Nashua, as often as once each week during the summer
season of each and every year after said legacy is paid to said
City." and
That the City Sohcitor be authorized to receive whatever
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moneys or properties are to be divided and paid over to the said
City of Nashua, under said will and give proper releases for same
to the executor of said will.
Passed July 21, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
IN RELATION TO THE CHARLES E. SMITH BEQUEST.
That the City of Nashua hereby accepts the bequest under the
will of late Charles E. Smith of Athol, State of Massachusetts,
as per one, to wit:— Item
"To the City of Nashua, N. H. I give the sum of three hundred
dollars ($300.) the interest of which is to be expended on my lot
in the Hollis St. Cemetery otherwise known as (Woodlawn)" and
That the City Solicitor be authorized to receive whatever
moneys or properties are to be divided and paid over to the said
City of Nashua, under said will and give proper releases for same
to the executor of said will.
Passed July 21, 1914.
RESOLUTION.
RAISING MONEY FOR THE PAYMENT OF THE TAYLORS FALLS BRIDGE
NOTES.
Votec : The City Treasurer is hereby authorized, for the pur-
pose of raising money for the payment of the Taylors' Falls Bridge
notes, Nos 1-10 for $5000.00 each, aggregating $50,000.00 par
dated October 1, 1913, and payable one year thereafter, to issue
$50,000.00 par value notes dated October 2, 1914, payable April
2, 1915, bearing interest at a rate not exceeding five per cent per
annum, payable on the 2nd day of April 1915, and said notes shall
be payable at the First National Bank of Boston, in Boston, Mass.
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shall bear the authenticating certificate of that bank,
shall bear the city seal and be signed by the Mayor, countersigned
by the Treasurer.
They shall be considered as issued by virtue and in pursuance
of the Municipal Bonds Act of 1895.
Passed Sept. 15, 1914.
ORDINANCE.
REGULATING THE ADVERTISING OF THE SALE OF MERCHANDISE,
SECURITIES AND SERVICE.
Be it ordained, By the Mayor and Aldermen and Conm on
Council of Nashua, in City Councils assembled, as follows:
1. Any person, firm, corporation or association, who, with
intent to s^U, or in any wise dispose of merchandise, securities,
service or any thing offered, directly or indirectly, by such person,
firm, corporation or association to the public for sale or distri-
bution, or with intent to increase the consumption thereof, to
induce the public in any manner to enter into any obligation
relating thereto, or to acquire the title thereto, or any interest
therein, makes, publishes, dissemates, circulates or places be-
fore the public, or causes directly or indirectly to be made, pub-
lished, disseminated, circulated or placed before the public in
this city in any newspaper or other publication sold or offered for
sale upon any public street, sidewalk, or other public place, or
on any sign upon any street, sidewalk or public ground, or any
placard, advertisement or hand bill exhibited or carried in any
street or public ground, or upon any sidewalk, or on any banner
or sign flying across the street or from any house, an advertise-
ment of any sort regarding merchandise, securities service or any
thing so offered to the public which advertisement contains asser-
tion, representation or statement which is untrue, deceptive, or
misleading shall be fined not less than five ($5) dollars, nor more
than twenty ($20) dollars.
2. This ordinance to take effect immediately upon its passage.
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The following persons died out of town.and were brought
to Nashua for burial.
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The following persons died out of town and were brought











5 No. Weare, N. H..
sIPembroke, N. H.. .
15 Somerville, Mass.
.
18 Manchester, N. H.
23, Peoria, 111
28 Concord, N. H.. . .
SljConcord, N. H. . . .
31 Haverhill, Mass.. .


















Manchester, N. H. . . .
Concord, N. H






















































Bertha Thompson Pofif. . .
Rosawous Brown
John Splaine

































Asphyxiation by smoke . . .
Accidental Bums
Tumor of Spinal Cord
Entero Colitis
Pulmonary Tuberculosis. . .
Appendicitis
Pulmonary Phthisis
Pulmonary Tuberculosis. . ,
Chronic Myelitis
Arterio Sclerosis
C: rcinoma of uterus
General Paresis
General Paralysis
Carcinoma of the Stomach.
Toxemia






















5 Operation for Abscess








Clerk's Office, January 23, 1915.
At a regular meeting of the Board of Education held Jan-
uary 22, 1915, the reports of the Superintendent of Schools,
Principal of the High School, Directors of Music, Manual Train-
ing, Drawing, Domestic Science, and the School Nurse, were read
and accepted. It was voted to print three hundred and fifty





FRANK P. RIDEOUT, President.
ALBERT J. McKEAN, Clerk.
MEMBERS.
Frank P. Rideout, 84 Amherst St.,
Ernest W. Gray, 3 Ritter St.,
Walter F. Norton, 10 Webster St.,
John D. Gardiner, Lowell Road,
Terms expire December 31, 1915.
Albert J. McKean, 36 Concord St.,
James L. Bickford, 15 Mt. Pleasant St.
Frank B. Clancy, 36 Vine St.,
Walter C. French, 8 Mulberry vSt.,
Terms expire December 31, 1917.
Ruth H. French, 75 Concord St.,
John H. Field, 1 Dunstable Road,
Jason E- Tolles, Lowell Road,
Arthur L. Wallace, 19 Manchester St.,
Terms expire December 31, 1919.




N. L. H. & P. Co.
Gardiner, Beardsell Co.










Attendance, Tolles, Wallace, Bickford
Finance, ' ' W. C. French, McKfean, Tolles
Houses, Norton, Field, Gardiner
Manual Training, Bickford, Clancy, W. C. French
Domestic Science, Miss French, Norton, Field
Drawing, Gardiner, Tolles, Gray-
Music, McKean, Wallace, Miss French
Printing, Rideout, McKean, Bickford
Sanitation, Wallace, Miss French, Clancy
Supplies,
' Gray, W. C. French, Tolles
Teachers, Field, McKean, Clancy, Norton, Gray














Suburbans 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,





Gardiner, Gray, W. C. French
McKean, Wallace, Bickford
W. C. French, Norton, Tolles
Norton, McKean, Bickford




Wallace, McKean, Miss French
Gardiner, W. C French, Gray
Tolles, Wallace, Field
Gardiner, Wallace, Tolles





James H. Fassett, 14 Abbott St., Municipal Bldg.
Ruth L. Wells, Clerk, 29 Granite St., Municipal Bldg.
Office Hours: Every school day—^8.00 to 12.00 a. m., and
1.00 to 5.00 p. m. Saturdays—9.00 to 12.00 a. m.
TRUANT OFFICER
Henry B. McCaffrey, 99 Elm St., Municipal Bldg.

REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
To the Board of Education of Nashua:
Your Superintendent, in accordance with the rules, submits
herewith his twenty-second report, the forty-eighth of its series.
Parents and the Schools. Comparatively few citizens
p'ver take the trouble to enter and make an examination at first
hand of our pubhc schools. They do not hesitate to point out
this o/ that condition which they believe to be wrong but, when
asked upon what they base their conclusions, they will, if they
are honest, admit that their criticisms are almost entirely theo-
retical; that they have no real knowledge of the actual working
of the school system.
The above statement applies to our own city in spite of the
fact that the parents and the citizens of Nashua show an unusual
interest in education. Du ing the past year the records show
that nearly 2,700 visits were made to our public schools. This
seems a large number but, when we consider that there are
nearly one hi ndred school rooms, it means that there were less
than thirty visits per room a year ; or, in other words, only about
one a week. If parents alone did their full duty in this particula/,
they would visit the schools often enough to obtain a clear con-
ception of their children's progress and a reasonable knowledge
of actual school conditions. It is only in this w^ay that intelligent
criticisms can be given.
Why is it asking too much of fathers and mothers to visit
their children's school at least once a month? Why is it that a
mother can find plenty of time for clubs, socials, shopping, etc.,
and yet find it impossible, by the inspiration of an occasional
visit, to assist the teacher, who has charge of the mental welfare
of her child.
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The fathers, also, instead of depending upon the monthly
report cards or the written work which is occasionally brought
home for inspection, should make an effort to visit school and
see the living conditions under ^vhich their children are being
trained. I believe that if parents and citizens could have a clear
picture of the public schools and what they are accomplishing,
it would do more for the uplift of our educational institutions
than any other one thing.
The teachers are courteous, they welcome visitors cordially,
thay are glad to have them come and they are perfectly willing
to discuss educational problems. Just why there is such apathy
among intelligent citizens toward visiting and viewing the pubHc
school machine in actual operation it is difhcult to understand;
especially, when there is so much apparent interest in the abs-
tract theories of education. Papers and periodicals discuss freely
the failures of schools along this line, or their excellence along
that, their undue emphasis upon ths point or their lack of train-
ing in that. In fact, there is much academic discussion of -the
schools, but there is little r?al knowledge of the schools them-
selves.
New Building. I regret to say.thatiil -shall be obliged to
again repeat my recommendation for a new ibuilding on the
Spring Street lot; ' In my last two reports I have explained the
reasons why we need this building. It seems, therefore, unnec-
esssary to repeat the arguments which are even more forceful
now than when they were first presented.
I will simply state that if tomorrow we had an eight room
building on the Spring Street lot we could utiliz.- to advantage
every one of the eight rooms. Our„ Manual Training Depart-
m^int is handicapped for lack of proper quarters I beHeve that
it would be unwise to erect anything less than a twelve room
building and I should recommend that a committee be appointed
from the Board of Education to bring this matter to the attention
of the Mayor and Board of Aldermen for the purpose of urging
upon them the need of immediate action in regard to this matter.
Suburban Schools. I would also call your attention to
the need of two new suburban school buildings; one at number
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT
seven, in the so called John Howe district, and one at number
three, known as Gilboa district.
Both of these schools are overcrowded and are of the box
trap type, familiar to the hillsides of New Hampshire a hundred
years ago. In fact, so far as I am able to learn, both of these
buildings have already passed the century mark.
The fact is obvious and ncc'ds no discussion that, if we are
to maintain these suburban schools, we should house the children
under proper sanitary conditions. The pupils in the outlying
districts have as much right to good light and ventilation as do
the children in the thickly populated part of the city. We should
not ask them to sit huddled in a close, ill-ventilated, stove heated
room totally lacking in modern equipment any more than we
should require our high school pupils to go back to the conditions
of the "old brick" which used to ornament the north side of Pearl
street.
Fire Escapes. It may be well to mention the erection, on
the north side of the Spring Street school, of the new fire escape,
which was authorized last summer by the building committee
in accordance with the recommendation of the fire commis ioners.
It affords adequate protection from fires not only to the pupils
on the third floor but to those on the first and second floors as well.
This matter of fire protection can not be con .idered too carefully,
and it is my belief that, while most of our buildings are properly
equipped in this particular, there are one or two schools where
improvements might be made to advantage. I would suggest
that the fire commissioners be invited to make a thorough inves-
tigation of the school buildings in order to get their approval or
disapproval of the present conditions.
The fire drill is practiced regularly in all of our schools.
Such facihty has been acquired that the children empty the
schools buildings in a surprisingly short space of time. I believe
that in case of actual fire these drills would serve the purpose for
which they were intended and that both pupils and teachers
would file out in order and without undue excitem.mt.
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Stereopticons. All of our largest buildings are now e-
quippsd with lanterns by which either lantern slides or pictures
may be thrown upon a screen. These lanterns are an indispensible
outfit in the modern grammar school for the proper development
of geography and history. Through their means foreign coun-
tries and distant parts of our own country are made real to the
child and the study of geography thereby becomes full of interest
to the wide awake pupil. Moreover, in history the pictures of
historic places render this important subject alivi to the child;
so that, instead of thinking of history as a number of printed
pages bound with covers, he can, through his imagination, live
through and experience the struggles of our forefathers, until th^
valu2 of his birthright as an American citizen may be brought
home to him with greater force than it can be done in any other
way.
President Eliot made the statement twenty years ago that
the time would come when the schools would as soon think of
getting along without a teacher as without a stereopticon ; and
certainly its value from an educational point of view can not b?
denied.
Room for Abnormal children. I wish to bring to your
notice again the need for separating the abnormal children from
the no^'mal. I have not made a canvass of the city to find how
many children would naturally fall into this class, but in my
judgment, if we had a room at our disposal for th^ purpose, there
might be collected a class of fifteen or twenty children, who could
improve immensely through a carefully planned cours? of instruc-
tion, under a competent and sympathetic teacher.
In Newton, where this scheme has been in operation for a
number of years, it has worked most successfully. Superintendent
Spaulding, in his report for' 1913, speaks as follows in regard to
its operation.
"The work they are given to do, and the manner in which
they are treated is adapted to their peculiar needs. Such powers
as they have are encouraged and trained—and in some cases with
surprisingly gratifying results; several children from this special
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school ara now in the high schools and are profiting by the ins-
truction there. All are taught to do what they can; their own
self-support, complete or partial, is a distinctive aim. The girls
learn to sew, set table, wash dishes, make rugs and baskets; the
boys learn to tap and mend shoes, to weave rugs and tapestries
on looms, to make baskets and hampers of reed, to use carpenter's
tools, to cane chairs. Instead of abandoning school in discour-
agement as soon as the law allows,—as the predecessors of this
type of children have almost invariably done,—these children
today go out from this special school, usually not until they are
advised, urged, or even compelled to do so by the school authori-
ties, but then with some ambition and self-confidence, with the
fixed habit of success
"
Evening Schools. The Evening vSchools this year opened
even more successfully than they did a year ago. We have en-
rolled a total of 370 pupils. To take care of this number of pupils
we have eleven teachers ; three in the high school department, four
in the middle grades, fou r in the primary department, and one in
the mechanical drawing department.
The commercial classes in the high school and the mechanical
drawing classes are doing excellent work along their lines, but,
of course, the important factor in the evening school is the train-
ing of the men and women of foreign birth. When one considers
that these people are employed each day in some gainful work,
the fact that they are willing to sacrifice four evenings a week in
the struggle for an education throws a strong light upon the
character of the men and women who constituteltheevening school
classes. The work which they are doing is not easy; they are
acquiring what is to them a foreign language. It calls for the ,
highest quality of perseverance and concentration to attack this
difficult problem They learn not only to read English but to
understand the meaning of English expressions. Great praise
is due the teachers who have charg? of the evening school depart-
ment. They have evinced the deepest interest in their work and
the excellent results achieved are owing, in large measure, to
their enthusiasm in the work.
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Writing. During the past year the teachers below the
high school have been taking a course in the so called Palmer sys-
tem of writing. This has required a vast amount of time and
effort on the part of the individual teachers and is another proof
of their devotion to their work. Practically all have now been
granted a diploma of efficiency from the Palmer Company, and
the writing in the schools is already showing the influence of this
concentrated and unified effort toward its improvement. It is
too early to look for great results, but I am confident that the
penmanship of our pupils is now placed upon a thoroughly
scientific foundation.
Kindergartens. The first kindergarten in Nashua was
started twenty years ago in the school building on East Pearl
Street. The work of that school proved so popular that the Roard
of Education received from time to time petitions signed by
citizens in different parts of the city requesting that new kinder
gartens be opened in their several districts. These petitions have
been granted until now we have eight kindergartens in various
parts of the city. Although they are doing excellent work those
attended by the children of our foreign speaking population are
particularly useful to the community. Therefore,! should like
to recommend that another kindergarten be established to take
care of that section in the immediate vicinity of High street.
It is my opinion that the kindergartens and the evening
schools are a most efficient means of leading our foreign popu-
lation toward a higher type of citizenship.
Military Training. Several years ago the Nashua High
School maintained a military organization known as the Nashua
High School Cadets. The cadets were well drilled but in some
respects the organization was faulty. It is needless, at this point,
to go into the history of why it was deemed wise by the school
officials to disband this military company and to take the study
of military tactics entirely out of the curriculum of high school
subjects. It became difficult, after it was once started, to organi-
ize the company on a more practical basis.
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I believe however, that the time is coming when all secondary
schools and colleges will not only be requested but ordered to
maintain some kind of mihtary organization. We should not
wait to apply the lessons made obvious by the present European
struggle. It is evident that the days of warfare are not ended,
and that wath a republican form of government our military
strength must lie in training the youth of the country to be rea-
sonable efficient soldiers and officers.
I would suggest, therefore, that a company of cadets be
formed and a competent instructor be employed to teach them
the rudiments of mihtary drill.
Special Teachers. The recommendations of our special
instructors in music, drawing, manual training, cooking, domestic
science, and medical inspection will be found in another part of
this report. I should like to say, however, that excellent results
are being obtained in all of these departments. The quality
of work shown by the pupils in manual training, domestic science,
and sewing is remarkable when one considers the short time that
these subjects have been taught in our schools.
In concluding this report, I wish to express my appreciation
of the loyal support accorded me by the corps of teachers and by




Report of Principal of the High School
Nashua, N. H., Jan. 22, 1915.
In compliance with the rules of the Board of Education I
submit my annual report.
During the past year the body of teachers has changed but
little in this school as compared with many schools. The increase
of w^ork in the boys' industrial department called for more help
and Mr. Fred O. Fuller, who had been an instructor in the grades
in Nashua, now does most of this teaching with High School
boys. Miss May H. Gould resigned during the summer, having
accepted a position with a larger salary in a school in Salida,
Colorado Miss Ehzabeth E. Allen was selected to take her
place in the English department here. One teacher who left us
within a few years is now receiving more than two and a half
times her salary when in Nashua.
The following table shows the number of pupils enrolled
this year in each subject:
English Literature
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Astronomy and Geology 15





Political Economy and Commercial Law 48
Commercial Arithmetic 44





Five of the Class of 1914 returned to our school for further
study and at least nine others entered schools which do not require
for admission, the completion of four years' work in a secondary
school. These with the thirty-four who are in higher institutions
make more than half of the class of 1914 continuing their studies
after graduating.
The number of our graduates who entered higher institutions
of learning this year with only the preparation obtained in this
city is thirty-five. They are distributed as follows:
Five in Keene Normal School
Three in Plymouth Normal School
Two in Lowell Normal School
One in the Posse Gymnasium School
One in Sargent's School of Physical Training
One in Syracuse University
One in Middlebury College
One in Colgate College
One in Worcester Polytechnic Institute
One in Colby College
One in Bates College
One in New Hampshire College
One in Harvard College
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One in Wellesley College
One in Radcliffe College
One in Mount Holyoke College
One in Western College, Oxford, Ohio
Two in Boston University
Two in Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Two in Dartmouth College
Two in Norwich University
Three in Simmons College
In order to accommodate more completely the different
classes of citizens patronizing the High School it was decided by
the School Board that the baccalaureate exercises should be held
hereafter in the City Hall and therefore last June, for the first
time, the members of the graduating class and their friends assem-
bled one Sunday afternoon in the City Hall to hold a religious
service together. Rev. Matthew Creamer had accepted an invi-
tation to make the address on that occasion and the hall was
completely filled with those who came to listen to the speaker and
to see the young people who were just completing their studies in
the public schools of the city. The class numbered ninety-one,
sixteen more than the largest class that had ever been graduated.
Professor Marshall h Perrin of Boston University mad? the prin-
cipal address on graduation day.
At the close of the fall term the senior class presented the
play, "The Private vSecretary," in the Colonial Theater. The
music on this occasion was furnished in a most creditable manner
by the school orchestra of eight pieces. The work on the stage
was so well done that it earned praise for all in school who had
anything to do with the affair. The number of tickets sold was
682. It might be well next year to have the senior play given
two nights in the High vSchool hall or in City Hall. Much expense
might be saved by such an arrangement.
Through the kindness of a friend of the school, one who is not
a dealer in musical instruments, a victrola has been recently
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loaned to the school, probably for a long period. It is expected
that this will be a very great help in the work in music.
We have recently obtained a reflectoscope whi9li ought to
find use in many subjects. We are expecting a filing cabinet to
be placed in the principal's office in the near future. Since 1905
the permanent record of scholarship, attendance, and deportment
has been kept on cards instead of in books. Over 2000 pupils
have been registered in this short period. The new filing cabinet
will contain, among other compartments, a convenient receptacle
for these records which are frequently consulted, even after a
pupil has been out of school a number of years.
The registration during the first term of the school year 1914-
15 numbers 422. Rather more than one-half of these, or exactly
219, are boys. The preponderance of boys may be partly due
to the shopw^ork which is enjoyed by them and this is the first
year in w^hich we have had this kind of work in all four classes.




General Course students 74
Industrial Course students 79
Commercial Course students 119
Latin Courses 138
Not all of the latter are now studying Latin.
The percent of attendance is almost ninety-seven for the
whole school for the first twelve weeks. The number of tuition
pupils is fifty-three this year.
The boys of the Industrial Department have done sev2ral
pieces of work about the premises such as building a strong gate
to close the driveway at the south side of the building, and in-
creasing and improving the appliances used in the lunch depart-
ment.
November 17, 1914 the serving of lunches at recess was
taken over from the janitor by the girls' Industrial Department
under the direction of Miss Pillsbury. The food is cooked at the
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kitchen in the Spring Street School and is brought to our building
by some of the older boys. All the work of preparing, serving,
and clearing up was done by pupils and teaches for the first
month. Now we have a woman to help in the work for about
two hours a day. We expect to pay all the operating expenses
out of the receipts for food. Two or three hot dishes are served
each day. The cost of each article sold, except sweet chocolate,
is one, two, or three cents. One boy and one girl sell lunch
counter tickets fifteen minutes before school and during recess.
The purchasing of materials is done by Miss Pillsbury and for the
first month the money received from selling lunches was counted
and deposited in a bank through the principal's office. At present
all the accounting is done under the supervision of Mrs. Nesmith
by one of the classes in bookkeeping. This gives these pupils a
little actual business. The sales have averaged S6.96 a day.
The advantages from the new arrangement are twofold. First
the girls who are learning to cook now have a good-sized task
which is worth doing and the young cooks are no longer obliged
to divide one egg into six portions. Second, the boys and girls
who eat lunches now receive better food than was obtained from
a bakery. £- ^ f., • >#'.;v - ~ i*
I close this report with sincere thanks to all who have helped




REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
Nashua, N. H
, January 1, 1915.
Mr. James H. F'assett, Superintendent of vSchools:
Dear Sir:
With this the eighteenth annual report of the Director of
Music, since the present incumbency, I shall briefly state what
has been accomplished during the last year.
The course in music in our schools finds it ultimate test in
the product of the High school, and in this school is now maintain-
ed a course that is said by eminent musical educators to have no
superior in the country, with its course in musical theory, history
and appreciation, with the excellent work of the chorus at the
annual music festivals, which have been carried on for fifteen
years, at which the best standard choral works are produced with
the assistance of professional soloists from New York and Boston,
and the Boston Festival orchestra.
This work has attracted such wide-spread attention that
musicians from far and near attend the festival each year, to
observe what the results of such serious studies in a high school
can accomplish, and the verdict has invariably been that the
results are marvelou.s. The Director has now before him a letter
from Leonard Liebling of New York, editor in chief of the Musical
Courier, in which this eminent editor states that he will come to
Nashua to attend the annual music festival in May. This in
itself is proof that this work of the High School has achieved
national prominence. It is the only high school in the United
States that carries on the work in a professional manner, and
where the students are brought in contact with the best tale it in
the countrv.
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To achieve" these results the work in the grades below the
High school is carried on in a consistent and thoroughly musical
way, with enthusiasm and enjoyment. The best material is
used in all the grades, and in the High school oratorios and stand-
ard cantatas are studied.
At the fourteenth annual festival, in City hall, last May, the
High School chorus produced the opera, "Martha," by von Flo-
tow, with Louise MaCMahan of New York, soprano; Mildred-
Potter of New York, contralto; Dan Beddce of New York, tenor;
Bernard Ferguson of Boston, baritone, and Percy Rector Stephens
of New York, bass. The Boston Festival orchestra played
several standard numbers beside furnishing the instrumental
music in the opera. The performance . was successful beyond
anything ever attempted in this city.
The High school has now in preparation two of the master-
pieces of musical hterature, namely "Hiawatha's Wedding
Feast," and "The Death of Minnehaha," composed by S. Cole-
ridge-Taylor, for soloists, chorus and orchestra. For this per-
formance, May 13, 1915, the soloists already are Dorothy May-
nard of New York, soprano; Mildred Potter of New York, con-
tralto; Reinald Werrenrath, the famous New York baritone, and
Paul Althouse, tenor of the New York Metropohtan Opera House.
The Boston Festival orchestra will again play.
The primary and the grammar grades are doing the work
in a consistent and thorough manner, and the tone quality in all
the grades is excellent. The pupils enjoy the singing and the
study of musical theory, and much good is achieved in this en-
thusiastic way of working.
To you, Mr. Superintendent, to the Board of Education,
the committee on music and to the teachers I am duly grateful




REPORT OF DIRECTOR OF DRAWING
James H. Fassett, Superintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir:
The work of the drawing department has progressed sat-
isfactorily during the past year. There have been no important
changes in the course of study therefore I am going to take this
opportunity to report to you the number of pictures and casts
hanging on the walls of the grammar and primary school rooms,
and to mtake some remarks and suggestions regarding them.
There are in all three hundred and ninety-six pictures and
fifty-eight casts. The casts are chiefly busts and bas-reliefs and
are not part of the collections of casts owned by the drawing
departm.ent. The pictures cover a great variety of subjects,
and include landscapes, views of historic buildings and places,
figure and animal pictures and portraits of men, famous in history
and hterature. The favorite hero is Washington. He is rep-
resented thirty-four times. Lincoln comes next in favor, rep-
resented twenty-three times. Two hundred and fifty-four of the
pictures, and most of the casts were bought with money raised
by the teachers and pupils. The total cost of the pictures was
$849.73, making the average price $3.34. The most expensive
picture cost $20.00, the cheapest cost $1.00. I could not discover
the price of the casts. The remaining one hundred and forty-
two pictures came to us from a variety of sources, the Woman's
Club, the Relief Corps, the Aetna Insurance Company, the Board
of Education, Larkin's Soap Company, a yeast cake company,
teachers and friends. Of course I do not know the valve of these
pictures, but I should say that they average higher in cost than
those in the other group. Those given by the Board of Education
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as prizes for excellence in penmanship are particularly good. The
subjects are well chosen, they are well framed, and are large
enough to be seen from all parts of a school room. I know that
they are appreciated by the teachers and pupils.
The foregoing statements show that our school room deco-
ration is liberal in its amount, but as the average cost of each pict-
ure, including the frame, is only $3.34, I think our object in the
future should be to improve the general excellence of the col-
lection. To take down or discard some of the oldest, poorest,
and least suitable pictures would be a great help towards this end,
and the fact is that when a teacher comes to a room she feels that
she has no authority to interfere with any picture hung there by
her predecessor, and so old and worthless pictures remain hanging
on the schoolroom walls indefinetely. I suggest that teachers
be given permission to dispose of any unworthy picture which
has hung on a schoolroom wall fifteen or more years. That would
surely be doing no injustice to the giver.
The teachers have helped me gather the facts which I present
in this report, and I thank them for their assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
ELIZABETH L. BUCKINGHAM.
Report of Director of Manual Training
Mr. James H. Fassett, Superintendent of vSchools:
Dear vSir:
In compliance with the rules and regulations of the School
Board, I submit my Fifth Annual Report.
Every year as the time arrives to write my Annual Report
I am confronted with practically the same problem. From the
many interesting features connected with the department and
the problems associated with them, what shall I select that will
be of most interest to you, the School Board, and for future
reference.
First, I might mention the hiring of Mr. John M. Palmer,
a graduate of the Boston Sloyd School, as an assistant in the
department to take charge of all the sixth, seventh, and eighth
grade classes. This addition to the teaching force relieved Mr.
Fuller of these classes, which time he is now devoting to High
School work.
The above made possible the adoption of the four year
Industrial course in the High School, which was approved by the
School Board last May.
During the month of June the department purchased through
local concerns the following:
One 14" 6' Flather Engine Lathe (quick change gear)
Four Hand Power Forges
Four Anvils (110 pounds)
Six Machinist Vises (for chipping and filing)
One 10" Union Universal Chuck
Miscellaneous collection of other small tools.
In March an exhibition of the work of the Evening vStudents
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in Mechanical Drawing was held in the store window of Howard-
Sexton Co., on Main street.
In May the annual exhibition of Industrial work in the
Public Schools, was held in the City Hall. It was very well
attended and many favorable comments were made.
Three illustrated lectures have been given, wdth slides
loaned us by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service.
These lectures have been very instructive and interesting to the
students. A composition is usually required after each lecture.
Twenty-five blue print frames have been made by the Fresh-
man boys to be used in the making of all necessary blue prints
for the department.
Last October, about one hundred mechanical drawings were
sent to Portsmouth to be displayed at the general exhibition
>of drawing, during the Convention of the New Hampshire vState
Teachers' Association.
The boys in the Senior class are now w^orking on two gasoline
engines, 2 H. P. 3 1-4" bore x 3 1-4" stroke, one a marine and the
other a stationary engine. We hope to have the two of them in
running condition by June.
High School Work.
In my last year's report, I stated that the Freshman class
was larger than could be conveniently accommodated. I am
obliged to make the same statement this year and must add that
as many as five boys refused the opportunity of taking this work
on account of the crowded conditions.
The Mechanical Drawing room is far from being large e-
nough and I hope that in the near future arrangements will be
made whereby we may have larger and better quarters. The
course of study is gradually being changed to meet the growing
demands of the school.
This year in place of the test-tube stands the freshmen have
made blue print frames, which they will use later. I am pleased
to mention at this time that the freshnen taking mechanical draw-
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ing have come to their classes better prepared and show a clearer
insight of the work than all previous freshmen. This I feel is
due to the efforts of the Director of Drawing, and the better
understanding of the subject on the part of the grade teachers,
siiice I gave the course in Mechanical Drawing two years ago.
The difference is particularly noticeable when compared with the
out of town pupils.
The second, third, and fourth year work is being carried on
as outlined in my last two reports with the exception of Milling
Machine work, for the Seniors. Last year's appropriation would
not allow the purchasing of this machine.
The Industrial Course for boys gives an all round academic
education in English, History, Foreign Languages, Science, and
Mathematics, in addition to shop work and Mechanical Drawing.
Some criticism has been made regarding the amount of
time given to Industrial Subjects. The general feeling through-
out the United States is that more time should be given to the
practical subjects.
During the recent Survey of the Richmond Public School,
which was under the direction of the National Society for the
Promotion of Industrial Education, the U. vS. Commissioner of
Education, Dr. Claxtcn, testified that in his judgment one-third
of the school day should be devoted to drawing, manual arts,
music, domestic science, etc., and that since not more than twenty
per cent of the school day in Richmond has been devoted to these




The following is a table showing the number of pupils taking
Industrial work in the High School:
First Year Industrial class in Mechanical Drawing 23
Fust Year Industrial class in Shopwork 23
Second Year Industrial class in Mechanical Drawing 7
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Second Year Industrial class in Shopwork 7
Third Year Industrial class in Mechanical Drawing 15
Third Year Industrial class in Shopwork 15
Fourth Year Industrial class in Mechanical Drawing 10
Fourth Year Industrial class in Shopwork 10
Extra boys taking Mechanical Drawing 9
Extra boys taking Shopwork 13
Total 132
An increase of 17 over last year.
Mechanical Drawing and Shopwork
Boys taking Industrial Subjects in 1911 52
Boys taking Industrial Subjects in 1912 78
Boys taking Industrial vSubjects in 1913 115
Boys taking Industrial Subjects in 1914 132
Grammar School Work
The course of study in the grammar grades remains very-
much the same. At present, we are contemplating the adding of
cement work, also reed work in the form of large waste baskets,
serving trays, etc.
Mr. Palmer is conducting his work with the right spirit.
He is not only showing a great interest in the boys during school
hours but he may be seen in the Spring Street shop as late as five
o'clock with from twenty to thirty boys doing extra w^ork.
Mr. Fuller after making a very complete set of wireless appa-
ratus, with the help of the boys erected an aerial from the two
steeples of the Spring Street School and conducted a class (out-
side of school hours) in wireless telegraphy.
The following table shows the number of pupils taking
Manual Training in the Grammar Schools:
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having first \dsited them three or four years ago. The changes
have been brought about by the necessity of floor space for new
equipment. Today we are in need of two additional ergine lathes
and a milling machine. When the above machines are installed
in the High School it will necessitate the giving up of the floor
space which is now being used for demonstration purposes.
The crowded conditions of the department show the need of
larger quarters which Mr. Fassett explained so well in his 1913
Annual Report under the subject of "New School Building."
Recommendations.
For the further extension of Industrial Work in the Nashua
Public Schools.
1st. That a milling machine and two engine lathes be
installed in the High School shop.
2nd. That a new floor be laid in the shop at the Spring
Street School.
3rd. That the question of securing new accommodations
for the department be considered.
Once again I wish to express my thanks to you, for advice,
to the members of the School Board of their support, and to the





Report of Director of Domestic Science
\
Mr. James H. Fassett, vSuperintendent of Schools:
Dear Sir:
In submitting the report of the Domestic Science Depart-
ment for the year 1914, I wish first to thank the Superintendent,
the members of the Committee and others of the Board for their
great interest and cooperation, thereby making cooking in the
schools possible this year.
The girls of the eighth grades, eighty in number began work
in the new cooking laboratory in the Spring Street School at the
mid year, 1914. From the first the pupils showed much interest
in the cooking lessons and many of them report voluntarily each
week the cooking that they are doing at home. During the Spring
term a special class of twenty girls from the High School were
given instruction one afternoon each week. Each of the last
six lessons included a course dinner served to four invited guests.
This gave the girls practical instruction in table setting, decora-
tion, and serving of a dinner, as well as the preparation of a well
balanced menu. At the opening of school in September the ninth
grade girls continued in the cooking classes, spending two hours
each week instead of one and pne half hours as in the eighth
grade. The first six weeks of the Fall term were given to lessons
in canning and preserving. The girls canned tomatoes, peaches
and pears, and made jellies, jams, marmalade and pickles. Later
an exhibition and sale was held in the laboratory for the benefit
of the parents and friends who wished to purchase them. A
study of yeast and bread making followed these lessons. Each
girl made one loaf of bread in class which she carried home with
great pride and satisfaction. The following week many loaves of
bread made at home by the girls were brought into class. One
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small girl has recently reported that she makes all the bread for
a family of ten. At this time it seemed advisable that the girls
have some practical use made of their cooking. The problem of
furnishing food for the High vSchool lunch room presented itself
and since November 17th the girls of the ninth grades have pre-
pared each day, eight to ten dozen sandwiches, five loaves of
cake, several dozen cookies, forty glasses of fruit gelatine, forty
mugs of cocoa, and soup or some other hot dish. The work is
planned so that each girl in turn prepares the different kinds of
food.
In May in connection with the Manual Training and Draw-
ing departments this department held an exhibition in City Hall.
Finished garments from ninth grades and High School classes,
and models from the sixth, seventh and eighth grades were show^n.
An exhibition of cooked food including muffins, gingerbread,
rolls, biscuits, nut bread, cake, and cookies attracted much atten-
tion, also a dining table properly laid and decorated for dinner.
At the opening of school in September Miss Irene B. Dowd
of Nashua, a graduate of Worcester Dom'estic Science School,
began her duties as assistant in this department. She is teaching
sewing in the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, having two hun-
dred and forty-s?ven girls in her classes.
In the High School there are fourteen girls in the Freshman
class who spend four periods a week on sewnng and three on cook-
ing. In the Sophomore class there aie eight girls who have three
periods of sewing and three of cooking. In October Miss Buck-
ingham and I went to Boston with- twelve of these girls, spending
a morning at the Art Museum and an afternoon at the Food Fair.
It seemed a very profitable day for all.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY E. A. PILLSBURY.
January 21, 1915.
REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
Mr. James H. Fassett, vSu^erixtendent of Schools:
Dear Sir:
In compliance with your request, I herewith submit the
second annual report of the Medical inspection.
The Medical inspection is going along very well this year.
Both parents and children are much more agreeable to Medical
inspection than they were last year.
Almost every day I have children come to me and say,
"Aly parents were so glad to find I had such a defect, as they
did not know anything about it, until you notified them."
The Inspectors have found a number of defects corrected,
which statistics will not show this year, owing to the fact that we
have a large number of Greek children in the public schools since
their Greek schools have been closed, and most all are defective
in one way or another, which covers up the amount of defects
corrected.
The school physicians have given a number of children free
medical treatment, also first aid surgical treatment and advise
to those who were unable to go to their family physician.
Now in regard to cleanliness. The children who were coming
to school unclean through their own fault, are very much improv-
ed, but I am sorry to say, there are a great many still neglected,
and I am afraid will be until we have some provisions made for
a bath at the Palm Street and Belvidere Schools, then the chil-
dren from other buildings who haven't any means to take a bath
at home, could come with their parents and be taught how to
take one.
The eye tests have been made in the various schools through-
out the city, starting in the second grade and going through the
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High School. We found a very large number of children suffer-
ing from defective vision, and nearly all of them were very glad
to be notified, and those that could afford to got glasses immedia-
tely.
The Board of Education was very glad to help the children
whose parents were in financial difficulties.
Through the constant observation of the teachers we have
been able to keep a close watch on any symptoms of contagious
diseases. Any child who complained of sore throat or anything
suspicious was reported immediately, and every precaution taken
to prevent disease.
The children who were out sick, I visited the homes, and in
any cases of minor sickness, which did not require medical aid,
I was very glad to offer any helpful suggestion that I could give.
If I thought it necessary that the child have a physician, I advised
them to have one
In closing, I wish to thank you, the members of the Board
of Education, also the principals and teachers of the various
schools for your cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
ELIZABETH C vSULLIVAN.
REPORT OF STAMP SAVING SYSTEM
Mr. James H. Fassett, Superintendent of Schools
Dear Sir:
In compliance with your request, I submit herewith a report
of the history and practical working of the Department of the
Stamp Saving System in the PubHc vSchools.
It was in 1906 that Mrs. M. Frances Allen in her annual
address, as president of the Nashaway Woman's Club, made the
first presentation to the club of the merits of this system and the
idea of its being installed in our schools.
Pioneer work was done by Mrs. Allen and her Board of
Managers, which bore fruit during the succeeding administration
of the late Mrs. Maud Atherton Griswold, who with Mrs. Delia
H. Allton as representatives of the Club and most ardent promo-
ters of the cause from its inception, were granted an audience by
the Board of Education and presented to that body facts obtained
by investigations made in cities where the system was in operation
in its schools; and asked that this system be placed in our schools.
After the consideration and the conducting of investigations
by their own representatives the Board voted to install the Stamp
Saving System in the Public Schools and placed it under the
management of the Nashaway Woman's Club; said Club to bare
the expenses connected with the same.
The Woman's Club entered upon its duties with enthusiasm
and appointed Mrs. Delia H. Allton and Mrs. Jennie C. Wood-
bury to visit Somerville, Massachusetts, to learn the working
details of the system which was in operation in that city.
Mrs. Woodbury was also made Agent for the Club to in-
troduce the system into the schools and a sum not exceeding
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$100.00 was appropriated for the initial expenses. Of this amount
$c6.65 was used.
Mrs. Woodbury was one of the original promoters of the
system and in her new ofiEice was untiring and efhcient; aided by
Mrs. Allton and the inspiring cooperation of our Superintendent
of Schools and Mr. Daniel W. Perry of the School Board, was
enabled in May 1908 to place this new department of our school
curriculum on a working basis in all the grades of the city schools
below the high school.
The fact that it has survived and is in a flourishing condition
at the present time seems a proof of the wisdom of its adoption
by our Board of Education.
The system is as follows: The Nashaway Woman's Club
appoints one of its members a chairman or agent to take charge
of the work. She in turn selects eleven club members to act as
collectors—one for each of the eleven school buildings. The
collections are made on alternate Fridays.
During the first week of the school year the agent delivers
to the principal of each building the capital in stamps which it
is estimated will be required for the year, also stamp-cards or
folders which are sold to the children for one cent each and on
which they paste their stamps.
These stamps are in denominations of one, three, five, ten,
and twenty-five cents, respectively. Are in sheets of fifty stamps,
perforated and with mucilage upon reverse side the same as post-
age stamps; heirg convenient for the use of both teacher and
pupil.
The capital of the various buildings at the present time
ranges from $12.00 to $43.00 worth of stamps.
The teacher sells stamps to the pupils to the amount of the
money deposited with her. The stamps are receipts which the
pupils paste on their stamp-cards. They are attractive in ap-
pearance ; each denomination being of a different color and are
a proof of the children's savings in a form which they enjoy.
The division of redemptions into cash and bank accounts is
second in importance only to that of stamp sales. If a child
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needs his deposit his teacher will pay him the entire amount on
the presentation of his receipted stamp-card, but the depositors
are advised to refrain from cashing their cards until their savings
amount to a sum which will permit of their depositing their
money in a savings bank, where it will draw interest. This has
been made alluring to the child by the Nashua Trust Company's
Willingness to redeem stamp-cards representing $1.00 or more and
open a savings bank account in the individual card-owner's
name, but 82.00 is the minimum stun upon which interest is
computed.
Said bank is our authority for the statement that at least
one third of the children opening savings bank accounts have
retained them to the present time.
This powerful friend—the bank account—may be the nucleus
of many a future fortune
It is the duty of the collectors on the regular collection days
to visit the buildings assigned to them and receive from tne prin-
cipals the cash from their sales, also blanks filled out recording
such sales in detail.
It is the duty of the agent on each collection day, at a stated
time, to be at the office of the Superintendent of vSchools and
receive from the collectors their cash in hand; issuing new stamps
for each building to duplicate its sales. Thus be working capital
is kept intact to the end of the year.
At the close of each collection day; the agents credits each
building with the amount of its sales and deposits the whole sum
from the sale of stamps with the Nashua Trust Company. The
amount from card sales is retained to defray, in part the current
expenses of operating this system.
At the end of the school year the working capital remaining
with the principals is returned to the agent, credit given for the
same and the accounts of the several buildings closed.
It may be fitting to state that our bookkeeping is done with
.as much detail and exactness as that of any business corporation.
It may be asked: Why did the Board of Education place this
system in its schools? What is its excuse for being?
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"Its object is an educational one. It tries to teach that
money goes farther when spent in large than in little sums. The
stamp-card is like a dam, which holds the money back until it
is enough for shoes or a suit of clothes instead of candy or a
ribbon."
To cite specific cases which came to our personal attention:
Last October a ten year old Lithuanian boy had a savings account
of S5.00 and $2.00 in stamps on his card representing his savings
(which were largely his own earnings) during his eighth and ninth
years. He withdrew his money from the bank purchasing for
himself a suit of winter clothes for $4.50 and a pair of rubbers for
50 cents; having left a little interest which his $5.00 had earned
while on deposit. The $2.00 on his card was redeemed by his
teacher and presented by him to his mother for the purpose of
buying necessities for a little sister. The mother is a poor widow
with live children, the youngest three years and the oldest fifteen.
Recently our little man informed us, his face brightening with
pleasure, that he had bought anoLher card and put a one-cent
stamp on it,—"just for a starter " At the present writing, after
three weeks time, the card has a cash value of 75 cents. A very-
manly and dependable little boy, who promises to make a desir-
able Anerican citizen!
Another instance from a different station in hfe: This time
an only child—a tenderly cared-for little girl of six years. The
mother, with words of praise for the system, told the writer that
she had been in the habit of giving her daughter about 50 cents
thru the week, in sums of 5 or 10 cents at a time, all being spent
as soon as received. Since September of the present year, when
this child first entered the primary school, every penny which
came into her possession has been used for the purchase of stamps,
much to the mother's delight, who has bcco ne thoroly imbued
with the merits of our system.
It is the bringing of the opportunity to save to the plastic
child which is one of its fundamental advantages.
But of supreme importance and most far-reaching in its
effects is the habit of self-control which is trained every time a
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child buys a penny stamp which he places on his stamp-card
instead of yielding to his inherited tendency for spending his
money.
It is said that extravagance is the cardinal sin of the Americ-
an pople, . and charitable workers in constant contact with wage-
earners state that a large proportion of them are only a few weeks
away from Want, and that n any of the n are only a few months
from Actual Poverty.
If these facts are true and we realize that the interests of us
all are interlaced, as a matter of self-defe:ise for this community
as a unit, it behooves us to encourage the 1 irth of the spirit cf
thift and econom}'—very potent principles in the affairs of men
and nations.
Condensed Statistics.
From the records of the vStamp vSaving vSystcm from May 1908 to
June 1914 (inclusive).
Year Collections Redemptions Sale of
Stamp Sales Banked Cashed Cards
1908- 9 $1,812.12 .$ 898.77$ 359.91$ 19.46
1909-10 1,408.41 1,008.24 395.76 10.58
1910-11 1,042.85 449.68 529.78 8.52
1911-12 991.62 303.71 511.52 8.77
1912-13 1,050.67 298.71 497.92 7.95
1913-14 981.24 336.26 493.59 8.62
Total $7,286.91 $3,295.37 $2,788.48 $63.90
Summary for Six Years
The average yearly collection from the sale of stamps is
$1,214.48 1-2.
The total collections from stamp sales of $7,286.91 plus the
card sales of 63.90 equals $7,350.81.
The total number of cards sold was 6,390.
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Condensed Statistics
From the records of the Stamp Saving System from October 2,
pH914 to February 11, 1915 (inclusive).
Year Collections
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It is said that "Work is not a penalty, but a spiritual op-
portunity of the highest order."
The success which has been attained is the result of the hard
work of all who have taken a part—our faithful teachers and
principals, collectors and agents, together with the unremitting
labor of Mrs. Woodbury, and the invaluable assistance of our
Superintendent of Schools and Board of Education—to all of




Nashua, N. H., Februarv 12, 1915.
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, JANUARY, 1915
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Prin. Gr. 8 Mary M. Morrill
Grade 7 Florence A. Hills
6 Katherine J. Mulvanity
5 Mary I. Woodbury
4 Rose A. Lee




Prin. Gr. 5 Mabel E. Rogers
Grade 4 Annie E. Cullen
3 Annie D. Ashe '
2 Annie L. Collins
Ij Katherine A. Burns
IjEva Shaber
PALM vSTREET
Pin. Gr. 4 & 3| Charlotte Gushing
Grade 3 Mary J. Lonergan
21Mary R. Connor
I'Ella F. Lee
1 Ella G. Valcour
1 M. Josephine Valcour
Julv,
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YEAR EKDIXG JUNE, 1914, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTER
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS.
YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1914, AS PER TEACHERS* REGISTER.
SCHOOL, GRADE AND POSITION.
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS.
YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1914, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTER.
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS.
YEAR ENDING JUNE, 1914, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTER.
SCHOOL, GRADE AND POSITION.
Resignations, Appointments and Transfers
For the Year Ending December, 1914,
RESIGNATIONS.
May E. Gould, from High School.
Ruby M. Sanders, from Grade 4, Arhngton Street.
Ada L. Nutbrown, from Grade 2, Belvidere.
Ruth Manwaring, from Assistant, Crown Hill Kindergarten.
Alice P. Cottie, from Suburban, Number 5.
APPOINTMENTS.
Elizabeth E. Allen, High School.
Hazel Bradley, Grade 4, Spring Street.
Marcia Wingate, Assistant, Crown Hill Kindergarten.
Hazel Warren, Assistant, Ash Street Kindergarten.
Alice Smith, Suburban, Number 1.
Rosa Bockis, Suburban, Number 4.
Dorothy B. Nutting, Suburban, Number 7.
TRANSFERS.
Lilla D. Goodspeed, from Spring Street, sixth grade, to Mt.
Pleasant, sixth grade.
Florence A. Hills, from Arlington Street, fifth grade, to
Arlington Street, seventh grade.
Rose A. Lee, from Arlington Street, second grade, to Ar-
lington Street, fourth grade.
Annie L. Collins, from Belvidere, first grade, to Belvidere,
second grade.
EHzabeth M. Gerety, from Suburban, Number 1, to Ar-
lington Street, second grade.
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Mary Connor, from Suburban, Number 4, to Palm Street,
second grade.
Eva Shaber, from Suburban, Number 5, to Belvidere, first
grade.
Alice P. Cottie, from Suburban, Number 7, to Suburban,
Number 5.
EVENING SCHOOLS
Whole number of pupils enrolled November 3, 1913, for the
for the term of eighteen weeks ending March 20, 1914.
FOREIGN CLASSES
Prin., Frank W. Lakeman Lithuanians 28
Asst., Josephine Morrison Greek 35
Asst., Ella G. Valcour French 37
Asst., Anne D. Ashe French 30
Asst., Margaret M. Earley Polanders 35
GRAMMAR SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Asst., Ellen A. HerUhy
Asst., Mary C. McCarthy
Asst., Mary I. Woodbury
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Asst., Mary M. Kimball Typewr'g & St'g'phy 23
Asst., Grace E. Campbell Bookkeeping 24
Asst., Ernest W. Beck Mechanical Drawing 24
Total 359
Grades 8 and 6
CONDENSED STATISTICS
From the Registers for the Year Ending June, 1914.
Length of the High School year 38 weeks
Length of the school year in grades below the High
School 36 weeks
Time lost on account of weather 2 days
Teachers who have had college or normal school
training 72
Number of visits of Superintendent 776
Number of visits of Parents 2679
Number of visits of Committee , 261
Largest number in any class 62
Whole number of school rooms 104
Whole number of rooms unoccupied 5
Number of classes containing one grade 59
Number of classes containing mixed grades 6
Number of classes containing two grades 3
Whole number of pupils enrolled in Evening Schools. . . 362
Number of pupils to whom deposit fee was returned ... 218
EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER, 1914
Teachers' Salaries S74,275 . 33
Janitors' and Superintendent's Salaries 12,623.04




Music 470 . 71
Drawing 334. 10
Manual Training .' ,.. . 1,694.06
Domestic Science ' 843 . 96







Colonial Theatre, Friday June 12, 1914, 9 30 A. M.
Won est Vivere sed Valere Vita'
Programme
Prayer,
Rev. J. Bruce Oilman
Class Oration, The Motto
Fred Thurston Marsh
Song, The Thunder Maker Henry F. Oilbert
Class
In summers of old, when mountains roar'd,
And the red fires leap'd on high.
"Oh, it's Vulcan bold, with his terrible horde,"
All the simple folk would cry
:
They're forging the thunder of mighty Jove;
The heavens are loud with their smiting,
And when from the anvils the brig htsparks flv,
All the clouds are aflame with their light'ning.
Oh, great are the gods on Olympian heights,
The gods that can never die •
But greatest of all is the one who smiles
On the thunder bolts in the sky.
Kling!Klang!Kling!
You can hear the hammers ring.
As he works above for his master Jove,
And the anvils glitter and ring.
Kling ! Klang ! Kling
!
How the sparks from the forges fly.
While he works to make the bolts that shake
Sea and valley, hill and sky. —Frederick Manlev
Address,







Song, Carmena H. Lane Wilson
Class
Dance and song make glad the night.
Hark! the castanets are sounding light.
Come, ah, come.
Love, I watch the scene so bright.
Ah ! now rings a voice I know from every voice apart.
Through the orange grove he hastens,
He is coming, oh, my heart.
Ah! 'mid the throng many are fair;
Bright flow'rets twine in raven hair.
Through flow'ts twine in raven hair.
Dark eyes sparkle and gleam.
Soft lips breath tender sighs.
Shall I fairest seem in his eyes?
Hark, now ring the music.
While the silver moonbeams shine.
In the dance, love, and forever,










President of Board of Education




Florence Elizabeth Osgood Fred Thurston Marsh
CLASS OF 1914
OF VALEDICTORY RANK














Rosina Mildred Blood Sibyl Davis
Jennie Isabel Burtt Gladys Abbie CoUms
Hattie Wheeler Dary Eva Sara Davis
Katherine Laton Dearborn Leonard Hamlin
Roland Joseph Joyce Lyman Emmerson Main
Nellie Gertrude McCarty Maude Merrill
Winn Merrill Frederick Harwood Norton



























































Margaret Celia Temple Ruth Louise Wells
^Rank in scholarship in the first third of the class. The valedictorian was
chosen by the class from those highest in rank. The orator and pr.ophets were
chosen by the class from the first third. .^^ •














Board of Health ' 57





City Hall Building 63
City Interest 64








Lands and Buildings 77
Memorial Day 78
Milk Inspector 79
Nashua Hospital Association 79
Park Commission 79
Park Commission 79
Park Commission, Brown Tail Moths 80
Park Commission, Commons 80
Paupers 80
Police Department 82




Sinking Fund ^ 92
Soldiers and Sailors 92
Special Fire Department Apparatus 92
State Tax 93
St Joseph Hospital 93
Street Lights 93
Temporary Loan 94





Board of Health, Report of 233
Causes of Death 234






Pulilic Works Office 160
City Teams 160
Distribution of Expenditures as to Location 162
Itemized Distribution of Expenditures 164
Sewer Department 167
Sewer Construction 168
Public Works Office 169
City Teams 169
Inventory, January 4, 1915 170
Cash Account 178
Table of Expenditures, 1906-1914 182
City Clerk, Report of 43
Cash Account 44







City Government for the year 1914 7
Board of Mayor and Aldermen 7
Board of Common Council 8
Joint Standing Committees 9
Standing Committees of Common Councils 9
City Officers for the year 1914 11
City Government for the year 1915 . 13
Board of Aldermen 13
Committees of the Board of Aldermen 14
Finance Committee 15
City Officers for the year 1915 16
Board of Public Works 17
Board of Assessors 17
Board of Health 18
Inspectors of Check Lists 18
Surveyor of Wood. Bark and Lumber 19
Weighers 20
Measurer of Stone; Brick, Paint and Plastering 20
Fence Viewers 20
Trustees of the Sinking Fund 21
Trustees of the Hunt Legacy 21
Trustees of the Edgewood Cemetery 21
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery 22
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries 22
Page
Park Commissioners 23
Nashua Hospital Association 23
Police Court, District of Nashua 23
Police Department 24
Officers and patrolmen 24
Fire Department 25
Ward Officers 27
Nashua Public Library 29
Regular Meetings 30
Revision of the City Charter 31
General Municipal Election 33
City Physician's Report 238
Citv Property, Estimated value of 99
City vSoliicitor's Report 187
City Treasurer's Report 37
Hunt Library Fund 40
Noyes Prize Mefal Fund 41
Financial Statement for the year 1914 54
Fire Department Report 119
Commissioners Report 1 17
Fire Record 1914 121
Permanent Force 120
Fire Alarm Telegraph 155
Instructions to Keyholders and Citizens 155
Apparatus and Hose 156
Estimated value of Property 156
General Municipal Election 33
Mayor's Address 3
Milk Inspector's Report 1S5
Nashua Hospital Association 211
Organization 211
Executive Committee 214
Training vSchool Report 224
Treasurer's Report 226
Nashua Public Library 239
Board of Trustees 239
Treasurer's Report 240
Librarian's Report 241
Park Commissioners Report 199
Financial Statement 201
Police Commissioners Report 205
Arrests 205
How disDOsed of 207
Lodgers ., 208
Property Stolen and Recovered 208
Incidental Services 208
Regular Meetings 30
Board of Mayor and Aldermen 30
Finance Committee 30
Board of Education 30
Police Commission 30




Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery 30
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery 30
Resolutions and Ordinances 245
Taxation, Statistics of 104
Taxes, Statement of 101
Trustees of Sinking Fimd, Report of 107
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery, Report of 193
Trust Fund for Perpetual Care of Lots 193
Permanent Fund for Care of Walks and Drives 194
Receipts and Disbursements 195
Trustees of Hunt Lecture Fund, Report 203
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries, Report 197
Finances 197
Perpetual Care Funds 198
Memorial 198
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery, Report . 189
Perpetual Care Fimd 190







Report of Board of Education 1
Organization 3
Superintendent's Report 8
Principal of High School Report 15
Director of Music, Report 21
Director of Drawing, Report 23
Director of Manual Training, Report 25
Director of Domestic Science, Report 31
School Nurse, Report 33
Stamp Saving System, Report 35
Teachers of Day Schools, Position, Name, Election and Salary 42
Public Day Schools Statistics as per Teacher's Registers 48
Resignations, Appointments and Transfers 53
Condensed Statics ^5
Summary of Truant Officer's Report 56
Graduation Exercices, Class of 1914, Nashua High School ... 57
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